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HELICOPTERWITH I0-64C MAIN-ROTORBLADESECTIONS
By
Charles E. K. Morris, Jr., Robert L. Tomaine,
and Dariene D. Stevens
SUMMARY
A flight investigation has obtained performance and rotor-loads data for a
teetering-rotor, AH-IG helicopter flown with the I0-64C airfoil as the main-
rotor blade section. Data for each test point describe flight-state parameters,
control positions, rotor loads, power required, and blade motion. The flight
program included forward flight up to 83 m/sec (162 knots), hover, linear climb
and descent, descending turns, and symmetrical pull-ups.
Rotor loads are reviewed in terms of peak-to-peak values and harmonic con-
tent. Increased airspeed produced increased peak-to-peak loads at tip-speed
ratios above 0.2. Peak-to-peak loads exhibited basic trends for increased
maneuver load factor: inboard chordwise loads increased significantly, tor-
sional loads decreased, and midspan beamwise loads remained virtually unchanged.
Harmonic analysis showed that the trends for the larger harmonic components were
consistent with trends exhibited by the peak-to-peak data for each respective
type of load.
INTRODUCTION
Studies have indicated that improvements in rotorcraft airfoil character-
istics can contribute significantly to improvements in the performance and
loads characteristics of helicopter rotors. The aerodynamic design of these
airfoils is still accomplished with design methods constrained to two-dimen-
sional, steady flow (ref. i). Efforts to relate airfoil design methods to the
complex flow environment of the helicopter rotor lead to full-scale tests.
Flight tests have been conducted for this purpose; they were accomplished with
three sets of dynamically similar blades with the same twist and planform.
Each of the three sets of blades was built with a different airfoil, designed
by a significantly different method. The tests and some of the results have
been documented in references 2, 3, and 4. Flight tests with the standard,
production main-rotor blades are described in reference 5.
This report presents flight data on loads and performance for one blade
set of the investigation of reference 2. The data were obtained with instru-
mented main-rotor blades having the I0-64C airfoil of reference 6. The data
systems (described in ref. 3, 4, 5, and 7) produced records of flight-state
parameters, control positions, engine performance, rotor loads, blade angles,
blade pressure distributions, and other data. Test conditions included steady,
level flight up to 83.2 m/sec (162 knots) and collective-fixed turns, pull-ups,
climbs, and descents at a tip-speed ratio of approximately 0.25.
Numerous sets of reduced data are presented with minimal analysis. Each
set contains concurrently measured values of all of the performance and loads
parameters. Figures illustrating trends or typical parameter histories are
given to assist in the interpretation and utilization of the data listings.
SYMBOLS
Positive senses of some axes, angles, and accelerations are presented in
figure I.
Aof main-rotor collective pitch angle at 0.75R, commandedat swashplate, "
deg
AOs main-rotor collective pitch angle at 0.75R, measured at blade grips,
deg
AO, tr tail-rotor collective pitch angle, deg
Alf main-rotor lateral-cyclic pitch angle, commandedat swashplate, deg
Als main-rotor lateral-cyclic pitch angle, measured at blade grip, deg
a speed of sound, m/sec
als first harmonic of main-rotor longitudinal flapping with respect to
the rotor mast, deg
Blf main-rotor longitudinal-cyclic pitch angle, commandedat swashplate,
deg
Bls main-rotor longitudinal-cyclic pitch angle, measured at blade grip,
deg
bls first harmonic of main-rotor lateral flapping with respect to the
rotor mast, deg
CL' vehicle load coefficient, Wnz
p_R2 (_R')2
CQ main-rotor-masttorque (power)coefficient, Q .
p_R3(QR)2
c airfoilchord,m
Fdb drag-brace force, positive for tension, N
Fpl pitch-link load, positive for compression, N
g acceleration due to gravity, 9.81 m/sec2
hp density altitude, m
2
I
i h horizontal-tail incidence angle, deg
blade beamwise (flapwise) bending moment at "p" percent blade radius,
Mbp posltive for load applied upward, N-m
Mcp blade chordwise (inplane) bending moment at "p" percent blade radius,
positive for load applied rearward toward blade trailing edge, N-m
Mh reference blade-tip Mach number, RR
a
Mtp blade torsional moment at "p" percent blade radius, positive for load
applied upward at blade leading edge, N-m
mI data channel sensitivity, measured units/mV
nx, ny, nz, orthogonal set of load factors for aircraft center of gravity,
g units
pf, qf, rf, orthogonal set of fuselage angular rates, rad/sec
Q main-rotor mast torque, N-m
r radial distance to blade element, m
R main-rotor radius, m
Tb blade temperature, C
Tce canister electronics temperatuwe, C
t time, seconds
V aircraft true airspeed or velocity, m/sec (knots)
W aircraft gross weight, N
X,Y,Z, orthogonal set of aircraft body axes (see fig. I)
x airfoil abscissa, positive rearward from leading edge, m
y airfoil ordinate, positive upward, m
_f fuselage angle of attack, deg
Bf fuselage angle of side-slip, deg
Bs main-rotor, shaft-axis teeter angle, (where Bs = ao - als cos_
- bls sin_ .) positive upward, deg
Af change in data measurement due to temperature (see table IV)
IAm2 sensitivity of digitizing electronics, mV/counts - c
APo data increment due to sensor temperature, data units/C
AVo adjustment to data-channel sensitivity for electronics temperature,
mV/C
6 digital data-system measurements, counts
ef fuselage pitch attitude, deg
es main-rotor shaft-axis blade pitch at 0.75R, (where es = A0 - Als cos@-
Bls sin@- .), measured at blade grip, deg
tip-speed ratio, V/(_R)
p mass density of air, kg/m3
Cf fuselage roll attitude, deg
@ main-rotor blade aximuth angle, measured from downwind position in
direction of rotor rotation, deg





Bars over symbols denote mean values; circumflex marks (^) over symbols




The test vehicle was the modified AH-1G attack helicopter described in the
drawings of figure 2, the photograph of figure 3, and the tabulated character-
istics given in Table I. The salient features of this helicopter are the
teetering-hub main rotor, the narrow fuselage, and the stub wings. This vehi-
cle had the same basic configuration described in reference 3 except for the
main-rotor blades. The new set of blades had the same structural design as the
NLR-IT blades of reference 3. The most significant change from the NLR-IT
blades was in the use of the I0-64C airfoil as the blade-section profile. Some




The I0-64C was designed with the methods described in reference 8. This
approach employs the crestline method for predicting drag-divergence Mach
numbers for an appropriate range of lift coefficients. The coordinates of the
I0-64C were generated using the NACAequations for four and five-digit airfoils.
The thickness distribution is that of an NACA0010-64 (standard nose radius
and maximumthickness at 40 percent chord). The camber is derived from an extra-
polation of five-digit airfoil camber; maximumcamber is located at 35 percent
chord. Figure 4 presents geometric data for this shape; Table II contains the
coordinates.
Aerodynamic characteristics of the I0-64C ai.rfoil are given in reference
6, which presents data from tests conducted in the Langley 6- by 28-inch wind
tunnel at Reynolds numbers close to those for flight. Drag-divergence Mach
number was determined to be about 0.83 at zero-lift conditions and 0.72 at a
normal-force coefficient of 0.6. Pitching-moment coefficients ranged from
-0.015 to -0.020 at subcritical speed and moderate lift; maximumnormal-force
coefficient was found to be slightly below that of the NACA0012 airfoil tested
in the same facility.
Data Systems
The Piloted Aircraft Data System (PADS) acquired data from fuselage-mounted
sensors. The list of PADSchannels and their characteristics is given in Table
III. The PADSused pulse-code modulation (PCM) in the multiplexer-digitizer
system; it had a lO-bit word, parity included, and a sampling rate of 80 times
per channel per second. Other details of the system are given in Appendix A of
reference 5.
Rotor data were processed onboard by the Special Rotor Blade Instrumentation
(SRBI) system of reference 7. The list of measured loads, temperatures and
angles is given in Table IV. The SRBI system used PCMwith an 8-bit word, which
had no parity; it sampled each channel I000 times per second. All of the chan-
nels for loads and angles had a single-pole, constant-delay filter with 3-deci-
bel attenuation frequency at 90 Hz. Reference 7 and Appendix B of reference 3
contain further information on this system. The only difference in the set of
sensors used, compared to those of reference 4, was the use of a linear slide-
type potentiometer to measure hub teeter angle.
Data Reduction
Data reduction was conducted to produce complete sets of concurrent values
of all performance and load parameters for each test point. Measured PADSdata
were corrected and reduced to final form as described in reference 5. PADS
parameters change more slowly than SRBI parameters, which allows one set of
reduced PADSdata to remain valid for each complete revolution described by
SRBI data. Someof the PADSparameters were used to reduce each set of SRBI
data (for a complete rotor revolution inclusive of each PADStest-point time).
Most of the reduced SRBI data are described by their harmonic content. All
SRBI data were corrected for the effects of temperature and filter lag. Rotor
5
speed was calculatedfrom SRBI azimuthdata ratherthan PADS tachometerdata.
Flight-TestProcedures
Flight-testsconditionsincludedhover, level forwardflight,and collec-
tive-fixedmaneuvers. Test points for steady,level-flightspeed sweepsranged
from about 34 to 83 m/sec (65 to 162 knots) in approximately5 m/sec (10 knot)
increments;each point was held for severalseconds. Manueverswere flown with
a target tip-speedratio of 0.25 (approximately108 knots) and collectivepitch
set for steady,level flight at that speed. These manueverswere symmetrical
pull-ups,and constant-airspeedescendingturns. Linear climbsand descents
were also flown with the same airspeedtarget. Emphasiswas placed on obtaining
a data set that would be useful for comparisonwith data for the other blade
sets flown with this same vehicle (refs.2 through5). This requiredstrictly
controlledand standardizedtest procedures,close attentionto rotor speed,
and the controlof configurationparameters(such as centerof gravity).
PRESENTATIONOF RESULTS
Data on performance,rotor loads,flight state, and controlpositionsare
presentedin figures5 through18 and in the listingof AppendixA. Table V is
a guide to the listings. Flight numbersand run numbersare used to identify




Three speed sweeps................. 6
Typicaldata histories............... 7
Loads: harmoniccontentand airspeed ....... 8, 9
Climb and descent................... 10
Maneuveringflight
Descendingturns................ . . 11 to 14
Symmetricalpull-ups................ 15 to 17
Maneuverdata trends,peak-to-peakloads...... 18
DISCUSSION
The discussionof data for the 10-64C bladesis consistentwith the approach
taken in reference3 with the NLR-ITdata. Vehicleload-levelis describedin
terms of verticalload-factoror vehicleload-coefficientCL'. Although CL'
approximatesrotor-liftcoefficient,it is actuallya measureof the normal
componentof inertialload reactedby the rotor,stub wings, and other aerodyna-
mic surfaces. As in reference3, rotor loads are discussedin terms of three
components: beamwise (flapwise),chordwise(inplane),and torsional(including
pitch-linkloads).
As in references3 and 5, test-pointtimes for data reductionwere chosen
after recordsof flight-stateparameters,controlposition,rotormotion, and
blade loads were reviewed. For level flight or steadymaneuvers,test-point
criteriarequireda trimmedcondition;for symmetricalpull-ups(transient
maneuvers)the criteria requiredthat the body attitudematch that of the vehicle
in level flight at the same airspeed.
Level Flight
Power-required(ie., torque-required)data are presentedin figure5 as the
variationof main-rotortorquecoefficientwith tip-speedratio for eight level-
flight speed sweeps. (The sets of data are plottedwith offset scalesand are
sequencedin ascendingorder of averagereferenceMach numberand load coeffi-
cient). The value of maximumattainabletip-speedratio was constrainedby
engine-powerlimitations.
The level-flight,speed-sweepdata of figure6 give resultsfor three sepa-
rate flights. Data trendswith increasingvalues of tip-speedratio show good
agreementfor the two flightsat CL' = 0.0044. Flight resultsat the higher
value of vehicleload coefficientreflectthe requirementsfor higherpower,
highermain-rotorcollectivepitch, and lower longitudinalflapping. At u = 0.2
and above, the higher CL' producesa slightreductionin peak-to-peakloads
for inboardbeamwiseand both torsionalstations. Severaladditionaltrends
can be observed in the data of figure6. Above p = 0.2, peak-to-peakvalues
of all the measuredloads clearlyshow an increasewith increasingtip-speed
ratio; also, mean values of the torsionalloads becomemore negativewith
increasingtip-speedratio.
Characteristicsof rotor loads for level flightare also presentedin the
next three figures. Figure7 presentstypicalload historiesfor severalrotor
revolutionsand indicatesthat the data wave-formsare highly periodic. Most
of the characteristicsof rotor-loadharmoniccontent,shown in figures8 and 9,
are expectedon the basis of level-flightresultsfrom NLR-1T data (ref. 3).
Figure8 presentsdata for airspeedsbetween74 and 162 knots. Beam-wiseloads
are composedprimarilyof the first four harmonics,with the first two harmon-
ics predominatinginboard. The most significantchordwiseloads are typically
first, third and sixth harmonics;fourthharmonicchordwiseloads also become
comparativelylarge at 80 percentspan at higherspeeds. Torsionalloads
change from primarilyfirst harmonicat lower speedsto includea significant
amount of second-harmoniccomponentat higher speeds. A summaryof some har-
monic componentsof level-flightrotor loads, shown in figure 9, indicatethat
the more significantcomponentstypicallyincreasein magnitudeas tip-speed
ratio (and airspeed)increase. All of these trendsare consistentwith those




Climb and descentdata are presentedin figure 10. Flight resultsshow
that increasingthe rate of climb affectsthe main rotor by requiringmore
collectivepitch,more forwardtilt of the disk, and more power. Increasingly
negativevalues of mean torsionalloads are shown to be associatedwith
increasesin rate of climb.
Maneuvers
Results for both left and right descending turns are given in figures ii
throuqh 14. The highly periodic data of figure Ii illustrate that a descending
turn can be treated as a quasi-steady test condition. A review of the oscilla-
tory loads data shows that three types of trends are evident as normal-load
factor is increased to that producing CL' = 0.0078. All chordwise loads and
the beamwise loads at 80 percent span increase; all other beamwise loads remain
relatively unaffected; torsional loads decrease slightly.
Data for symmetrical pull-ups are presented in figures 15, 16, and 17.
The variation of chordwise loads with time clearly illustrates the transient
nature of the maneuver (fig. 15(b)). The harmonic-content data show the same
trends of rotor loads with CL' as for descending turns, although the chord-
wise loads do not appear to increase as consistently for turns.
The peak-to-peak loads data, shown in figure 18, can be used to develop a
better understanding of the total set of maneuver loads data. (The vector
summation of the harmonic components of any given load can be very significant
to the resulting peak-to-peak loads). The previously observed trends for varia-
tions in magnitudes of harmonic loads with CL' are generally consistent for
trends shown in the data of figure 18. Increases in CL' affect peak-to-peak
loads by producing: virtually no change in most beamwise channels, moderate
increases beamwise and chordwise at 80 percent span, large increases for in-
board chord loads, and slight decreases for the torsional channels. These
results are consistent with the trends exhibited by the more significant har-
monic components of each respective type of load.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
A flight investigation has been conducted to acquire data on the perfor-
mance, loads and airfoil aerodynamics of a teetering-rotor helicopter having
the I0-64C airfoil as the blade-section contour for the main-rotor. Data are
presented on the variation of flight-state parameters, control positions, rotor
loads, power required, and blade motion during level-flight speed sweeps, as well
as maneuvers at approximately 0.25 tip-speed ratio.
Several trends are evident in the data. At tip-speed ratios above 0.2,
peak-to-peak loads increase with increased airspeed. Peak-to-peak loads also
display basic trends with increases in normal load factor for maneuvers: inboard
chordwise loads increase significantly, torsional loads decrease, and the mid-
span beamwise loads remain virtually unchanged. Harmonic analysis shows that
8
the most consistentlysignificantcomponentsin level flightare the first four
beamwise,the first two torsionaland the first, third,and sixth chordwise.
These largerharmoniccomponentsexhibittrends consistentwith the previously




The upper part of the page for each test point contains PADS-PCMdata from
fuselage-mounted sensors. The information on test-point identification and
data on flight state, control position, and other parameters are presented in
the manner explained in reference 5.
The lower part of each page contains SRBl-system data on the rotor. Test-
point identification is printed next to flight-condition parameters. Three
temperatures are given: the value computed for ambient atmospheric conditions
(AMBTEMP); blade temperature at 90 percent radius, upper surface, 60 percent
chord (TEMP60); and the temperature of the blade electronics in the canister
(CANTEMP). The latter two are listed in both Table IV and reference 7 as Tb
and Tce, respectively. These two temperatures were used in SRBI data reduc-
tion. The mast-torque coefficient printed is the average value for the revolu-
tion. The total torque coefficient is the value obtained for engine power at
equivalent main-rotor rotational speed. Both blade pitch (at 75 percent radius)
and teeter angle of the instrumented blade are described by conventional mean
and cyclic components based on harmonic analysis. Peak-to-peak values are added
since, as noted in reference 5, data traces may be much more complex than a sim-
ple first-harmonic pattern.
Rotor loads are presented in terms of mean values, peak-to-peak values, and
the harmonic content for the first 12 harmonics of actual rotor rotational fre-
quency. (The measured value of this frequency is also listed). The harmonic
representation uses a series of cosine terms, each with a phase delay. Using
labels from the listing, each load may be described as:
F(t) = (MEAN) + E (AMP)n cos (t-(PHASE) n)
n=l
where F is the load (a function of time), MEANis the mean amplitude, n is num-
ber of the harmonic, AMPis the vector amplitude, and PHASEis the phase angle
in degrees for that harmonic.
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3 50',. I 20.6 160.1 24.8 18.1 6.0 303.1 ?l.8 53.1 -80.'1
4 1'l'l.1 -74.6 157.1 68.1 56. I 86.1> 1'1. I -A~.7 21. I 86.'1
5 13 B. I -60.B 41.1 -3'1.7 23.1 60.5 63.1 48.0 14. I 6.2
6 535.1 -64.0 300. I -73.P 85.1 -70.2 127. , -AO.4 25. I -50.3
7 277.1 -61. A 180. I -62.6 60.1 -4".4 52. I PA.2 6.1 17.7
8 87.1 -32.4 62.1 -3'1.0 27.1 -,~.O 38.1 "'1.4 4. I '1.1
'I 11 5. I -.'1 103.1 15.'1 51. I 43.7 131. I -73.4 6.1 -.1
10 99.1 -45.0 '11.1 1'1. I 37. I 33.3 74. I -4~.? e. I -f3.7
II 21.1
-"5." 8'1.1 e.2 42.1 1'1.0 64. , A'l.4 15. I 27.1
12 70. I -35.8 18.1 3601 20.1 -12.0 44. , J:!Q.o 14. I 5'1.2
PI'A'<-Hl-PEAK A904. 2657. 838. 3654. 5'16.
BFAM .174 8EAM .350 BEAM .44Q BEAM .601, REAM .PO'
(N-M/flEG) IN-II/OEG) IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEf,' IN-"II:F.GI
MeA'l -2073. -1'13. -248. -5 I 3. -4'1Q.
HAoMON!C-1 427.1 -31.8 245.1 -6'1.7 255.1 -"'1.4 250. , -1,1.3 '16.1 -74.'1
2 146.1 -2.5 12'1.1 -14.5 162.1 -5.8 lA4.1 -4.0 101.1 -14.6
3 14<;.1 -1.6 34.1 1801 21. I 67.6 50.1 -10.6 111./ 2.6
4 q9.1 -7A.5 40.1 74.8 28.1 35.8 35. I -70.A 50. I -3Q.7
~ 109.1 27.1 1l.1 50.1 25.1 27.4 32.1 41. I 32.1 t5.5
I> 41. I -12.7 7.1 17 .8 16./ -70." 3.1 -2'1.4 43. I 27.8
7 ,2.1 4'1.7 20. I 5101 21.1 27.5 1 f,. I 00.1 28.1 -30.1
8 44.1 57.\ 6.1 -83.4 11.1 84.6 11. I ~.,. 7 27.1 7'1.8
'I B.I 86.7 39.1 -85.1 22.1 7'1.6 41. I -'>P.O 32 .1 -42.3
10 30. I -5'1.8 12. I -58.2 B. I -P7.4 7(\.1 _'i?o 20.1 -43.6
1l 16.1 -29.4 15. I 5,.7 9.1 -p'I.A A. I pO.5 7. , 87.\
12 45.1 5803 22. I 60.1 'I. I 20.3 12. I ~7.7 6. , 4n.7
PI' A~-TIJ-PEAK" 1\~2. 713. 771. 883. 6'14.
12









5.04 M • 10 8.5 TN
-.01 -.h
1.A3 72.0
AERnDYNAMIC: FLIGHT )T Ht DYNAMIC PRES' 1031 KPA 27.3 P~F
STATIC PRES' 94.Z KPA 1'168. PSI'
T. AIRSPE':f)- 93.4 KT TOTAL TEMP' Z91.3 OEG K
·
574.4 DEG P
AIC MH~H 'w. .141 STATIC TeMP' 29C.Z DEG K
·
522.3 OFt; P




-2.2 nEG DENSITY ALT' 82Z. 'I 21,97. FT
SONIC SPEED' 34Z.1 MISEC
·
11 2Z. FP~
RATF. OF CLIM8' 7.1. MIMIN
·
70. FPM
INERTIAL FLlC,HT STA Ti;
AXIS CG l IN VEL CG LIN ACC 4UR LI N VE L HUA LIN ACC AXIS ANG pns ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M IS) (F P~ I IG I (M IS I (F PS I (G) (DEGI (RADISEC) (PAD/SECZI
x 47.'17 157.4 -.039 47.96 157.4 -.04? ROLL -1.4 -.001 .029
Y -1.81 -5.9 .027 -1.81 -5.9 .029 PITr.H -1." .005 .014
Z -1.hZ -5.3 -1.022 -1.1>2 -5.3 -1.022 YAW 155.0 .004 .003
CONTP'JL A'IGLES '1.Q. COLLa 9.4 nEG HORIZ FIN' 7.6 nEG
AI' -.1 DEG T.~. CaLL· 1.1 DEC,
R1· 4.2 DEG PEDH pas· 1.4 DFG
ROTap PARAME TERS SHAFT ALPHA' -1.'1 DEG
'iOVER TIP "ACH' .67 CONTROL ALPHA' -6.1 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH • • 81 DlLTA PSI· 7.2 nEG
TIP MIN-MACH' .53
.'1R ~,AX-MACH' .74 E"GINE POWER' 401. KIJ • 0;'18. HP
.QIl MIN-MACH • • 46 THRUST FACTOR· .831E+07 N .1871;+07 LR
NASA LANGLEY FLtG~T DATA AH-IG ROTO~ PEPFOP~ANCE AND I.nAn,
FLIGHT 'lOt 7~ MU· .211 TOTAL CO, .000212 AM'3 TEMP. 17 .0 C f>2.b3 I'
V' '13.4 KT MAST co- .000195 TF'lP U60' 35.0 C 94.93 F
PUN Nn. 6 CAN TEMP. ~9.f> C 85.30 E
NI· 1.0?2 G GMLGA' 33.9I,e PADISEC
TIM': 50121.1~ CLP. .00446 ~PM/324' 1.001
QOTOR A"IGLES T~ETA 3/4 (OFGI AO' 7.5 AI' -1.1 ~1' 4.4 PEAK-TO-PEAK' 9.0
TEETER ANG (DeGI AO' .1 AI' -1.3 Rl· .1 P~AIl-TO-PEAK· 2.5
'lOT J~ lJAOS (AMP/PHASU DRAG APACE CHO~:J .449 CIiORO .803 PITCH LTNK TnRSIO'l .449
Hl/nl:G) IN-M/DI:G) (N-M/DE(;) (N/OFro) (N-M/DEGI
MEAN 44651,. 134. -3122. -2455. -41'1.
HA'~ONIC-1 3'11',8.1 -3.0 610.1 -'1.9 15'1.1 -18.6 1'1'19.1 -21. ? 278.1 -42.3
2 '80.1 -'>7.6 129.1 -Al.8 25.1 -87..5 A7.1.1 -51.9 85.1 -47.7
3 19;;0.1 65.6 452.1 62.6 60.1 74.5 346.1 12.4 4'1.1 bO.3
4 113.1 57.8 7.20 .1 42.4 82.1 33.'1 201.1 87.A 23.1 57.6
5 358. I -44.3 64.1 -50.2 7.1 bh.l 208.1 -37.0 33. I 21.8
b 10<)4.1 7.0 b61.1 3.8 20b.1 4.1 175.1 75.3 39.1 bfl.7
7 200.1 42.7 65.1 82.9 21. I -86.1> 34. I 77.7 3.1 b3.6
8 128.1 72.3 107.1 -74.4 43.1 -78." 37.1 -IS; .1 2.1 -75.3
9 ?4.1 2~.0 41.1 3.6 14.1 5.1 44.1 75.5 1. I 88.4
10 44.1 85.9 102.1 -39.6 39.1 -49.9 5".1 -"7.0 1.1 -15.8
11 79.1 -47.4 19.1 -78.0 22.1 -3f>.2 10. I 3<'.1' 8.1 -43.A
12 52.1 31.3 112.1 47.3 bb.1 41.5 17.1 -'8.9 4.1 -.3
PEAI(-TO-PEAK P035. 327'l. 846. 5031. 625.
HAM .174 BEAM .350 BEA" .449 POM .60" REAM .1"03(N-M/OEG) (N-M/DEG) IN-M/DEGI (N-'1/I'E<;) (N-M/OEGI
MEAN -7.07&.
-216. -246. -4q~. -484.
HARMCJNIC-1 "1'1.1 -3'1.4 331>.1 -~7.7 353.1 -51>.8 341. , -5q.~ 127.1 -71>.1
2 169.1 -57.6 124., -55.7 131>.1 -45.3 13'1.1 -~'5." 74.1 -18.8
3 115.1 45.'1 81.1 55.1> 64.1 6'1.1 53.1 -,>~." b3.1 -42.7
4 1I', I • I 53.2 49.1 48.7 29.1 70.4 28. I 54.6 80.1 47.b
5 113.1 -48.9 21.1 -d4.2 3.1 -14.9 21.1 -R'1.~ 31.1 -12. ')
6 78. I -4.3 15. I 46.8 14.1 22.4 14. I 8A.e (1.1 -23.4
7 1'1.1 51.1 5.1 34.4 9.1 -65.4 1. , -111.'1 10. I 13.3
P 41.1 -40.5 2.1 8.8 10.1 -44.0 4.1 '>7.h 11. , 71.1
'1 2'1.1 13.0 21.1 23.1 7.1 2.7 2;>. I 31.0 20.1 21.'1
10 31>.1 -71.6 14.1 -b9.1 13. I -67.8 1f-.1 -'i~.~ 10.1 -71.6
11 11.1 -5.2 9.1 -75.7 5.1 -29.1 7. I -75.1 6.1 -51.4
12 7. I -57.9 3.1 43.2 3.1 82.0 7. I -40.'" 0.1 8b.2
PEAK-TO-PEAK 1726. 842. 929. pql. 479.
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5.05 ~ - 198.6 IN
-.01 -.6
1.8~ n.o
AEIlOOYNUHr FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.69 KPA 39.6 PSF
STATIC PRES· 94.2 KPA 191>8 • PSF
T. AIIlSPEED' 112.2 KT TOTAL TEMP- 291.9 DEG K
-
525.5 OFG P
AIC MACH '10- .169 STATIC TEMP- 290.3 DEG K . 522.5 DEG R
BODY ALP,",A- -7.1 OEG DENS lTY· 1.13 t<.G/M3 . .oono SLUG/Fro,
BODY ~ETA- 1.0 DEG DENSITY ALT- 824. M 2703. FT
SONIC SPEED- 342.1 M/SEC
-
1122. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB' -40. M/NIN - -131. FPM
INERTIAL FlI GHr STATE
AX IS eli LIN VEL Cli LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB UN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG PATES ANG ACC
1M /S) IFPS) IGI I ~ /S I I FPS I IG I IDEGI IRAO/,ECI IRAO/SEC21
X 57.68 189.7 -.053 57.67 169.2 -.055 ROLL .9 -.005 -.002
Y 1.00 3.3 -.007 .99 3.3 -.OOB PITCH -2.7 .006 .009
Z -2.10 -6.9 -1.025 -2.10 -6.9 -1.025 YAW 291.1 -.005 -.001
CONTROL ANGLES '-1.1<. COLLa 10.1 DE:G HORIZ FIN' B.3 OEG
AI- • 3 DEG T.R • COLL- 2.5 DEG
AI- 5.4 DEG PEOAL POS· 2.8 DEG
1l0TOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -2.1 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .67 CONTROL ALPHA- -7.5 OEG
TIP MAX-MACH' .B4 llEL TA PSI· -1.0 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH' .50
.'lR MAX-~AeH' .77 ENGINE POWER' 41'>1. KW • 618. HP
.9R MIN-MACH· .43 THRUST FACTOR- .835E+07 N .lB8F+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OA TA AH-1G 1l0TOR PERFORMANCE ANO LOADS
FlIGHT NO. 75 MU' .253 TOTAL CQ' .000242 AMB TFMP- 17.1 C 62.83 F
V· 112.2 KT MAST CO, .000221 TEMP UbO- 35.3 C 95.b2 F
RUN N'l. A CAN TEMP- 28.4 C 63.20 F
NZ- 1.025 G OMEGA- 34.040 RADISEC
TIME 5035B.05 CLP, .00443 RPM/324' 1.003
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEGI AO- 6.3 AI- -.5 B1' 5.7 PEAK-TO-PEAK' 11.5
TEETER ANG 10EGI AD- .2 AI- -l.b Bl- -.0 PEAI(-TO-PEAK- 3.1
1l0TOll LOADS lAMP/PHASE) DIIAG BRACE CHORD .44'l CHORD .B03 PI TCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEG) IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEG) IN/DEGI IN-M/DEGI
MEA'l 43616. 360. -3071. -2667. -476.
HAIl"lONIC-l 35B7.1 -33.2 76B./ -37.0 150.1 -31>.3 2407./ -3b.I', 336.1 -50.0
2 4'l4.1 03.4 127./ 07.5 23./ -19.4 1673.1 -50." Ib9.1 -49.1
3 1633. / 41.3 495./ 35.3 76.1 47.6 310.1 -23.3 71.1 25.6
4 445.1 34.6 222.1 30.2 69.1 23.5 285.1 72.3 51./ 53.3
5 167.1 -63.6 55.1 -64.2 30.1 -71.2 147./ -9.3 26./ -9.'"
b 1>1',7.1 18.6 416. / 7.9 124.1 6.0 195. / -3<l.3 23.1 -49.6
7 1>9.1 -23.9 41.1 62.1 21.1 -65.2 6. , 69.0 4.1 32.5
6 161./ 63.6 74.1 -64.5 32.1 -60.1 61./ -20.3 5./ 60.9
'l 76.1 -3.3 132.1 9.0 43.1 8.7 46.1 71.4 b.1 .3
10 100.1 31.1 206.1 7.1 110.1 7.4 77. , 14.3 2. I 31.b
11 66.1 62.2 Z3./ 31.5 21./ 2.3 18. / -ee.<l 7.1 -25.'l
12 124. I 26.3 117. / 16.'l 71.1 15.9 17./ -83.7 b./ -33.2
PEAK-TO-PEAK 13319. 3180. 65b. 7292. 963.
SEAM .174 8EAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .60b BEAM .803
IN-M/OEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/O~GI IN-M/OEGI
MEA'l -200'l.
-237. -267. -507. -477.
HAR~ONIC-l 770.1 -5(,.9 439. / -67.0 435.1 -1>8.4 409.1 -72.2 176.1 -89.7
2 384.1 -58.3 268.1 -77.2 263./ -7b.0 240./ -71.<l 67./ -56.6
3 96.1 b2.1 33 .1 -3.0 43.1 56.6 87.' 76.6 88.1 70.9
4 243./ 52.7 81./ 34.5 47.1 29.6 59. / 53.2 111./ 36.0
5 70.1 -(,.3 3.1 12.6 26.1 50.0 9.1 23.9 50. / 39.7
0 2'l./ 81.4 9.1 44.3 23./ 77.6 9./ -1,0.3 45./ -81.8
7 1B./ -53.'l 9./ -61.1 21./ 88.7 11. , -14.4 34. / -53.9
6 19./ -7.1 3./ o'l.'l 10./ -bO.? 9.1 -?O. b 23. / -21.8
q 24.1 54.5 10./ 70.4 3.' 16.1 13.1 -59.7 15./ -26.2
10 42./ -4.0 20./ -.2 15./ -5.0 32./ 5.4 26./ 17.2
11 6.1 -69.2 B.I -56.6 3./ 27.6 5./ -7~.8 3. , 57.1
12 20./ -31.1 6./ -26.9 6. / -84.4 7./ -49.<l 3./ -30.2
PEAK-TO-PEAK ? 51 7. 1279. 1299. 1722. 728.
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5.05 M - lQA.7 TN
-.01 -."
1.83 7?O
AE~ODYNAMIC FLIGHT ~ TA TI; I')YNAMIC PRES' 2.56 KPA 53.4 PS~
STATIC PRES' 94.3 KPA 19/>9. PS~
T. AIRSPEED' 130.1 q TOTAL TEMP- 292.5 DEG t<
·
52n.5 0,,1; P
A/C MACH 'la- .1'l" S TATIC TEMP' 290.3 DEG K
·
522.5 DEI; P
800Y AlPHA= -1.3 DEG DENSITY' 1.13 KG/M3
·
.00220 SLUG/~T1
~ODY ~~ r A. -.1 IlEG DENSITY AlT- 817. 1'1 2681. FT
SONIC SPEED' 342.1 M/SEC
·
1122. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB· -71. MIMIN
·
-70. FP"
INERTIAL ~lIGHT STA IF
AXIS cr. LIN VEL CG LIN ACC Hue LIN Vel HUB lIN ACC HTS ANG POS A'IG PA IFS ANG AC':
IM/S) I FPS I (GI ('1/5 I IFPS I (G) IDEG) IRAI)/SEC) ( RAD/SEcn
x 66.8~ :!l'l.~ -.073 66.82 219.2 -.071 ROll -.3 .007 .028
Y -.1::> -.3 .ooe -.06 -.3 .013 PTTCl-i -3.6 .OO~ -.007
Z -3.~" -lZ.7 -1.016 -3.86 -lZ.7 -1.016 YAW 75.0 -.01l0 -.027
CONHOL A'IGLES M.R. cnLL' 11.7 DEG HonZ ~IN' 'l.2 I)FG
AI- .3 DEG T.R. COLl- 2.8 nEG
81' 6.8 DEG PEDAL POS - 3.2 DEG
ROTOR PAPAI"F.TEPS SHAFT ALPHA' -3.3 DFG
HOVER TIP MAlH' ./>7 CONTROL ALPHA- -10.1 nEG
TIP '1AX-MACH • • 66 (HI TA PSI· .1 nEG
TIP MPl-MACH' .47
.'lP MAX-MACH' .80 HIGI"jE PJWEK' 563. K~! . 750;. HP
• 'lR I"IN-MACl-i- .40 THRUST FACTOR- .R37E+07 N .1.87E+07 lB
NAS~ LANGLEY FLIGHT DA TA AH-1G ROTOR PERFDRI"ANCE ANn L'lAnS
FLIGHT NO. 75 Mil- .294 TOTAL ce· .0002 eH AMq T~MP. 17.1 C "2.81 F
V- 130.1 «T MAST Co- • 000275 TFMP U"O. ~I>.o C 'l6.R7 ~
RUN NO. 10 C~N Tl:MP- '7.7 C 81.81 F
NZ' 1.016 G OMEGA' 33.9t~ PAD/SEC
TI"IE 50641.63 ClP • • 0043'l RPMI324- 1.001
~DTOP ANGLFS THFTA 3/4 IDEG) ~O· 9.6 AI' -.7 Rl- 7.2 PEAI(-TO-PEAK- 14.4
TEETER ANG lDEGI AO- .2 AI- -2.0 Bl' -.4 P~AI(-TO-PFAK- 4.0
ROTOR LDADS (AMP/Fl-iASE) DRAG BRACE CHOKD .449 CHO~O .603 PITCH LINIC TORSION .44'l
IN/DFGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN/DFGI IN-M/DEGI
MEA'! 413~Z. 7'lO. -2972. -3<'5f,. -556.
HAP"IONfC-l 42'l3.1 -46.b 920.1 -54.& l'lO.1 -50.5 3105.1 -40.4 409.1 -46.0, 57./ -56.5 54./ -30.7 39./ 24.8 2308.1 -4Cl.3 236./ -53.6
3 3131.1 32.'l 741.1 33.b 132 .1 45.9 388.1 -48.9 95./ 11.0
4 717.1 12.8 391.1 -1,,4 151.1 -6.5 450. / 1.>3.5 70.1 20.0
5 ~60.1 49.1 128./ -75.0 42./ -87.b 249,/ -'I.:! 47.1 -2.7
"
51,4.1 -49.0 Z63.1 -46.3 83.1 -46.0 127. I -H,.Q 9.1 -32.0
7 45./ -43.3 14.1 -30.6 14. I -20.q ~7.1 l Q.7 6. I 57.1
B 112.1 -24.1 6~.1 -38.4 26.1 -49.'l 78.1 -50.0 'l./ 85.6
9 47.1 -50.4 28./ -11.6 5.1 3'l.4 31. I 15.~ 6./ -67.9
10 57./ -12.2 26.1 32.0 11./ -60.2 74. / -.2 4./ -8Z.b
11 ":>3.1 -50.7 2./ -47.1 8.1 -71.8 53. I 79.2 4.1 'l.l
12 79./ -22.3 30./ 6.7 9.1 1.3 22./ -2~.1) 4./ 6.3
PF.AI(-TO-PEAI( 14'l73. 3640. 756. CleOO. 1159.
BEA"! .174 BE~~ .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .1>01> 8EAM .803
IN-I"/OEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DfGI I N-"'DFG) IN-M/OFG)
MEMl -IQR8. -Z29. -244. -4BO. -467.
HAR'10NIC-l !lOb.1 -62.7 557.1 -6').4 544.1
-b5.' 4'l3.' -"'l.O; 201:>.1 R7.'l
2 496.1 -55.3 343.1 -85.9 346.1 -1'7.7 300.1 -Rl.1 133./ -57.4
3 70;4.1 37.9 21. I -56.1 Oj3./ 49.0 14 R. , 1,6.4 160.1 1:>5.9
4 365.1 34.4 113.1 10.n 55.1 -13.3 83. I 29.0 142.1 13.0
., 110.1 -38.1 1.1 20.1 Z4.1 7.1 10.1 -44.7 5b • I 22. 1
I> 23.1 -68.8 5.1 28.0 13./ -57.4 10.' -B8.4 38.1 -71'.6
7 7.1 • I 24.6 7. I 4801 13.1 32.7 0;.1 -67.4 33.1 -8R.3
R 27.1 -68.0 5.1 41.7 14./ 86.5 11.1 -71 .'l 28. I -b1.'l
9 IQ.I 10.2 11./ 84.4 6./ 10.6 15.1 -7(\.~ 20.1 -43.8
10 40./ -32.7 ZI.1 -31.4 12.1 -37.1 '7.1 -12.8 23.1 -2.7
II 9.1 -50.2 9.1 -64.3 4.1 -51.4 8. , -711 .5 5. I -.,9.8
12 14.1 -66.0 6./ 66.9 6./ 77.8 7. I -71. p 3. I 6R.9
PEAI(-TO-PEAK ~647. 1679. 1590. 1501. 972.
15









5.05 M • 198.7 IN
-.01 -.6
1.83 72.1
AERODYNAMIC FL I GHT sun DYNAMIC PRES' 3.42 KPA 7t .5 PSI'
STATIC PRES' 94.5 KPA 1974. PSI'
T. AIRSPEFD' 150.2 "T TOTAL TEMP' 293.1 DEG K
-
527.5 DFG P-
A/C MACH NO- .22'> S TA TIC TEMP- 290.1 DEG K
-
522. I Df'G p
~ODY ALPHA' -5.9 DFG DENSITY- 1.14 KG/M3 . .00220 SLlJG/Fn
~ODY ~F TA' -.0 DEG DENSITY ALT' 766. M 2566. FT
SONIC SPEED- 342.0 MISEC . 1122. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB· -22. MIMIN - -71. FPM
INERTIAL FLI GHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HU~ LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXI S ANG POS AI'JG RAHS ANG ACC(M IS) I I' PS ) (G I (M IS) IF PS ) IG) (DEG) (RAD/SFCI ( RAO/SEcn
X 76.84 252.1 -.102 76.63 252.1 -.104 ROLL -.7 .001 -.046
Y -.02 -.1 .015 -.01 -.0 .005 PITCH -b.2 .oo~ .006
Z -7.9'> -26.1 -.996 -7.9b -26.1 -.99b YAW 292.4 .01'l7 -.020
CONTROL ANGLES rot. R. COLL' 1403 OEG HORll FIN· 10.5 DEG
Al' •a DEG T• R• COLL' 3.5 DEG
Bl' B.3 DEG PEDAL pas· 3.9 DFG
QOTlJR PARAMETERS SHAFT AL PHA' -5.9 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH· .67 CONTROL ALPHA' -14.2 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .69 DEL TA PSI' .0 DEG
HP MIN-MACH' .44
.9R I'AX-MACH- .83 ENGINE POWER' 754. KW - lOll. HP
.9R MIN-MACH- .37 THRUST FACTOR- .834E+07 1'1 .lA8E+1'l7 LB
NASA LANGLE:Y FLIGHT DA TA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE ANn LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 75 MU' .339 TOTAL CO, .000398 AMB TEMP. 1~.9 C 62.47 I'
V· 150.7 KT MAST CO· .000367 TEMP UI>O- ::11>.7 C 9B.14 I'
RUN Nn. 12 CAI'J TFMP- 27.3 C 81.11 I'
I'll' .996 G OMeGA' 33.961 RAD/SEC
TIME 50963.11 ClP- .00427 RPM/324- 1.001
ROTOR AI'JGlES THETA 3/4 (DEGI AD- 11,9 AI' -.9 B1- 9.::t PEAK-TO-PEAK' 16.4
TEETER AI'JG (DEG) AD- .3 AI' -2.3 Bl' -.'1 PFAK-TO-PEAK' 4.6
ROTfJR LOADS (A'1P/PHASFI DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEG) IN-M/DEGI (N-M/DEGI (N/DFGI IN-M/DEGI
MEAN 37191. 1435. -2H61. -4651>. -678.
HARI10NIC-l 71b 5. I -6b.6 1624.1 -70.2 300.1 -68.0 40b4.1 -43.4 499.1 -41>.6
2 926.1 -1>7.6 320, I -35.0 96.1 -lb.8 3157., -44.0 310 .1 -53.7
3 494b.1 46.4 1191.1 46.5 231.1 50.4 4b6.1 -89.9 115.1 -2.7
4 848.1 -4.7 51'1.1 -5.8 168.1 -13.b 593.1 b7.0 64.1 12.0
5 449.1 6b.7 220.1 -73.6 76.1 -74.4 2bO.1 -.1> 52.1 2b.A
b 585.1 -63.b 277.1 -79.7 6B.1 -77.9 274. I 2.7 33. I 3.0
7 120 .1 76.6 27.1 17.7 13.1 55.5 29. , Ab.7 5.1 -45.8
8 169.1 57.2 104.1 33.1 31.1 42.3 10.1 23.6 5.1 67.7
9 lIB .1 -24.3 11.1 69.5 6.1 -75.7 17.1 -13.4 2.1 25.7
10 122. I -21.2 6b.1 -72.9 54.1 -63.6 b2.1 -70.7 1. I -46.0
11 b9.1 11.9 bO.1 -1301 32.1 -7.6 6.' -45.1 4.1 55.1
12 75.1 88.0 19.1 -32.0 Ib.1 -5'l.~ 28.1 44.7 3. I -60.3
PE4K-TO-PEAK , 492 1>. 5614. 1272. 13169. 1435.
~EAM .174 8EAM .350 BEAM .449 8EAM .60b REAM .803
(N-M/DEGI (N-M/DEGI (N-M/DEGI (N-M/DFGI (N-M/DEGI
MEA"! -1747. -202. -213. -436. -436.
H4R'IONIC-l 1732.1 -b'l.b 6'18.1 -68.4 b51.1 -b6.7 5'1'1.1 -'>~. 8 259.1 89.4
2 730 .1 -50.1 423.1 -67.0 410.1 87.R ~30. , -A9.R 131.1 -57.1>
3 517.1 25.4 36.1 -22.6 9b.1 62.5 238. , 53.5 252.1 49.9
4 421.1 39.5 121.1 '1.6 57.1 -17.7 61. I ~2.4 133. I 5.9
5 129.1 -38.8 1>.1 22.0 31.1 -7.0 13.1 -17.0 71.1 -3.4
b 35.1 -42.7 14.1 9.6 17.1 -40.8 16. , 71.0 25.1 -b3.2
7 9.1 -55.2 1.1 -13.1 10.1 76.7 14. I -77.0 30.1 8301
8 21 .1 bO.2 3.1 -74.6 12.1 7".b 9.1 75.4 24.1 89.9
9 12.1 -28.9 3.1 -27.0 11.1 -43.9 7.1 -64.6 14. I -bO.4
10 30.1 -68.1 22.1 -61.6 7.1 b2.0 24.1 -71.7 20.1 -54.2
11 20.1 -66.b 2.1 -65.5 '1.1 48.7 5. I -75.0 3. I -57.0
12 12.1 -82.7 6.1 6'1.5 5.1 -Hi.5 4.1 -78.'1 1. I -11.3
PFAK-TO-PEAK 5409. 2019. 1654. 182? 1242.
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5.05 M - 1'11'.6 TN
-.01 -.6
1.83 7:>.1
AERIlIlYNA"IIC FLIGHT STAP: DYNAMIC PRES- 3.95 KPA 82.5 P~!=
STATIC PRES· '14.4 KPA 1'171. P~F
T. AJII,oFFO· 161.~ KT TOTAL TEMp· 2B.5 DEG J<
-
528. ~ DFG R
AIe MACH NU. .243 STAT IC TEMP· 290.1 DEG K
·
5:>2.1 DEG 11
PorlY ALP-1A· -6.7 DEG DENSITY· 1.13 KG/"I3
·
.00270 SltJG/FT1
BODY ~F TA· -.~ OEG DENSITY ALT- 802. M 2631. FT
SONIC SPEED· 342.0 MISEC
·
1122. FPS
QA TE OF CLIM~· 59. MIMIN
·
193. FPf"
INEQTIAL FLIGHT STA TE
AXIS Cr, LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUR LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXI ~ ANG POS ANG RATFS ANG ACC
('1 IS I (FPS I (G I 1'1 IS l (F PS l (Gl (OEGI IRAO/SECl (RADISEC21
x 82.38 270.3 -.118 82037 270.2 -.123 ROLL -.8 .01l6 -.061
y
-.35 -1.2 .023 -.34 -101 .010 PITCH -6.1l .004 .023
Z -9.65 -31.7 -1.027 -'1.65 -31.7 -1.027 YAW 80.1 -.l"Il~ -.028
C1'lTPOL A'lGL ES M..R. CrJLL· 15.8 DEG HORI7 FIN· 11.3 IlEG
AI· -.3 DEG T.~. CaLL· 3.9 IlEG
q1- 9.1 DEG PEnAL POS· 4.3 DrG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA· -6.7 OFG
HOVER TP MACH· .67 CONTROL ALPHA· -15.7 DFG
TIP "'AX-MACH. .91 DEL TA PSI· .2 OEG
TIP MIN-MACH· .43
.911 MAX-MACH· • 85 Et-.GINE POWER· P78 • KW - 117A. HP
.9R MIN-MACH. .36 TH~UST FACTOR· .1'38E+07 N .IA8F+1l7 L8
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OA TA AH-IG ~OTOR PERFoRMANCE ANO LOAns
FLIGHT '10. 75 MU· .363 TOTAL Co- .000459 AMR TEMP- 16.9 C 62.43 F
V· 161.2 KT MAST CO· .000425 TEMP 11110- 37.1 C 'l8.87 F
RUN HI). 13 CAN TEMP- :>7.3 C 81.11 F
NZ- 1.027 G DM~GA· 34.01>5 PAD/HC
TIME 51113.63 ClP- .004311 KPM/324· 1.004
ROTOP ANGLFS THETA 3/4 lOEGl AD- 13.3 AI- -1.3 ~1- 10.4 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 20,9
T,:STER ANG (DEG) AD- .3 AI- -2.4 e 1- -1.2 P~AK-TO-PEAI(. 5.3
ROT1P LOA')S (AMP/PHAHI DRAG ~RACE CHORD .44'1 CHORD .803 PITCH lINK TIJRSION .44<)
IN/DEr,) IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DFGI l'l/IlFGI IN-M/DEGl
MEAN 3~03O;. 18H. -2882. -52 7Z. -764.
HAPMONIr.-l 9018.1 -68.B 21J1t.1 -72.7 37'l.1 -70.~ 4767.1 -46.'l 573.1 -47.7
7 1080.1 -50.4 499.1 -21.2 160.1 -6.3 HQf.1 -3p.'l 353,1 -52.3
3 11471 .1 48.6 1574.1 46.3 306.1 51. ? 708.1 70.'" 116.1 -7.2
4 1183.1 -9.2 679.1 -14.0 242.1 -20.5 6"9.1 6",2 100.1 9.2
5 599.1 88.7 257.1 -68.8 85.1 -64.0 272.1 ~.4 61.1 42.0
6 636.1 -38.1> 314.1 -42.0 90.1 -39.4 305.' 3/'1.7 39.1 32.~
7 188. , -61.1> 116.1 -59.0 40.1 -52.9 Ill. , 71.7 7.1 -I'l.6
A 156.1 72.3 103.1 46.5 34.1 45.1 5.1 -~~.o; 4.1 -75.0
'l 11.1 -38.5 79.1 -17.6 30.1 -31.8 24.1 -70.7 2.1 28.2
10 132.1 -6.9 76.1 83.1 47.1 -85.2 48.1 -30;.0 3.1 (,5.3
11 1>2.1 48.0 80.1 19.6 49.1 5.2 8. , 4"'.0 8.1 -35.6
12 82. I 44.2 30.1 -3.2 12.1 .3 12.1 7:>.1 5. I -9.5
PFAK-TO':"PEAK 11045. 7510. 1612. 15952. 1589.
'HAM .174 8EA'1 .350 8EAM .44'l REAM .110~ REAM .803
IN-M/OEGI (N-M/DEGI IN-M/DFGI ("l-M/IlFGI (N-I1/DEf,1
MEAN -1491. -182, -202. -423. -432.
HAP'II)NIC-l UOa .1 -71.1> 791>.1 -69.8 718.1 -"7.3 661.' -6A.A 302.1 -8'1.7
2 p,e"'.1 -41.1 468.1 -83.1 449.1 P'l.3 3f>1.1 ~Q.Q 132.1 -1>2.0
3 733.1 2901 53 " -9.5 114.1 58.1 301./ 47. R 334.1 44.14 441./ 18.5 129.1 7.2 62.1 -22.5 77. I 13.5 129.1 .9
5 137.1 -41.6 7.1 -31.1 32.1 -Ie.7 14.1 -14.4 72.1 -8.4
6 4f>.1 -I'l.5 17.1 2B.8 19.' -28.3 17.' Q6.8 18.1 -47.0
7 28.1 70.11 5.1 -40.1 1.1 -45.0 11,1 -41.'1 18.1 76.7
A 15.1 34.4 3.1 -40.7 10.1 64.3 10.' -71).1 25.1 -84.3
9 6.1 -11.3 7.1 84.4 7.1 -73.5 14.1 -74.B ~o., -57.4
10 :>1.1 -70.7 14.·1 -77.3 3.1 77.5 19.1 -68.4 15.1 -50.8
11 28.1 -74.11 6.1 -66.7 15.1 72.7 8. , -A4.4 11.1 -62.5
12 8.1 5'l.O 4. I 68.8 2.' .7 4.' -5f>.4 1 .1 -15.3
PEAK-TO-PEAK ~7q6 • 2363. 2043. ;>025. 1476.
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5.03 M - 19~.1 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 71.9
AEROuYNAMIC HI (,HT $TATE l'YNAMIC PR ES- 0.00 KPA 0.0 PS F
STAT IC PR ES- 100.4 KPA 2097. PSF
T. AIKSPE::O- 0.0 KT TOTAL TEMP- 290.1 DE G K
-
~22.2 DEG K
AlC MA~H r-.o· a.OOO sa TIC TEMP = 290.1 DEG K
-
522.2 DEG R
auOY AlPHA= 2.4 DEG DENSITY- 1.21 KG/M3
-
.00234 SlUG/FT3
dOilY all A' -3.4 DEG DE"lS I TY AlT- 162. M ~32. FT
SONIC SPEED- 342.0 MI SEC
-
1122. FPS
kATe JF CLIMB- D. M/MII~
-
O. FPM
IllER TIAl FLl UH T S TA TE
AX IS CG Llll VEL CG LIIl ACC HuB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RA IE S ANG ACC
I MIS) ( FP SI (G I I MIS) (FP S) ( Gl (DEGI (RAD/SEC) (RAD/SEC21
x O.oe 0.0 -.023 0.00 0.0 -.1)28 POll .0 .00 1 -.0 ~6
Y 0.00 0.0 .007 0.00 0.0 -. O('~ PIlCrl -.tl -.001 .023
l 0.00 0.0 -1.027 0.00 0.0 -1.027 YAW 324.2 -.030 .022
CuNTRJl AN{,ltS M. f(. COll- lU.4 OE G HORlZ FIN- 6.0 DEG
Al= -1.7 DEG T.R. CUll = 8.2 OEG
Bl= -1.4 DEG PEDH Pos- 8.6 DEG
KOroi< PARAME Tt~S SHAfT Al Prl A= 0.0 DEG HUB HEIGHT 0.8 R
HovER TIP ;~ACH= .07 CONTROL Al Prl A= 1.4 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .67 DEL TA PSI- 0.0 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= .67
.9R MU-MACrl' .60
.9R MH,-MACH- .60 TrlRUST FACTiJ~- .884E+07 N .199E+07 lB
NASA lANGLEY Fl I {,HT DATA Arl-IG RUTOR pc; RFORI~ ANCE Ai'll! lOADS
FLI GH T t'J. 77 ~IU·O. 000 TLJTAl co- .000302 AMB TEMP- 17.0 C 62.,,, f
V' 0.0 KT MAS T CJ= .000257 TEMP UoO' 31.5 C 8e.7!; F
RUN tiG. 2 CAN Tc MP- 36.2 C 97.11 f
NZ= 1.027 G OM EGA' 33.943 RAUISEC
II ME 50746.14 LlP- .0041 <- RPM/324- 1.000
"UTOR AIlGLtS THE TA 3/4 (DEGI AO- 7.9 AI- -1.8 Bl- -1.1 PEAK-TO-PEAI<-= 3.9
TEETER ANG (DEG) AU- .2 AI- 1.3 Bl- -1.6 PEAK-TO-PEAK' 4.2
kOTOK LDAD~ (AMP/PHAStl DRAG BPAC E CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(N/DEG) (N-M/DEGI (N-M/DEGI (N/DEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 40589. 655. -2tl91. -2691. -399.
HAR NONI C-l 781.1 56.8 335.1 85.r 82. I -67.6 9B6.1 -30.1 25.1 -50.4
2 366.1 7.4 11)7.1 12.6 30.1 -2.9 257.1 84.2 22.1 76.6
3 1106.1 31.2 264.1 34.9 57.1 28,3 273.1 -87.0 36.1 15 of'
4 322.1 -12.1 58.1 44.4 31 .1 71.9 124.1 -35.2 17. I -7<3.5
5 90.1 -63.7 48.1 7.4 14.1 -3.5 77.1 -33.7 16.1 -.0
6 658.1 -77.2 357.1 -78.5 112. I -80.7 35.1 47.9 11.1 4.1
7 ~9. I -61.4 89.1 16.4 31.1 -13.0 176.1 -60.1 9.1 82.1
8 150. I 74.1 66.1 -75.1 18.1 -60.7 50.1 87.5 1.1 -56.9
'I 159.1 -28.6 31.1 -32.4 Ib.1 14.3 54.1 -6B.7 6.1 -39.0
10 66.1 -40.2 40.1 36.9 20.1 39.9 40.1 -77.4 2.1 4.1
11 53.1 -83.6 18.1 -b't.5 16. I -56.5 17.1 -d 6. 3 2.1 -45.8
12 46.1 -39.0 14.1 -82.1 4.1 -22.4 5. I -84.5 1.1 -25.4
PEAK-TL-PEAK 4393. 1601. 481. 2531. 164.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .600 BEAM .803
(N -M I DE GI (N-M/DEGI (N-M/OEGI (N-M/OEG) (N-MI DEG)
MEAt< -1026. -84. -127. -342. -396.
rlARMONiC-l 70. I -17.5 100.1 -2.5 112.1 2.9 146.1 -8.b 115.1 -14.8
2 20.1 -71.4 25.1 28.8 42.1 32.5 46.1 4'1.4 24.1 -10.0
3 59. I 63.3 47.1 36.2 45. I 29.3 50.1 15.8 47. I 3.5
4 49.1 -76.6 28. I 87.8 11.1 -63.4 20.1 -88.4 35.1 -61. t
23.1 67.7 12.1 75.2 100/ -.3 17.1 49.2 18.1 -62.2
6 12.1 63.3 5. I -84.2 12.1 -67.8 8.1 77.6 19. I 80.3
7 73. I -51.1 28.1 -20.3 49.1 -39.2 20.1 84.0 51. I -46.0
8 26.1 70.4 4.1 49.5 8. I 53.7 4.1 tl.2 6. I -22.1
9 13.1 -59.8 b.1 -54.2 7.1 -14.1 6.1 33 .5 4. I -26.8
10 16.1 88.5 6.1 tl3.8 7.1 -83.4 7.1 -78.8 8.1 -e4.6
11 5.1 -68.6 10.1 -80.1 6.1 57.5 1:J .1 -90.0 5.1 -62.0
12 4.1 54.2 5. I 62.8 3.1 11.2 4.1 -59.0 2.1 4.1
PtAK-TO-PEAK 476. 373. ·375. 503. 375.
18
AH-IG
FLIGHT NJ. C7t ,j~CkAFT TrIAL ~T - 36599. N
"ut. i'lJ. 2 d2Z8. Lt:
TIMc '~;'34.Jv ISEU
P~DS )CI1 DAlA
lOA()~LJ CG x- 5.03 1'\ . 19~.7. j'i
y.
-.00 -.'l
Z= 1. B2 71. d
.H i<LLJYI\~~;Ie ,: LlliltT STATt. (,YNAMIC HcS.· a.vo "p A 0.0 PH
STATIC rR ES' 102.0 I\P A 2129. PH
r. \Ir~5P;.,;t.L-. C.J I\T TOT Al TE MP = 2'16.7 OE G 1\
-
534.1 DEG iI.
A/C MteH 1\(,= :J .Ou·) HUrC Ti: ,~p- Z-J6.7 DtG K
·
534.1 DEG R
~OIJY ALI'" d II ~ 17.7 DEl. JE'lSI fY. 1.20 I\G/N3
·
.10232 SLUG/H3
bLUy 810 lA = '1.9 liEG DENS ITY AL T- 239. M 783. FT
SJldC SH:tO- 345.9 MI SEC
·
1135. FPS




AXIS CG ll~ VEL CG LII\ ACC Hue lll\ ~i:L HUB llh ACC
IM/51 I~PSI leI IM/SI IF?S) IGI




X J.V) U.(\ -.Ol4 o .OJ J.o -.013 il.ul L -1.1
y 0.00 0.0 .009 J.VC 0.0 .022 PITC>! -.5
Z O.li\... V.V -1.005 0.00 0.0 -1.005 YAW 33b.B
COr.TkJL ANGL"S r..F-. (OL L- 11.5 OEG HOillZ f!H" 6.3 DEG
AI' -1.7 OEG T. ~. (OlL - 10.7 OEG







".lTD" PARAMl TUi) SHAn AL PHA = 0.0 CEG HUB HEIGHT = 1.9 R
HO~"k lH MtCH = .~4 CQNHuL AL PdA= 1.4 DEG
ILF ~iAX-I1ACH' .64 LJEL TA PSI· 0.0 DEG
TIP rIN-MACH- .64
.'9R ~l •.X-~IACfh .50
.9ti I'!I\-MACH' • ~d THi;uSr FACTJP d34i:.07 I, .L37E.07 l3
NASA LAr.GL toy fU GriT [;MA 4H-IG ~orOil PEP FiJ~MANLE A~D LOt-JS
FUGH I NO. 78 NLJ·O.OOO TOr Al co· .0003b4 AMd TEI1P· 23.6 C 74.42 ~
v· 0.0 "T ,HH ce- • CO()324 Ti'MP el60- 3B.4 C j, ') 1.19 F
klJN N(;. 2 CAN TSMP= <'1.2 C . lab .1<, F
NZ= 1. (,05 G GMi:GA: 33.52:- RAIl/SEC
II ro,t ~3533.af; CLp. .00439 RP11/324;, .98~
RllTJR AN GLE S THE TA ~/4 ([;EGI AO- 9.7 AI- -1.8 Bl· -1.2 P~At<-TO-Pl:AK= 4.<'
TEETEk MiG IOEG) AO- .2 AI· 1.6 81 = -1.6 PE:AI\-TO-PE:AK. 4.4
" .. Tu" L.Jt>D~ IAMP/~HASE:I JRAG 8U,Ci: CHJKO ... 4Q (flU"J .fJ3 p r rCH LI'lK TD~S rON .44..
IN 1[. EG I (~.-M IDEG I (N-M/CEG) IN/CtG) 1f'i-M/DEl.l
1'11: AN 3e58~. 73'1.
-26l6. -]053. -421.
rlAkNGtxlC-l 1607.1 72.7 622.1 76.4 114. I 60.7 1231.1 -32.2 7.1 28.1
2 303.1 -4~. 3 129.1 -47.9 25. I -59.8 285.1 -12.1 43.1 18.3
3 1049.1 ~q.4 241.1 68.4 24. I 49.6 135.1 -45.7 25.1 30.0
4 7~4 .1 46.7 453.1 23.3 104.1 22.'< 254.1 47.5 flO.1 28.0
5 322.1 -33.0 62.1 -1.>3.5 23.1 -82.8 IJ4.1 ~7.2 20.1 -73.b
6 308.1 30.6 212.1 43.1 oe. I 41. I.> 16R.1 52.7 17.1 4R.3
7 2 vi'. I 39.9 9B.1 6.9 lb.1 -1.1 7.Z.1 -52.3 t.1 -31.0
a 286.1 70.0 125.1 44.0 39. I 41.3 22.1 79.4 'i.1 -flO. ~
9 IH.I 1:.2.9 95. I -30.7 3'1.1 -ll.~ 11.1 79.7 2. I 6:,J.3
10 73.1 44.0 3~. I 60 ••) 1'1.1 87.0 49.1 -3.8 2.1 -65.5
11 57.1 5.b 83.1 £:2.7 34. I 6d.9 10.1 67.6 3. I 2~.9
12 86.1 42.1 19 .1 -31.2 10.1 -13.5 12.1 19. G ~ .1 77. i'
~tAK-TU-P=AK 61 71j. 2144. 709. 3304. 2u~.
Ijf: AI', .174 P, fA 11 .35J otAM .449 liE AM .bv6 bH~1 .8()3
IN-h/DEGl lli-,11LEGI (',-MOEG) If'<-MIOEGI (f'<-i1I:lE'; I
.~EAI\ -''1Y4.
-31 • -54. -240. -367.
HARMOrHC-l 7.1 ~~.5 ~.I 62.2 401 88.2 1~.1 04.'1 33.1 2C.~
2 21:. I -26.0 44.1 -le.9 41j. I -12.1 bl.1 -.9 20.1 Zt.2
3 1:.3.1 43.1 62.1 48.1 4;' • I :'1.1 20.1 27.f.< 3J. I -b5.~
<, 22f' .1 33.4 121.1 20.6 4~.1 8.0 78.1 50.5 134.1 :0.7.
5 5b.1 26.3 24.1 24.9 (;. I -76.9 24.1 3.b 29.1 -23.2
6 21. I ~,t .'1 5.1 50.2 7.1 -22.2 6. I 73.2 13.1 -51.2
7 21. I -46.6 11.1 ~O.Y 14. I -15.9 10.1 -79.4 32. I -17.~
A 23.1 -te.3 7.1 17.2 ll. I -~4. g 7.1 53.!> 19. I -tl.l
"i e.1 50.1 0.1 -,1.0 5.1 -47.6 1.1 Ijl.4 6. I -48.2
10 12.1 -12.0 16.1 3.7 10.1 -13.5 18.1 -.3 12.1 -lb.~
11 9.1 -32.5 6.1 5.6 6.1 1.5 11.1 -2.3 9.1 -11.5
12 8. I 76.0 B.I 48.1 4. I 10.8 7.1 ~.2 3.1 -13.1
PE A,,-I ';-P tAK 007. 42d. 29b. 324. HI.
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5.04 M - 198.6 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 71.9
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES - 1033 KPA 27.7 PSF
STATIC PRES- 99.4 KPA 2076. P~F
T. AIR~PEED- 92.1 KT TOTAL TEMP- 294.6 DEG K
-
530.2 DEG P
AIC MACH NO- .138 STAT IC TEMP- 293.4 DEG K - 528.2 DEG R
RODY AlP'lA- -1.1 DEG DENSITY- 1.18 KG 1M3
-
.00U9 ~LtlG/Fn
BODY BETA- .4 DEG DENSITY AlT- 389. M 1275. FT
SONIC SPEED- 344.0 MI SEC
-
11Z9. FP~
RATE OF CLIMB- -45. M/MIN . -147. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS C'; LIN VEL CG LIN AC C HU8 LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ~NG RATFS ANG ACC
IM/SI I FPS I IG) I MIS) IFPS) IG) I['IEGI (RAD/SEC I IRAD/SEC21
~ 47.37 155.4 -.037 47.35 155.4 -.034 ROLL .0 .008 .003
Y .33 1.1 .001> .35 1.1 .007 PITCH -2.0 .007 -.014
Z -.91 -3.0 -1.019 -.91 -3.0 -1.019 YAW 161.2 -.O(H -.022
CONTROL A'lGLES M.R. COll· 9.0 OEG HORIZ FIN- 7.6 nEG
AI- .3 DEG T.R. COLL- 1.4 DEG
R1- 4.1 DEG PEDAL POS- 1.8 DEG
ROTOR PAR~METERS SHAFT ALPHA- -1.1 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH' .65 CONTROL ALPHA- -5.2 OEG
TIP MAX-M~CH- .79 DEL TA PSI- -.4 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .52
.9R MAX-M~CH- .73 ENGINE POWER- 377. KW - 505. HP
.9R MIN-M~CH- .45 THRUST FACTOR- .844E+07 N .19I1F+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DA TA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOAI1S
FL I GHT NO. 78 MU- .208 TOTAL CQ- .000194 AMB TFMP- 20.3 C 68.54 F
V- 92.1 KT MAST CQ- .000185 TFMP IJbO- 37.8 C
-
100.00 F
RUN NO. b CAN TEMP- 31.9 C 89.47 F
Nl- 1.019 G OMEGA- 33.938 RADISEC
TIME 54334.61 CLP- .00426 RPM/324- 1.000
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEGI AO- 7.1 AI- -.6 81- 4.2 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 8.6
TEETER ANG IDEGI AD- .2 AI- -1.3 BI- .2 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.6
ROTOR LOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN/DEGI IN-M/DEGI
MEAN 44608. 174. -3022. -2304. -426.
HAR'10NIC-l 3329. I -7.7 697.1 -12.9 126.1 -20.3 l'113.1 -28.? 279.1 -49.0
;> 244.1 -81.2 158.1 74.9 12.1 -64.6 B98.1 -48.8 80.1 -42.1
3 1930.1 42.6 445.1 35.9 54.1 50.0 324.1 2.6 47.1 47.4
4 386.1 22.7 214.1 18.1 88.1 11.7 230.1 63.6 30.1 27.8
5 392.1 -59.0 107.1 -70.8 23.1 73.7 188.1 -58.8 19.1 -11.6
6 1437.1 -18.5 847.1 -22.9 252.1 -20.8 169.1 31.1 35.1 30.3
7 287. I -2.6 145.1 .9 47.1 9.5 89.1 -1.</ 7.1 15.8
8 236.1 63.2 129.1 51.7 54.1 43.7 30.1 -71.4 4.1 61.8
9 88.1 -83.1 42.1 -61.5 18.1 -70.7 80.1 -40.4 3.1 -4</.5
10 141.1 7.3 125.1 78.9 52.1 71.3 76.1 46.5 1. I 68.0
11 130.1 28.1'> 25.1 63.2 24.1 71.</ 16.1 -54.7 4.1 -11.3
12 40.1 65.3 54.1 -47.</ 32.1 -63.8 17.1 -36.7 3.1 -52.3
PE~I(-TO-PE~K 11660. 3407. </56. 5109. 638.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .44<l BEAM .606 flEAM .803
IN-M/OEGI IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEGI (N-M/DFGI (N-M/DEGl
MEAN -2113. -244. -263. -51R. -4</8.
HHMONIC-l 570.1 -46.6 341.1 -63.1 364.1 -62.1 351.1 -64.1 134.1 -7B.2
? 1B9.1 -58.</ 135.1 -61.7 147.1 -54.3 144.1 -46.1 67.1 -38.2
3 151.1 25.1 8Z.1 32.5 65.1 47.7 53.1 -7</.</ 66.1 -61.1
4 1</2.1 30.</ 60.1 27.0 32.1 45.5 36. I 31.2 91.1 25.7
5 121.1 -73.4 19.1 76.4 3.1 -59.9 20.1 68.2 35.1 B5.8
6 7B.1 -50.3 15.1 4.2 11.1 -40.4 18.1 54.8 15.1 -74.6
7 34.1 3</.4 7.1 16.2 15.1 5</.0 1. I 44.</ 10.1 -22.1
8 47.1 -65.8 5.1 -37.3 9.1 -78.3 5.1 31.7 13.1 45.4
</ 43.1 -38.6 29.1 -31.7 8.1 -23.0 2</.1 -23.4 31.1 -19.5
10 47.1 3B.6 18.1 39.4 15.1 45.6 19.1 40.9 12 .1 43.4
11 5.1 15.3 8.1 -4.1 4.1 6.1 </.1 12.4 6.1 24.9
12 7.1 -49.8 5.1 -1.1 5.1 -21.5 4.1 -16.2 4.1 -15.</
PEAK-TO-PEAK 1710. 920. 958. 943. 531.
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5.05 ~ - 198.6 IN
-.00 -,0
1.83 • 71.9
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.87 KPA 39.1 PSF
STATIC PRES· 99,5 KPA Z078, PSF
T. AIRSPEED- 109.2 KT TOTAL TEMP- 295.2 DEG K - 531.3 OFG R
AIC MACH 'lO· .163 STATIC TEMP- 293.6 DEC K - 528.5 DI'G R
BODY ALP-lA- -2.4 DEG DENSITY- 1.18 KC/1I3
-
.002?9 SLUC/Fn
BODY 8ETA- -.0 DEC DENSITY ALT· 383. H 1257. FT
SONIC SPEED- 344.1 HISEC - 1129, FP5
RATE OF CLIIIB· -43. M/HIN • -141. FP14
INERTIAL FLI GHT STATE
AXIS cr; LIN VEL CG LI~ ACC HUll LIN VEL HU8 LIN ACC &XI S ANC pas ANG RATES ANG ACC
P4ISI IFPSI IGI PIIS I I FPS I IGI IOFGI lRAO/SECI lRAO/SEC21
X 56.11 184.1 -.050 56.11 IB4.1 -.047 ROLL .4 .nl0 -.051
Y -.00 -.0 .005 .02 .1 -.005 PJTCH -3.1 -.000 -.016
Z -2.'31 -7.6 -1.014 -2.31 -7.6 -1.014 YAW 15q.6 -.000 .019
CO~TROl A~CltS M.R. COLL- 10.2 DEG HORIZ FIN' B.4 DEC
Al- .3 DEG T.R. COLL- 2.0 OF.G
Bl· 5.4 DEC PEDAL POS- 2.4 DFG
ROTOR PAR,AMFTERS SHAFT ALPHA- -2.4 DEC
HOVER TIP IOUCH. .65 CONfllOl ALPHA· -7.8 DEC;
TIP ~AX-IIACH- ,82 DEL TA PS I. -.0 DEG
TIP MI~-MACH- .49
.9R MAX-MACH· .75 E~CI~E POWER- 465. KW - f,?3. HP
.9R MIN-MACH • • 42 THRUST FACTOR- .83'11'+07 N .1891'+07 LB
NASA LA~GLEY FLIGHT DA TA AH-IG ROTOR PERFOR14A~CE AND LOAll~
FL IGHT NO. 78 MU- .248 TOTAL CQ- .000241 AMII TEMP- 20.4 C 68.80 F
V- 10'1.2 KT MAST CQ- .000231 TE14P U60- 38.1 C . 100.62 F
RU~ NO. 8 CAN TFMP_ ~0.8 C 87.~'1 F
NZ· 1.014 G OMEGA· 33.837 RADISEC
TIME 544'17.60 CLP • • 00425 RPM/324- .9'17
ROTOR ANGLFS THETA 314 IDEGI AO· 8.1 Al- -.6 B1- 5.6 PEAK-TO-PEAK· 11.5
TEETER ANG IDEG) AO- .2 A1· -I.e 81· -.2 PFAK-TO-PEAK· 3.7
ROTOR lOA'lS IAMP/PHASEI DRAG 8RACE CHORD .44'1 CHORD .803 PITCH LI'lK TORSION .44q
IN/DEC) IN-M/OEG) IN-M/OFG) IN/OEGI IN-PI/DEGI
MEA~ 42570. 578. -2'112. -2824. -4'14.
HAR~ONrC-1 3525.1 -26.5 747.1 -32.2 147.1 -33.3 23'11>.' -~5.1 337.1 -48.1
2 451.1 -76.5 143.1 -75.4 35.1 -11.6 1634.1 -48.0 156.1 -45.4
3 1843 .1 45.4 504.1 40.'1 82.1 45.7 2'15.1 -28.7 63.1 2'1.0
4 339.1 46.0 202.1 46.5 80.1 37.6 289.1 74.f, 44.1 53.8
5 1'14.1 -62.2 54.1 -36.1 29.1 -46.0 103.1 -~.1 17.1 '1.4
6 638.1 30.7 414 .1 19.8 128.1 111.7 173. I -23.5 17.1 -32.1
7 '13.1 84.0 9.1 -85.6 13.1 -29.0 28.1 4'1.1 2.1 36.'1
8 13'1.1 -74.3 85.1 -32.7 43.1 -29.4 70.1 -7-2.4 4.1 -78.5
9 51.1 -31.5 69.1 -1.2 32.1 -13.7 3'1.1 73.5 5.1 b.6
10 12'1.1 28.8 129.1 -9.0 62.1 -3.4 I>b.1 38.1 5.1 -2'1.0
11 112.1 -13.0 18.1 49.5 9.1 3.b 32. I -76.2 10.1 -36.7
II 126.1 30.8 71.1 16.'1 51.1 24.3 7.1 40.4 5.1 -38.3
PEA~-TO-PEAK 12203. 3048. 716. 71b6. 919.
II EAM .174 BEAPI .350 8EAM .449 BEAPI .606 !\EAM .803
IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/OEGI IN-Pl/OEGI IN-PI/DEG)
PlEA~ -2043. -245. -26b. -515. -4'13.
HAR'IONIC-l 780.' -5/).2 43b.1 -65." 436.1 -66.4 418.' -/)'1.5 178.1 -86.1
2 3PO.1 -55.3 266.1 -74.6 282.1 -72.6 237.1 -6 0 .0 85.1 -56.4
3 86.1 5'1.6 31.1 13.8 47.1 63.5 81. , 86.1 84. , 7'1.3
4 246.1 58.8 82.1 45.6 45.1 38.2 63. I 5Q.0 112.1 42.1
~ 61.1 2.7 5.1 47.4 ZIt .1 63.5 6.1 30.8 44.1 51.6
6 20.1 -33.9 7.1 60.7 15.1 -71.7 10.1 -1." 38.1 -55.5
7 33.1 56.4 1001 -89.4 24.1 71.7 3.1 -3b.4 27.1 -66.6
8 P.I -43.0 5.1 37.2 7.1 -71.8 5.1 -?Q.3 18. , -19.3
9 1'1.1 70.8 14 .1 -84.4 4.1 66.2 15. I -47.6 15 .1 -27.1
10 44.1 16.1 23.1 8.2 14.1 4.8 28.1 18.7 22.1 25.4
11 3.1 -11.1 6.1 -23.'1 2.1 -62.2 3.1 -2J.4 1.1 76,5
12 14.1 -37.8 ".1 -44.0 2.1 -57.6 5. I -41.4 1.1 -34.8
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2561. 1286. 1330. 1222. 7"5.
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5.05 M - 198.7 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 - 72.0
AERODYNAMlC FllGHT STATF DYNAMIC PRES- 2.58 KPA
-
54.0 PSf
STATIC PRES- 99.5 KPA 2078. PSI'
T. AlRSPEED' 128.1 KT TOTAL TEMP- 295.5 DEG K - 531.9 DEG II
AlC IIA CH '10- .192 STATIC TeMP- 293.3 DEG K - 528.0 DI'G II
900Y ALPHA' -3.7 OEG DENSITY- 1.18 KG/"'3 - .00Z29 SLUG/FH
80DY 'lETA- -.8 DEG DENS ITY AL T- 373. 1'1
-
1225. FT
SONIC SPEED- 3"3.9 M/SEC - 1128. FPS
RATE OF CLIM8- -9. HIHIN . -30 • FPM
lNERTIAL FLI GHT STATE
HIS CG LIN VEL CG LlN Ace HUB LIN VEL HU8 LIN ACC HIS ANG POS ANG IIATES ANG ACC
IIlIS I (FPSI (GI (M IS I (FPS I (GI lDEG) (IlAD/SEC) (RAO/SEC2)
x b5.78 7.15.8 -.070 b5.78 215.8 -.071 1l0LL 1.1 .007 .025
Y -.8b -2.8 .021 -.85 -2.8 .on PITCH -3." .003 .00"
1 -'3.7~ -lZ.2 -1.03b -3.72 -lZ.Z -1.03b YAW 27.7 .014 -.030
CONTIlOL ANGLES M.R. COLL' 11.7 DEG HORlZ FIN- 9.Z DEG
AI- • 4 DEG f.R • COLL- Z.4 DFG
81- 6.7 DEG PEDAL POS - 2.8 OFG
ROTOR PARAMETEIlS SHAFT ALPHA- -3.2 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .b5 CONTIlOL ALPHA' -9.9 [lFG
TIP MAX-MACH' .84 DEL TA PSI- .7 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .4b
.911 MAX-MACH- .78 ENGlNE POWER- 559. KW - 750. HP
.9R MIN-MACH- .39 THRUST FACTOR- .83bE+07 N .lARE+01 L8
NASA LANGLEY FL IGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOAr'l'i
Fl IGHT NO. 78 Mll' .291 TOTAL co- .000292 AMII TFMP- 20.2 C 68.3b F
V- 128.1 KT MAST ca- .000Z8Z TEMP lI£>O· 18 .5 C
-
101.25 F
RUN NO. 10 CAN TEIIP- 30.8 C 87.39 F
NZ- 1.03b G OMEGA- 33.7b7 RADISEC
TIME 54bb4.95 CLP- .00434 RPM/324· .995
ROTOR UIGLES THETA 3/4 (DEGI AD- 9.4 AI- -.7 81- 7.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 14.1
TEETER ANG (DEGI AD" .2 AI" -2.1 81" -.4 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 4.3
ROTOR LOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .1,1,9 CHORD .B03 PITCH LI'lK TORSION .1,1,9
(N/DEG) (N-M/DEGI (N-M/DFGI (N/OEr., (N-M/DEGI
MEA'! 40393. 9"4. -ZSlZ. -348b. -571,.
HARMONIC-l 1,255.1 -1,3.9 88Z.1 -51.4 182.1 -"8.8 309b.1 -39.9 1,10.1 -I,b.7
Z 2 B9.1 75.9 b".1 -bb.5 32.1 2b.9 2719.1 -43.6 217.1 -1,7.5
3 31b3.1 3b.7 751.1 3b.5 13b.1 1,7.4 387.1 -4A.7 89.1 19.7
4 bbl. I 17.5 37B.1 5.4 11,8.1 .0 428. I "to.? b7.1 Z2.2
5 15 e. I 79.7 139.1 -70.1, 45.1 -75.5 ZIZ.1 -18.1 37.1 3.9
b 509.1 -37.b Zb4.1 -4b.5 91.1 -1,9.4 113.1 -29.1, 10.1 -Z5.8
7 119.1 -33.9 31.1 -12.2 b.1 -25.b 19.' -1. P 4.1 -82.7
8 5A.1 -9.5 58.1 -lb.b 30.1 -31.3 46.1 -~9.2 8.1 -71.9
q 1,9.1 -b3.1 30.1 Ib.7 14.1 51,.5 37.1 ,o.9 b.1 -3b.l
10 115.1 Zb.4 39.1 -.b 10.1 55.4 bl.1 -2.1 Z.I -6Z.0
11 7".1 -b.b 30.1 -1,4.3 15.1 -47.1 3b.1 7~.'5 4.1 -14.1
12 33.1 10.Z H.I 40.0 7.1 -38.4 23.1 -10.1 2.1 -Z? .b
PEAK-TO-PEAK 14 97b. 3578. 870. '1554 • 1112.
BEAM • 174 8EAI1 .350 BEAM .449 8EAM .60b ~EAI1 .803
IN-/'I/DEG) (N-M/DEGI (N-M/DEGI (N-M/DEGI (N-II/DEGI
MEAN -1945. -231. -241,. -I,9b. -I,8b.
HAR'IONIC-1 1114.1 -b2.6 575.1 -b4.4 563.1 -b4.2 511. , -bB.to 212.1 -89.1,
2 495.1 -51.0 340.1 -81.3 31,4.1 -1l3.3 303.1 -17.0 13b.1 -55.Z
3 250.1 45.5 Z5.1 -43.8 58.1 52.0 155.' 7~.0 1b4.1 70.9
4 375.1 I,O.b 117.1 15.9 57.1 -".7 A5.1 32.'1 11,0.1 1 A. 5
5 10Z.1 -39.4 5.1 1Z." 25.1 19.4 8.' -30.4 bl.1 26.8
£> 7.1 -47.0 1.1 73.b 12.1 -b3.4 9.1 -80.5 43.1 -7b.0
7 19.1 21.8 9.1 41,.7 Ib.1 5Z.8 8.1 -57.5 35.1 -80.2
8 23.1 -8".9 2.1 33.5 1b.1 -78.8 11.1 -b2.4 28.1 -55.3
9 15.1 4.7 7.1 -8b.3 7.1 1.1 11.1 -b2.8 18.1 -32.5
10 41.1 -Z9.4 ZO.I -28.7 10.1 -45.3 24.1 -17.b 19.1 -7.5
11 3.1 -lZ.3 7.1 88.4 1.1 -85.4 3. I -b3.0 1. I 87.5
12 18.1 -59.4 b.1 -b2.7 b.1 -8Z .0 b.1 -54.4 2.1 -32.7
PFAK-TO-PEAK 3b71. 1719. Ib22. 1",3. 976.
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5.05 M - lQ8.A IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 77.0
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT HAH DYNAMIC PRES- 3.44 KPA 71.8 PSI'
STATIC PRES- 99.6 KPA 2080. P~"
T• AIRSPEED· 147.5 KT TOTAL TEMP- 296.5 DEG K
-
533.7 DFG R
AIC MAC'i 'jO- .?21 STATIC TEMP- 293.7 DEG K
-
528.b OF!; R
80DY ALP-lA· -5.5 DEG DENS ITY- 1.18 KG./M3
-
.00229 SllJG/FT3
BODY 8ETA- .8 DEG DENS lTY ALT- 375. M 1231. FT
SONIC SPEED- 344.1 MISEC
-
1129. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB' -1. MIMIN . -7. FPM
INERTIAL I'll GHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LI"I ACe 'iUR LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATFS ANG ACC
I 'lIS) I I' P~ ) IG) IMIS I I FPS I IG I IIlEG) IRAD/S!'C) IRAD/SEC2)
X 75.54 247. R -.101 75.53 247.8 -.100 ROLL .7 .011 -.097
Y 1.02 3.1 -.on3 1.04 3.4 -.023 PITCH -5.5 .005 -.003
Z -7.22 -23.7 -1.006 -7.22 -23.7 -1.006 YAW 170.4 -.004 -.013
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COll- 13.8 DEG HO~IZ FIN- 10.3 DEG
AI- .4 DEG T.R. COLL- 3.6 DEG
Bl- R.O DEG PEDAL POS- 4.1 DFG
ROTOR PAUME TERS SHAFT ALPHA- -5.5 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .b6 CONTROL ALPHA- -13.4 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .88 DEL TA PSI- -.8 DEG
TIP '1IN-MACH- .44
.9R MAX-MACH- .81 ENGINE POWER- 728. KW - 976. HP
.9R MIN-MACH· .37 THRUST FACTOR· .851E+07 N .1911'+07 LB
NASA U"IGLEY I'll GHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE 1."10 Lr1ADS
FLIGHT NO. 7R MlJ- .332 TOTAL co- .000369 AM8 TF'1P- 20.5 C 68.90 I'
V- 147.5 KT MAST co· .000360 TE'1P lJI>O- 39.2 C . IOZ.50 F
RUN NO. 12 CAN TEMP- 30.4 C 8b.b9 F
NZ- 1.006 G OMEGA- 34.088 RADISEC
TIME 54905.55 CLP- .00412 RPM/324- 1.005
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEGI AO- 11.3 AI- -.5 ~1' 8.7 PfAK-TO-PEAK- 17.2
TEETER AHG IDEGI AO- .2 AI- -2.3 81- -.7 PI'AK-TO-PEAK- 4.9
ROTOR LOADS IAMP/PHASEI DRAG ~RACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI INIDEGI IN-M/DEGI
MEAN 37499. 1586. -2777 • -44bb. -b79.
HARMONIC-l 7100.1 -65.9 1630.1 -69.2 304.1 -68.1 4114.1 -44.1 502.1 -48.8
2 1614.1 -b5.5 492.1 -4b.5 125.1 -27.4 3070.1 -41>.7 294.1 -55.7
3 4543.1 36.9 1079.1 34.3 207.1 41.1 507.1 85.8 117.1 -9.1
4 655.1 7.9 462.1 -3.8 170.1 -14.b 622.1 58.9 94.1 12.1
5 511.1 84.8 249.1 -6b.2 85.1 -70.0 242.1 -6.8 4b.1 31.2
6 b30.1 -70.0 333.1 -57.4 100.1 -59.7 300.1 -1.0 34.1 4.1
7 121.1 -1.8 88.1 18.8 2b.1 2.7 63.1 -61.1 3.1 -3.2
8 72.1 10.8 62.1 17.2 20.1 2.2 5.1 79.3 3.1 77.9
9 91>.1 -19.9 11.1 13.2 18.1 -28.7 13.1 -11.7 4.1 -8.b
10 54.1 17.2 95.1 26.7 47.1 47.9 72.1 RR.7 3.1 41.4
11 65.1 -79.4 64.1 -26.1 3601 -42.7 20.' -40.8 2. I 25.0
12 8. , 8b.3 17.1 83.6 7.1 -b9.3 13.1 -17.5 4.1 3.2
PEAK-TO-PEAK 24116. 5955. 1329. 13191>. 1426.
REAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .flO~ REAM .803
IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DFGI IN-M/DEGI
MeAN -171,4. -219. -223. -455. -451.
HAR~ONIC-l 1739.' -70.6 708.' -69.7 664.' -b8.1 1>08.' -70.1> 251>.' 88.1
2 778.1 -53.2 420.1 -69.8 407.1 64.8 325.1 ~7.7 124.1 -bl.2
3 479.1 19.1 26.1 -26.8 92.1 56.0 232.1 51J.5 251.1 47.1
4 469.1 32.5 135.1 4.6 57.1 -19.2 89.1 21.1 146.1 -.9
5 139.1 -43.b 7.1 13.0 32.1 -12.' 13.1 -7.6 6~.1 -14.b
6 50.' -21.0 17 .1 1.2 29.1 -38.1- 17.' 74.1 28.1 -47.3
7 21.1 -75.2 5. I 23.1 12.1 37.2 9.1 -A9.1 26.1 59.2
8 21.1 19.2 6.1 87.4 17.1 55.2 10.1 73.0 24.1 81.b
9 10.1 -46.6 b.1 -19.5 11.1 -b8.9 R. I 61.4 11. , -64.7
10 41.1 80.9 22.1 79.3 7.1 b2.4 25.1 -89.8 19.1 -71.7
11 33.1 85.5 3. I 68.7 9.1 43.0 8. , 69.0 4.1 -67.8
12 16.1 54.0 6.1 43.8 8.1 88.9 b. , -88.1 4.1 -84.4
PEAK-TD-PEAK 5546. 2098. 1887. 1859. 1260.
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AEROOYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 4.02 KPA B4.0 PSf
STATIC PRES- 99.6 KPA ~O81. PSF
T. AIRS PHD- 159.4 n TOTAL TEMP- 29b.9 DEG K
-
534.5 OFG R
A/C 'lACH NO- .238 STATIC TEMP- 293.6 OEG K
-
526.5 DEG R
BODY ALP-lA- -6.B DEG DENSITY- 1.IB KG/M3
-
.00230 SLIlG/FT3
1I0DY RETA- .5 DEG DENS ITY ALT- 367. M 1203. FT
SONIC SPEED- 344.1 M/SEC
-
1129. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -26. MI/IIN - -B7. FPM
INERTIAL FLI GHT STATE
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN Ace 'tUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RAp:S ANG ACC
I MIS I IF PS I IGI I'" IS I IF PS I IG I IDEGI IRAD/SFCI IRADISEC21
X Bl.41 267.1 -.115 81.41 207.1 -.114 R01 L 7.7 -.000 .027
Y .07 2.2 .004 .b7 2.2 .010 PITCf.l -7.1 -.001 -.002
l -9.70 -31.6 -1.019 -9.70 -31.B -1.019 YAW 165.0 .00" .017
CONTROL ANGLES 1'1. R. COll- 15.7 DEG HORlZ FIN- 11.2 nEG
AI- -.1 OEG T.R. COLL- 4.0 DEG
B1- B.9 DEG PEOAL POS- 4.4 nEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -6.6 OEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .b6 CONTROL ALPHA' -15.6 OEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .90 DELTA PSI- -.5 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .42
• 9R MAX-MACH- .B3 ENGINE POWER- B74. KW - lIn • HP
.9R MIN-MACH- .35 THRUST FACTOR- .852E+07 N .197E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFOP"'ANCE ANn I nADs
FL I r,HT NO. 7B MU- .359 TOTAL ca- .000444 AMII TF"'P- ~0.4 C 6B.79 F
V- 159.4 KT MAST co- .000431 TEMP 1)60- 39.5 C
-
103.12 F
RUN NO. 13 CAN TEMP- 30.4 C B6.69 F
NZ- 1.019 G OMEGA- 34.070 RAnlSEC
TIME 54970.05 CLP- .00417 RPM/324- 1.004
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEGI AO- 13.0 AI- -1.0 Bl- 10.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 20.0
TEETER ANG 10EGI AO- .2 AI- -2.6 81' -1.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 5.5
ROTOR LOADS IAMPIPf.lASEI DRAG 8RACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEGI IN-M/OEGI IN-M/OEGI IN/nFGI IN-M/OEGI
MEA"! J4Cl51. 1964. -2707. -5256. -776.
HARMONIC-l 7419. I -78.1 1798.1 -Bl.l 315.1 -77.8 45Cl4.1 -48.1 562.1 -4B.3
7. 49B.1 -62.0 2Bo.1 n.o 115.1 25.1 3657.1 -37.9 331.1 -50.1
3 0053.1 4B.4 1467.1 48.2 280.1 51.5 600.1 77..7 113.1 -3.9
4 1429.1 -15.7 719.1 -IB.3 238.1 -23.6 655.1 65.8 "13.1 7.5
5 381.1 52.9 195.1 -Bb.9 74.1 -60.5 277.1 -.3 57.1 30.3
6 344.1 -bb.9 Zlo. I -74.9 65.1 -81.3 23Cl.I 21.5 30.1 24.9
7 4b5.1 20.0 2B7.1 B.B 97.1 11.0 112.1 2b.l 12.1 -49.1
B 305.1 73.B 163.1 7B.5 47.1 81.5 25.1 b6.4 8.1 -85.7
Cl 75.1 71.8 62.1 -32.1 34.1 -6.9 23.1 5Cl.4 3.1 -83.6
10 195.1 -73.8 45.1 -19.9 44.1 -47.8 49.1 -70.6 2.1 -13.5
11 115.1 47.Cl 91.1 -12.3 55.1 -9.0 Ib.I 53.4 8.1 -70.0
12 51. I 21.1 23.1 74.0 11.1 -33.2 19.1 60.5 10.1 -65.7
PEAK-TO-PF.AK 24952. 5952. 1407. 15207. 1542.
~ EAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 8EAI"I .b06 REAM .R03
IN-M/OEGI IN-1"I/0EGI IN-M/DEGI IN-H/OEGI IN-M/OFGI
MEAN -154'. -197. -200. -433. -445.
HARMONIC-l 2041. I -73.7 7Bl.1 -70.7 71 B.I -68.0 668.1 -69.4 303.1 -89.5
2 760.1 -43.3 459.1 -87.7 453.1 fl6.3 366.1 R6.6 133 .1 -69.4
3 n2.1 29.7 48.1 8.8 95.1 47.5 276.1 47.4 313.1 40.2
4 424.1 35.9 122.1 4.2 61.1 -30.7 B2.1 40.3 119.1 5.6
5 113 .1 -36.8 12 .1 -49.3 31.1 -25.2 10.1 -30.7 74.1 -12.9
b bO.1 -53.0 IB.I 37.0 16.1 -32.9 15.1 73.4 18.1 -03.1
7 16.1 19.0 9.1 -64.3 1.1 -46.8 10.1 -51.0 18.1 70.0
B 21.1 51.B 4.1 n.b B.I 42.9 5.1 81.Cl 19.1 76.8
9 10.1 -88.0 14.1 70.2 3.1 -32.0 14.1 62.5 20.1 -79.4
10 22.1 79.1 IB.I 79.9 9.1 b4.7 19.1 -8R.l 17.1 -76.6
11 4.1 -74.1 6.1 -50.2 10.1 43.7 1. I 49./l 2.1 -30.b
12 14.1 31.7 4.1 11.5 3.1 -77.b 4.1 78.5 1.1 -8.2
PEAK-TO-PEAK b357. 2274. 2047. 2023. 1437.
24









5.05 M - 1Q8.7 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 n.?
AE~ODYNAI1IC FLIGHT STATE DYNAHIC PRES· 1.89 KPA 39.5 PSF
STATiC PRES· 97.8 KPA 7.0~2. PSI'
T. AIRSPEED· 110.6 KT TOUl TEHP· 294.6 DEG K - 530.3 DEG IIAIC M~C'i "l0- .166 STATIC TEMP· 293.0 OEG K - 527.~ OFt; R
BODY ALPHA. 8.5 DEG DENSITY- 1.16 KG/H3 - .00U6 SU1G/FTl
RODY BET A- -.4 DEG DENS ITY AL T- 541. H
-
1774. FT
SONIC SPEED. 343.7 M/SEC • 1128. FP'i
RATE OF CLIHB- -688. M/MIN - -2258. FPH
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXH CG LIN Vel CG LIN ACC HUA LIN VEL HU8 LIN ACC AXI S ANG POS ANG RUFS ANG ACC
I MIS I IFPS) IGI I MIS I IFPS) IGI lOEGI IRADISFCI IRAD/SEC21
X 56.28 18~.7 -.160 55.68 182.7 -.182 ROll -.8 .037 .003
Y -.39 -1.3 .002 -.32 -1.0 .001 PITCH -3.1 .294 .107
Z 8.41> 27.B -2.180 A.47 27.8 -2.161 YAW 219.0 .033 .020
CONTROL ANGLES I1.R. COll- 9.3 DEG HO~IZ FIN- 6.5 DEG
AI· .9 DEG T.R. COlla 1.0 DEG
81- .3 DEG PEDAL POS· 1.9 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 8.6 DEG
HOVE~ TIP MACH- .66 CONTROL AlPHA- 8.3 DEG
TIP MAX-HACH- .83 DEL TA PSI- .3 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH • • 50
• 9~ MAX-MACH· .76 ENGINE POWER· 211 • KW - 283. HP
.9R MIN-M ACH- .43 THRUST FACTOR- .854E+07 "I .19ZE+07 L8
NAH LANGLE Y FLIGHT DA TA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND lOAns
Fl I GHT NO. 78 MU- .244 TOTAL CO- .000104 AM8 TEMP. 19.9 C 67.73 F
V- 110.6 KT MAST CO- .000070 TEMP 1)1>0- 37.4 C 99.37 F
RUN NO. 7.0 CAN TEMp. ~9.6 C 85.30 F
NZ· 2.161 G OMEGA· 34.741 IlAOISEC
TIME 55657.65 ClP- .00859 RPM/324- 1.024
ROTOR ANGLES THEU l/4 IDEGI AD· 6.5 A1- -.3 81· • l PEAK-TO-PEAK· 1.1
TEETER ANG IDEG) AD- .1 Ala .8 Bl· 1.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK· 2.6
ROTOR LOADS IAHP/PHASE) DRAG RRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
INIOEGI IN-M/OEG) IN-M/DEG) IN/OEG) IN-H/OEG)
MEAN 'J2l97. -880. -3256. -1702. -366.
HARMONIC-l 7314.1 13.4 1720.1 21.9 291.1 2B.I 1223.1 21.8 170.1 -41.0
2 1399.1 -40.2 720. I -41.5 212.1 -50.1 763. I -20.A 105. I -25.9
3 3505.1 30.7 775.1 31.6 117. I 57. ~ 548.1 87.8 40.1 -57.3
4 192.1 30.5 183.1 20.0 Ill. I 23.4 227. I -67.4 46. I 7.5
5 474.1 -~7.4 181.1 -34.~ 30.1 -21.1 196.1 -30.1 15.1 -38.0
6 1680.1 11.3 934.1 4.5 21>1.1 5.7 310. I 71.5 45. I 83.1
7 421.1 -.6 124.1 12.4 56.1 33.8 253.1 -88.0 18.1 -40.3
8 1>5.1 -25.5 54. I -39.9 25.1 18.7 81.1 7.7 21.1 25.3
9 102.1 10.3 134.1 b8.0 38.1 73.2 17. I 35.4 23.1 46.0
10 76.1 21.7 20.1 81.2 5.1 85.0 1>7.1 -77.11 14.1 56.10
11 122.1 -100.1 47 " 9.5 39.1 16.6 53. I l.b 13. I 73.412 70.1 54.2 109.1 71.0 11.1 -88.3 0;3.1 -1,8.4 7.1 76.7
PEAK-TO-PEAl< 21056. 6884. 1645. 4396. 637.
~ EAM .174 8EAM .350 8EAM .449 8EAM .606 REAM .803
IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEG) IN-M/OEG) IN-M/DEGI
MEA'l -1211 • -193. -291. -659. -826.
H~R"DNIC-l 518.1 24.7 39/).1 -55.8 45/).1 -"1.2 52/). I -",2. Q 390./ -80.8
2 1>6.1 -23.4 141.1 -61.1 200.1 -51.b 225.1 -49.6 17b.I -66.9
3 402.1 14.6 158 " Ib.O 11B. I 33.3 71.1 84. A 91.1 -53.44 757.1 39.8 80.1 31.0 108.1 41.6 50.1 n.7 143.1 29.2
5 1B5.1 -56.9 39.1 -109.5 15.1 -38.0 42.1 -47.6 73. I -62.4
6 IB8.1 -35.1 16. I -76.8 Ib.I -33.8 33.1 -1>1.0; 14.1 9.1>
7 157.1 -85.2 34 .1 -63.5 69.1 -69.0 5.1 -7?~ 70. I -31.4
8 34.1 -45.3 9.1 -14.0 210.1 -33.7 8.1 70.3 33. I 24.4
9 21.1 52.4 21.1 38.9 7.1 -80.3 26.1 50.9 32.1 46.2
10 76.1 86.3 29.1 -87.8 24.1 89.4 33.1 89.4 24.1 60.8
11 22.1 -38.1 10.1 14.4 15.1 -44.4 9.f -lQ.t 2.1 72.1
12 39. I '>0.9 15.1 70.6 17.1 7.8 13.1 38.4 4. I -116.5
PE ~K-TO-PElK 1960. 1126. 1302. 1261. t 206.
25
NAS& LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PAns PCI1 DATA
FL Ir.HT NO. 078
RUN NO. 24
TIME 5b018.20 ISECI





5.05 11 • 198.7 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 n.?
AEROOYNUlH FLIGltT STATF DYNAMIC PRES- 1.82 KPA
-
38.0 PSF
STATIC PRES- 9b.b KPA ~017. PSF
T. UIlSPEF.D- 109.0 KT TOTAL TEI1P· 293.9 DEG K • 529.0 DEG II
AlC HACH ''In. .lb3 STUle TEI1P. 292.3 DEG K • 526.2 DEG II
flODY ALPHA- -1.1 DEG DENSITY· 1.15 KG/H3 • .00223 SLUG/FT~
BnDY 8ETA· 2.1 DEG DENSITY ALT. 644. H 2114. FT
SONIC SPEED. 343.3 K/SEC • 1126. FPS
RATE OF CLIII8- -25. HIHIN - -80. FPH
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS cr, LI"l VEL cr, LI"l ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pns A"lG RATFS ANG ACC
II1/S) I FPS I IG I II1IS I IFPS I IGI IDEGI IRAO/SFC I I RAD/SEC2 I
X 5b.01 183.8 -.050 5b.Ol 183.7 -.049 ROLL -1.1 -.001 -.010
Y 2.02 6.6 -.013 2.02 6.6 -.016 PITCH -2.2 .003 -.005
I -1.69 -5.5 -1.057 -1.68 -5.5 -1.057 YAW 87.? -.01)' .002
CON TRilL ANGLFS P1.R.. COLl- 9.8 DEG HORtl FIN- 8.2 DEG
AI· .5 DEG T.R. COLL· 2.'5 DEG
81- 5.1 DEG PEDAl POSe 2.9 DEG
IlnTOR PAPAI1F.TERS SHAFT AlPHA· -1.7 OEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .66 CONTROL ALPHA- -6.9 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .82 DEL TA PSI- -?1 DEG
TIP HI"l-HACH· .49
.9R I1AX-I14CH· .n ENGINE POWER- 432. KW - 579. HP
.'1R I1IN-I1ACH- .43 THRUS T fAC TOR- .8?8E+07 "I .186E+07 L8
NASA LANGLtY FLIGHT OATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE ANn lOAnS
FL IGHT "Ill. 78 I1U· .246 TOTAL co- .00022b AH8 TFMP· 19.2 C 66.48 F
v- 109.0 KT HAST co- .000216 TEHP U60- 37.3 C '1'1.17 F
RUN "l0. 24 CAN TEMP. 29.2 C 84.60 F
NZ- 1.057 G OI1EGA· 34.039 RADISEC
TtHE 5b018.05 CLP- .0043b RPM/324- 1.003
RnTOR ANGLES THETA 3/10 IDEGI AD· 7.9 AI· -.2 81· 5.4 PFAI(-TO-PEAK· 11.2
TEETER ANG IDEGI AO- .2 AI· -1.6 81- .0 PfAK-TO-PEAK- 3.Z
ROTOR LOADS IAI1P/PHASEI DRAG 8RACE CHORD ."49 CHORD .803 PITCH LI"lK TnRSION ."49
IN/DEGI IN-H/DEG) IN-M/DEG) (N/OEG) (N-11/0EG)
I1EA'! 43384. "25. -3064 • -2717. -471.
H4P'10NIC-l 3t6 4. I -28.7 679. I -34.3 137.1 -37.5 2287.1 -31\.? 328.1 -53.1
2 276.1 78.7 50.1 68.8 Z9.1 -10.0 1616.1 -5b.3 157.1 -52.9
3 17" 7. I 38.7 446.1 35.8 63.1 44.5 256.1 -36.2 58. I 15.b
"
487.1 37.1 277.1 30.3 103.1 24.1 325.1 63.6 53.1 39.6
5 109.1 2Z.2 "1.1 6Z.8 20.1 77.0 117. I -30.2 13.1 -28.9
6 '103.1 14.4 467. I 4.6 142. I 2.8 158.1 -52.5 18.1 -72.7
7 210. I 29.8 155.1 48.9 60.1 47.1 80.1 8.1 9.1 34.0
8 102.1 -85.3 71. I 86.3 40.1 88.2 61.1 -64.4 5.1 79.8
9 84. I -10.4 11'1.1 -32.9 49.1 -41.7 55.1 59.7 6.1 -56.9
10 128.1 18.1 195.1 -1101 100.1 -5.6 84.1 18.7 5. I 76.6
11 110. I -29.5 13.1 -2.9 7.1 -56.5 31. I 80.'1 5.1 -44.4
12 89.1 .2 106.1 -4.4 73. I 2.1 7.1 -11.3 5.1 -84.8
PEAK-TO-PEAK tl632. 2647. 828 • 7031. 887.
BEAM • 174 8EAI1 .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 PEAH .803
(N-M/DEG) IN-M/OEGI IN-H/DEG) (N-,../OEGI IN-H/nEG)
I1~AN -H36. -267. -2B2. -523. -492.
H4R'10NIC-l 120.1 -58.2 422.1 -69.2 424.1 -70.2 406.1 -7'.4 175. I 89.8
2 356.1 -64.4 257.1 -82.2 270.1 -eo.5 211. I -77.2 71.1 -65.7
3 62.1 53.5 33 .1 5.1 43.1 53.2 72. I n.o 7ft. I b4.4
4 ;>8b.I 49.b 91.1 32.6 51. I 22.5 70.1 47.11 115. I 3".2
5 69.1 -7.5 1.1 86.0 22.1 41.') 8.1 23.9 36.1 24.1
6 9.1 -27.0 4.1 -5.3 11. I 88.0 12. I -78.7 13.1 -73.3
7 48. I 10.6 11.1 32.'1 2701 32.9 9.1 -64.9 33.1 77.5
B 18.1 79.0 5.1 -6B .0 8.1 53.8 11. I -62.5 21.1 -57.9
9 11. I 75.3 18.1 71.7 1.1 38.9 23.1 -87.4 19.1 -69.0
10 51.1 -21.7 30.1 -15.3 18. I -H.1 32.1 -14.4 25.1 -1.2
11 2.1 13.3 6.1 71.8 3.1 -46.3 2.1 41.0 2.1 41.8
12 26.1 60.9 6.1 61.7 11.1 32.8 5.1 5b.l 4.1 60.5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2474. 1256. 1274 • 1226. 736.
26









5.05 ~ - lQ6.7 TN
-.00 -.0
1.84 72.2
Ai:RlJOYNAMIC FLIGHT STAH DYNAMIC PRES- 1. 79 KPA 37.5 PSF
STATIC PRES- 9a.5 KPA 2056. PSF
T. AIRSPEFD- 107.4 KT TOTAL TEMP- 294.9 DEG K
-
530.9 DFG R
AIC MACH NO' .1,,1 STATIC TEMP- 2'13.4 DEG K
·
528.1 DEG R
BODY ALP~A- 2.1 DFG DENSITY- 1017 KG/M3
-
.00227 SlUGlFn
80DY 8ETA- 1.5 DEG DENSITY ALT- 476. M 1560. FT
SONIC SPEED- 344.0 MISEC
·
1128. FP~
RATE OF CLIMB- -676. MIMIN • -2225. FPM
INERTIAL FLI GHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB l IN Vel HUB LIN ACC UI S ANG POS ANG RATES AtlG ACC
1'''' S I IF PS I ( Gl I MIS I (F PS ) IG I IDFGI IRAO/SECI IRAD/SEen
X 55.19 181.1 -.087 54.~5 160.0 -.067 ROLL 54.4 .020 .020
y 1.4'1 4.'1 -.010 1.52 5.0 -.010 PITCIi -'1.2 .164 .002
Z 2.17 7.1 -1.576 2016 7.1 -1.573 YAW 116.9 .Bl -.007
CONaOL A'iGLES M.R. COll- 9.6 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.2 DEG
AI- .7 OEG T.R. COLLa .4 OEG
B1- 2.8 OEr, PEDAL POS- .1 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA' 7.3 OEG
HOVER TIP '1ACH' .66 CONTROL AlPHA' -.5 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH· .63 DELTA PSI- -1.6 DEG
TIP MIN-~ACH' .50
.'1R MAX-~ACH' • 76 ENGINE POWER' 2'1". KW - 397 • ~P
.QR MIN-MACH- .44 THRUST FACTOR- .662E+07 N .I'I4E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE .ANn LOAflS
FLIGHT NO. 76 MU' .239 TOTAL CO' .000147 AMB TFMP. 20.3 C 66.45 F
v· 107.4 KT MAST CO- • 000133 TEMP U60- 37.4 C '1'1.37 F
RUN NO. 27 CAN TEMP. 2'1.2 C 64.60 F
NZ- 1.573 G OMEGA' 34.496 RAD/SEC
TIME 56099.b5 CLP' .006?? RPM/324- 1.017
ROTOR ANGLES THE TA 3/4 IDEGI AO' 7.4 AI' -.2 61' 3.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 6.7
TEETER ANG IDEGI AO' .2 AI' -.6 R1' .7 PFAK-TO-PEAK' 1.'1
ROT')R LOADS IAMP/PHASEI DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .603 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN/DEGI IN-M/DEGI
MEAN 47721. -121>. -30'18. -221>1>. -466.
HARMONIC-l 550Q.1 7.3 111201 10.1> 1'1'1.1 b.2 1605.1 -15." 302.1 -59.1
2 342.1 5.0 266.1 -22.1 60.1 -R6.4 1008.1 -24.2 10e.1 -l.R
3 2606.1 41.7 5'18.1 44.1 '12.1 5'1.b 364.1 46.0 52. I 60.3
4 341. I 76.0 251.1 53.7 136.1 44.9 424.1 -71.0 72.1 b4.1
5 570.1 -25.'1 146.1 -43.6 15.1 -47.1 34.1 -15.9 29.1 -45.7
6 1701.1 -3.'1 1031.1 -10.3 303.1 -9.2 326.1 61.4 70.1 5b.7
7 356.1 -10.1 123.1 15.9 42. I 20.4 130. I 56.4 26.1 b6.7
8 49.1 bO.4 4'1.1 -b6.0 25.1 -48.'1 25.1 -25.1 13. I 83.4
'I 60.1 -13.7 137.1 86.0 47.1 75.6 109.1 -47.2 9.1 -1.1
10 56.1 3b.4 119.1 -13.5 67.1 -30.8 132.1 26.9 16.1 -1.5
11 132.1 1.1 Ib.1 -5.'1 13.1 -22.8 22. , -53.8 b.1 66.1>
12 161.1 -44.5 46.1 -4.4 13.1 -2'1.1 16.' -1\4.1 8. I -43.3
PEA~-TO-PFAK 15509. 4897. 12b4. 5525. 770.
6EAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .44'1 8EAM .606 PEAM .603
IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/OEG) IN-M/DEGI
MEAN -1708. -250. -312. -625. -669.
HARMONIC-l 501.1 -20.8 416.1 -61.4 444.1
-"".7 456.' -611.'1 264. I -65.3
~ 231\.1 -37.4 229.1 -b4.7 273.1 -63.0 ~72.1 -b4.1 140.1 -83.b
3 171.1 3.7 '15.1 13.4 75.1 40.1 79.1 82.P 94.1 -67.5
4 424.1 74.2 135.1 58.6 66.1 56.5 97.1 66.t> 174. I 56.1
5 '1".1 -27.3 23.1 -37.1 21>.1 87.1 21>.1 -15.4 63.1 -71.2
6 100.1 -44.9 20.1 63.7 12.1 60.6 13. I "~.O 44.1 -b3.4
7 56.1 7b.3 24.1 7'1.2 40.1 -67.4 10.1 -14.7 57.' -53.5
6 b.1 -33.9 4.1 -20.1 11.1 -34.0 13.1 -32.b 24.1 -29.4
'I 46.1 -57.3 32.1 -51.6 14.1 -62.9 18.1 -41.7 35.1 -39.4
10 59.1 32.0 26.1 42.4 13.1 19.7 29.1 3'1.5 21. I 26.7
11 15.1 31>.4 2.1 -77.3 7.1 31.6 4.1 -30.6 12. I -32.6
12 18.1 -?6.6 8.1 -55.7 6.1 -61.6 5.1 16.0 6.1 -63.6
PEA~-Tn-PEAK ~365. 1309. 1354. 1421. 1061.
27
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA
Fl IGHT NO. 078
RUN NO. 30
TII1E 5~410.10 ISEC)





5.05 11 - 198.6 TN
-.00 -.0
1.64 72.3
AEROIlYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.87 KPA 39.1 P~F
STATIC PRES, 97.7 KPA ?041. PSF
T. AIRSPEED- 11001 KT TOTAL TEMP- 294.7 OEG K - 530.5 OFG R
A/C I1ACH '10- .165 STATIC Tl::MP- 2'13.1 DEG K - 527.6 DEC; R
RODY ALPHA- 6.1 DEG DENSITY' 1.16 KG/M3 • .00226 SLllG/Fn
RODY RET A- 2.1 DEG DENSITY AlT' 54'1. M 1800. FT
SONIC SPEED- 343.8 M/SEC - 1128. FP~
RATE OF CLIMB· -8'18. M/MIN • -2947. FPI'
INERTIAL FL I GHT STATE
UIS CG LIN VEl CG LIN ACC HUll LIN VEL HUB UN ACC AXI S ANG pns AHG IlAHS ANG ACC
(MIS I (FPSI IG I (M IS I IF PS I IG I lDEGI IRAO/SEC I IRAO/SEen
X 56.~O 184.7 -.1?6 55.75 182.'1 -.132 ROLL 58.5 .100 .178
Y 2.06 6.7 -.017 2.25 7.4 .011 PITCH -10.4 .269 .011
Z 6.02 1'1.7 -2.060 6.02 19.8 -2.042 YAW 1Q3.3 .1~0 .039
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 9.8 DEG HOR1Z FIN· 6.8 DFG
AI- 1.4 DEG T.Il. COll- -.4 DEG
81- 1.7 DEG PEDAl PDS- -.5 OEG
IlnTnll PAIlAME TERS SHU T AL PHA- 6.2 nEG
HOVEIl TIP MACH- .66 CONTROL ALPHA- 4.5 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH· .84 DELT A PSI' -2.3 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .51
.QR MAX-MACH- .78 ENGINE POWER- 171. KW - ?2Q. HP
.9R MIN-MACY- .45 THRUST FACTOR· .893E+07 N .20!f+07 LB
NASA LANGLE Y FLIGHT DA TA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE ANn LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 78 MU- .240 TOTAL CD- .000080 AMII TFMP- 19.9 C 67.90 F
V- 110.1 KT MAST CD- .0000bO TEMP UbO- 37.1 C 98.75 F
IlUN NO. 30 CUI TEMP- 79.2 C 8'0.60 F
NZ- 2.042 G OMEGA- 35.171 RAD/SEC
TIME 56410.00 CLP- .00782 RPM/324- 1.037
1l0TOil ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEGI AO- 7.1 AI- .1 81- 1.7 PEAK-lO-PEAK- 3.7
TEeTER ANG IDEGI AO- .0 AI- .1 B1- 1.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 1.7
ROTOIl LOADS (AMP/PHASE' DRAG BRACE CHORD • '049 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TnRSION .449
IN/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN/DEGI IN-M/DEGI
MEAN 530'17. -887. -3327. -2128. -'01'1.
HARMONIC-I 7Z 4fl. I 2.1 1648.1 12.2 257.1 12.0 1688.1 -12.1 239.1 -53.5
2 713.1 -82.6 533.1 -57.2 169.1 -66.5 740.1 -2.1 84.1 -7.4
3 4205.1 26.8 954.1 2b.2 140. I 42.1 476.1 54.6 36.' 49.6
'0 1b8.1 -57.2 123.1 53.0 111.1 37.9 311. I -76.7 43.1 23.4
5 450.1 -58.3 123.1 -35.2 23.1 1.2 190.1 -3'5.3 7.1 .b
6 Ib02.1 -14.2 927. I -23.2 273.1 -23.11 3b6.1 56.7 72.1 bb.9
7 283.' -51.4 29.1 4.9 29.1 37.7 184.1 b3.3 77.1 -76.7
8 129.1 b8.0 121.1 5b.4 32.1 52.1 67.1 -14.5 22.1 -51.5
9 11b.1 2b.2 209.1 40.6 98.1 43.0 95.1 14.B 19.1 -31.5
10 79.1 -24.1 23.1 10.4 2b.I -1.8 42.1 -76.B 13.1 -2b.0
11 52.1 63.1 57.1 -22.3 50.1 -6.5 b7. , -23.0 1. , -20.2
12 82.1 -84.1 12.1 50.1 21.1 39.4 45.1 83.1 2.1 54.8
PEAK-TO-PEAK 71048. 6750. 1550. 4771. 8'07.
REAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAI' .606 REAl' .803
IN-M/D~GI (N-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DFGI IN-M/DEGI
MEAN -1413. -214. -290. -b42. -782.
HAR'10NIC-1 509.1 101 397.1 -59.7 443.1 -64.3 502.1 -65.6 350.1 -80.9
2 3b.I 53.6 Ib4.1 -68.4 231.1 -59.2 264.1 -5Q.4 193.' -72 .9
3 38b .1 '1.1 165.1 10.4 123.1 30.9 84.' 72.1 87.1 -73.1
4 325.1 5b.2 102.1 4b.2 63.1 47.7 63.1 51.4 Ib6.1 43.8
~ 112. I -68.0 28.1 -63.<1 21.1 -74.4 26.1 -34.3 71.1 -86.4
b 162.1 -53.2 16. , 52.9 11.1 -42.4 21.1 -79.8 18.1 -41.6
7 121.1 72.7 30.1 79.5 55.1 87.6 4.' -55.2 54. , -49.7
8 22.1 b4.5 4.1 57.8 15.1 -67.0 4.' -36.3 18.1 .3
9 53.1 -6.2 44.1 4.b 8.1 -l1.b 46.1 16.7 45.1 27.8
10 52.1 43.5 19.1 54.5 14.1 41.8 22.1 ~1.1 19.1 53.0
11 23.1 -63.1 7.1 -40.0 14.1 -59.9 B.' -32.0 1. I 78.3
12 2B.I 7.1 11. I 24.5 19.1 -2B.6 12.1 7.4 3.1 4b.8
PEA~-TO-PEAK 2258. 1152. 1275. 1381. 1276.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PC'" DATA
I'L IGHT NO. 078
RUN NO. 37
TIME 5/,756.70 ISEC)





5.04 M - 19A./, IN
-.00 -.0
1.84 72.4
AERnDYNAMIC I'LIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.84 KPA 38.4 PSI'
STATIC PRES' 96.4 KPA 2012. PSI'
T. AIQSPEEfl- 109.7 I<T TOTAL TEMP- 294.0 OEG K - 529.2 f'EG RAIC MACfl NO' .164 STATIC TEMP- 292.4 OEG K - 526.4 DFG R
BODY ALP'lA- .1 DEG DENSITY- 1.15 KG/M3 . .00223 SLUG/l'n
!lOOY BETA- .6 DFG DENSITY At T- 671. M 2703. FT
SONIC SPEED- 343.4 MISEC . 1127. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB. -62. MIMIN
-
-203. FPM
INERTIAL FL I GHT STATE
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN Vel HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS A'lG RATFS ANG ACC
I MIS) (FPS) IG I I MIS) I FPS) IG) IDEG) IRAO/SEn IRAO/SEC2)
'( 56.44 185.2 -.057 56.29 184.7 -.054 ROLL -32.7 -.012 .056
Y .61 2.0 -.003 .59 1.9 .010 PITCH -1.3 .072 -.012
1 .13 .4 -1.260 .13 .4 -1.259 YAW 2'14.6 -.OA7 .016
CONTROL ANGLES M.q,. COLL' 10.0 OEG HORIZ FIN. 7.'1 nEG
AI- .4 DEG T.R. COLl- 2.7 OI'G
AI- 4.6 DEG PEDAL POS- 3.6 DFG
~OrrJR PARAfo'ETERS SHAFT ALPHA- .1 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .66 CONTROL ALPHA- -4.5 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .82 DEL U PSI- -.6 OEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .50
.'1R MAX-MACH- .76 ENGINE POWER- 421. I<W - 564. HP
.'1R MIN-t1ACH- • 43 THRUST FACTOR • .832E+07 N .I87E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LnAnS
HIGHT NO. 7B MU- .246 TOTAL co- .000218 Afoll\ TFMP- H.3 C 66.69 F
v· 109.7 KT MAST CO· .000206 TEMP U60· 37.1 C 98.87 F
RUN NO. 37 CAN HMP- 29.2 C 84.60 F
NZ- 1.259 G OMEGA- 34.159 RADISEC
TIME 56756.56 CLP- .00510 RPM/324· 1.007
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEG) AO- 7.B AI- -.5 AI- 4.1l PEAK-TO-PEAK- 10.0
TEETER ANG IDEG) AO- .2 AI- -1.3 BI- .1 P!'AI<-TO-PEAK- 2.4
ROTClR LOADS IAI1P/PH4SEI DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .B03 PITCH LTNK TORSION .449
IN IDEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN/nEG) IN-M/DEG)
MEAN 44657. 434. -3095. -2663. -491.
HARMDNIC-l 3674.1 -9.4 810.1 -13.8 154.1 -14.2 2122.1 -32.4 314.1 -50.2
2 288.1 62.1 58.1 -5.2 39. , 19.6 1520.1 -43.4 146. , -37.7
3 19~7.1 46.0 500.1 45.6 79.1 58.6 260.1 -7.0 58.1 43.1
4 436.1 53.6 276.1 45.8 118.1 39.5 386.1 8/'.0 66.1 50.3
5 157. I -26.8 20.1 27.8 28.1 -80.6 160.1 -13.4 18.1 27.1
6 1296.1 -5.8 759.1 -13.8 219.1 -14.8 130. , 65.2 29.1 50.5
7 299.' 54.9 145.1 83.7 49.1 88.4 93.' 33.0 13.1 42.5
8 208.1 79.8 110.1 52.3 33 .1 47.2 29.1 11.3 5.1 81.7
9 82.1 -4.5 82.1 76.0 35.1 61.5 100.1 -85.0 2.1 54.2
10 56.1 -6.6 68.1 28.2 15.1 -12.6 99.1 lCl.6 8. I 17.0
11 51.1 -74.4 34.1 53.2 21.1 17.2 16. I -24.9 5.1 45.2
12 230.1 -16.1 90.1 -22.3 52.1 -15.6 24. I -78.1 8.1 -38.7
PEAK-TD-PEAK 12186. 3838. 940. 6529. 852.
flEA" .174 BEAll .350 BEAM .449 6EAM .1106 BEAM .803
IN-M/DEG) IN-M/OEG) IN-M/OEG) IN-'1/DEGI IN-M'DEG)
MEAN -1952. -259. -297. -559. -550.
HARMONIC-l 647.' -43.6 423.1 -63.8 430.1 -66.8 430.' -70.3 220./ -89.1
2 336.1 -53.4 257.1 -73.2 286.1 -72.3 239.1 -70.11 78 of -73.3
3 57.1 -73.8 49.1 4.1 51.1 49.Cl 70.' 82.0 77.1 7Cl.5
4 330.1 62.6 107.1 "7.5 61.1 3Cl.7 82. I 57.Cl 140.1 44.5
5 106.1 -21.1 13.1 -47.9 27.1 56.1 16.1 -20.1 48.1 72.6
6 66.1 -35.1 10.1 20d 14.' 36.0 9.' -~.5 37.1 -75.5
7 lh.1 31.1 10.1 78.8 1901 80.4 11.1 -~1.9 44.1 -52.5
8 23.1 70.7 5.1 90.0 8.1 37.8 10.' -73.3 21.' -6.0
9 47. I fl8.9 30.1 88.7 15.1 B2.6 30.1 -17.2 25.' -55.8
10 53. I -8.9 25.1 2.8 15.1 -23.7 32.1 12.7 26.1 17.0
11 4. , -13.8 3. I -31.6 2.1 11.9 3.1 -78.6 3.1 8.3
12 20.' -21.2 8.1 -15.0 10.1 -75.3 7.1 -37.7 2.1 -13.5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2297. 1261. 1305. 1320. 832.
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5.04 M - lq8.~ IN
-.00 -.0
1.84 72.4
AERODYNAMIC HIGHT STATF DYNAMIC PRES- 1. 7~ KPA 3b.5 PSF
STA TIC PRES' <)b.8 KPA 2022. P'iF
T. AIRSPEED' 10b.8 n TOTAL TEMP- 2<)4.1 OEG K
-
52<).4 DEG R
AIC MACJ.l NO- .1bO STATIC TEMP- 2Q2 .b OEG ~
-
52b.7 DI'G P
BODY ALPJ.lA· 1.3 OEG DENSITY' 1.15 KG/M3 . .00224 SLUG/FB
BODY 6ETA- .7 DEG DENSITY ALT- b28. M 205<). FT
SONIC SPEED- 343.5 MISEC
-
1127. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB. -484. MIMIN • -1588. FPM
PIERTIAL FUGJ.lT STATE
AX IS CG LIN Vel Cr, LPI ACC HU8 LIN VEL HU6 LIN ACC AXI S ANG pas ANI; RATFS ANG ACC
I MIS I CFPS) lr.) l MIS I I FPS) IGI (DEG) IRAD/SFC) IRAD/SEC2)
x 54.q? 180.? -.Ob7 54.b4 17q.3 -.Ob8 ROll -47.q -.01'l -.OOb
Y .b~ 2.1 -.008 .5~ 1.<) -.005 PITCH -8.1 .115 -.002
Z 1.zq 4.2 -1.418 1.2<) 4.Z -1.414 YAW lZ8.<) -.135 .00<)
CONTROL ANGL ES M.R. COLL- 10.1 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.5 OEG
AI- .2 DEG T.R. CaLL- Z.8 OEG
B1- 3.7 DEG PEDAL POS- 3.<) DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 1.4 nEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .bb CONTROL ALPHA- -2.4 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .82 DEL TA PSI' -.6 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .50
.QR MAX-MACH- .7b ENGINE POWER' 18b. ~W - 517. HP
.9P MIN-MACH. .44 THRUST FACTOR- .841E+07 N .lBQF+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND trlMlS
FLIGHT NO. 78 MU- .23Q TOTAL co- .000198 AMB TFMP- 1Q.5 C b7.02 F
V· 10b.8 KT MAST co· .000184 TEMP UI>O- 17.4 C 'l9.34 F
RUN NO. 3q CAN TEMP- Zq.Z C
-
84.1>0 F
NZ- 1.414 G OMEGA- 34.258 RADISEC
TIME 5b776.55 ClP- .00568 RPM/324- 1.010
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 10EG) AD- 7.8 AI- -.7 R1- 4.0 PFA~-TO-PEAK- 8.2
TEETER ANG IOEG) AO- .2 AI- -1.0 81- .4 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 2.0
ROTOR LJAOS IAMP/PHASE' DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/OEG) IN-M/OEG) IN-M/OEG) IN/DEG) IN-M/OH)
MEAN 45974. 2b5. -3078. -243<). -481.
HARMONIC-1 517q. I 5.5 10b2.1 3.1 214. I 4.5 1823.1 -24. Q 284. I -53.0
? 171>.1 -72.9 154. I -47.0 54.1 5b.b 1353.1 -32.0 140.1 -74.3
3 2347.1 53.6 55b.I 53.0 81.1 70.5 350.1 23.5 57.1 58.b
4 44 B. I 58.b 311.1 42.4 150.1 37.b 441.1 -63.9 74.1 55.2
5 590.1 -53.8 138.1 -50.b 21.1 -11.0 147.1 -30.0 2b.1 71.1
II 1b14.1 -21.2 95't.I -2b.7 2b9.1 -2b.4 321.1 30.7 1>3.1 30.5
7 148.1 -18.1 24. I -58.4 15.1 88.3 70.1 55.1 17. I 48.7
8 140.1 -74.5 <)2.1 -82.5 35.1 -b7.0 50.1 43.8 5.1 -62.7
'l 112.1 -73.7 70.1 4801 29.1 51.2 70.1 -7Ft.f> 2.1 -1.8
10 33.1 -74.b 203.1 6.8 107.1 1.2 69.1 81." 4.1 87.2
11 10'l.I -.4 b3.1 38.7 40.1 82.4 43.1 -25.2 1.1 -11.8
12 35.1 -41.2 29.1 1.2 16.1 7b.9 22.1 -;>2.5 1b.I -1>7.3
PEAK-TO-PEAK 14402. 4897. 1378. 5853. 785.
6EAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .44'l BEAM .bOb ~EAM .803
(N-'1/0EGI IN-M/OEGI IN-M/OEG) IN-M/OEG) IN-M/OEG)
MEA'l -180B. -254. -305. -5B7. -b11.
H4R'10NIC-1 b09./ -21.8 400.1 -bO.3 421.1 -64.0 435.1 -bQ." 259.1 8B.3
2 272.1 -41.4 232.1 -b8.9 2b1.1 -68.6 221.1 -66.B 71.1 -83.2
3 73.1 1.5 67.1 25.0 64.1 54.2 71.1 8Q.0 83.1 -84.0
4 383.1 66.9 123.1 50.8 b2.1 43.0 87. I 61.1 152. I 45.4
5 162.1 -"3.9 24.1 -56.b 17.1 67.0 32. I -43.7 58.1 -75.3
6 144.1 -48.3 21.1 16.2 19.1 -20.7 14.1 IIO.~ 2b.I -7B.b
7 14.1 15.5 8.1 75.6 19.1 -78.7 12.1 -22.1 47.1 -43.2
6 53.1 53.4 9.1 82.3 19.1 34.5 12.1 -10.5 25.1 17.3
9 43.1 89.7 26.1 -77.6 14.1 81.1 26.1 -5~.'l 22.1 -2'l.2
10 51.1 50.3 28.1 69.2 17.1 4b.1 28.1 61.1 23.1 51.4
11 2.1 78.0 10.1 -28.4 7.1
"."
5.1 41.2 9.1 -52.0
12 44.1 -62.3 15.1 -60.4 14.1 -79.3 10.1 -59.7 3.1 -43.7
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2545. 125b. 1275. 1277. 915.
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5.03 M - 198.1 IN
-.00 -.0
1.85 n.o
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.73 KPA
-
36.1 P~F
STATIC PRES' 97.0 KP. 2027. PS~
T. AIRSPEED· 106.0 KT TOTAL TEMP- 293.5 DEG K - 528.4 DEG R
AIC MACH NO' .159 STATIC TEMP- 292.1 DEG K - 525.7 DEG R
BODY ALP'lA- -2.4 DEG DENSITY- 1.16 KG/M3 • .00225 SLlIG/FT1
BODY RET.' .8 DEG DENSITY UTa 585. M 1919. FT
SONIC SPEED- 343.2 I1ISEC . 1126. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -2. M/MIN . -7. FPf'l
INERTIll FLIGHT STATE
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VE L HUB LIN ACC AXI S ANG POS ANG PATES ANG ACC
OilS) (F PS) IG) I MIS) IF PS I IG) (DEGI IPAD/SEC) (RAD/SEC2)
X 54.4A 178.7 -.056 54.47 176.7 -.060 ROLL .2 .005 .027
Y .74 2.4 .001 .75 2.5 .007 PITC'l -2.4 .002 .OOB
Z -2.24 -7.4 -1.025 -2.24 -7.4 -1.025 YAW 340.9 -.004 .015
CONTROL ANGLES "i.R. COLLa 9.4 DEG HORIZ FIN. 7.8 DEG
AI- .4 DEG T.R. COLLa 1.9 DEG
Bl' 4.6 DEG PEDAL POS· 2.3 DEG
ROTOR P.RAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -2.4 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH' .66 CONTROL llPHA' -6.9 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .82 DELTA PSI' -.8 DEG
lIP MIN-MACH- .50
.'1P MAX-MACH- .75 ENGINE POWER- 415. KW - 557. HP
.'1R f'lIN-MACH· .43 THRUST FACTOR' .834E+07 N .188F+07 LB
NAS A LANGLeY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORfoIANCE ANn lOAOS
~LIGHT NO. 7'1 MU- .239 TOTAL ce· .000215 Af'lA TEMP· 18.9 C 66.04 F
V' 106.0 KT MAST ce- .000207 T!'f'lP u(,o· 36.9 C 98.45 F
PUN N'1. 8 CAN TFfoIP- 30.0 C 86.00 F
NZ- 1.025 G OMeGA' 34.061 RADISEC
TIME '>4430.45 ClP- .00403 RPM/324' 1.004
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEG) AO- 7.6 AI- -.5 ai- 4.7 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 9.5
TEeTER ANG 10EG) AO- .2 AI- -1.3 Bl- -.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.5
ROTOR LOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORS ION .449
IN/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEG) IN/DFG) IN-M/DEG)
MEAN 43726. 494. -3208. -21>89. -456.
HAR'10NIC-l 2934.1 -24.6 600.1 -32.6 121.1 -3'1.4 2713.1 -36.0 327.1 -50.'1
2 555.1 66.1 107.1 55.7 27.1 -59.7 1459.1 -55.3 140.1 -51.B
3 1521.1 4b.5 386.1 44.0 51.1 53.2 265.1 -32.2 48. I 1'1.2
4 536.1 43.2 290.1 43.3 104.1 31.6 301. I 66.6 53.1 42.0
5 8'1.1 -4.7 10.1 -28.0 16.1 66.2 135.1 -12.1 23.1 8.2
6 882.1 -1.2 465.1 -1.3 133 .1 -4.0 107. I -46.3 13. I -66.7
7 319.1 55.9 169.1 60.6 64.1 62.1 96. I 23.2 6.1 36.5
8 143.1 41.8 73.1 15.8 30.1 24.3 53.1 -68.6 7.1 -89.6
9 47.1 -42.1 62.1 -12.7 20.1 -12.A 42.1 -64.1 7.1 -31.2
10 97.1 35.8 144.1 -4.4 73.1 2.2 97.1 33.0 5.1 86.8
11 90.1 -40.8 21.1 79.6 9.1 52.1 32.1 -72.6 9.1 -17.'1
12 112.1 -3.6 80. I -b.4 44.1 -.0 11. I -'1.7 3.1 -45.6
PEAK-TO-PEAK 10591. 2251>. 745. 6549. 613.
~ EAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 AEAM .803
IN-M/OEGI IN-M/OEGI IN-M/DEG) IN-M/o~G) IN-M/DEGI
MF.AN -2074. -189. -21B. -472. -473.
HARMDNIC-l 1>51.1 -55.1> 392.1 -b6.5 401.1 -b7.1 388.1 -"'1.t> 156.1 -84.8
2 37b.1 -b5.9 233.1 -79.b 244.1 -77.5 201.1 -73.'1 b3.1 -56.1
3 25.1 69.'1 38.1 28.0 48.1 63.3 70.1 All.2 71.1 76.3
4 256.1 46.7 8b.1 34.b 52.1 33.0 58. I 40.'1 104.1 2'1.0
5 76.1 -22.4 7.1 63.6 17.1 53.1 6.1 2.A 34. I 46.4
6 13.1 52.2 8.1 12.7 B.I -70.0 13.1 -6.5 30.1 -56.'1
7 44.1 18.9 8.1 38.3 23.1 43.b 7.1 -21>.R 25.1 -87.7
8 10.1 28.5 2.1 -89.0 5.1 46.4 5. I -42.7 14.1 -41.'1
9 15.1 -7b.6 16.1 -70.7 4.1 -57.3 21. I -59.5 16.1 -37.8
10 54.1 -2.9 25.1 1.9 15.1 -11.7 2A. I '1.'1 21.1 22.7
11 14.1 12.6 9.1 -43.7 3.1 40.B 6.1 -23.6 5.1 -6.1
12 12.1 -70.1 2.1 -60.2 6.1 -74.3 5.1 -77.2 5.1 -44.'1
PEAI(-TO-PEAK 2172. 1154. 1166. 1120. 6b5.
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5.03 M • 197.9 TN
-.00 -.0
1.88 74.1
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STAH DYNAMIC PRES- 1.79 KPA 37.3 PS~
STATIC PRES' 96.4 KPA 2013 • PSI'
T. AIRSPFFD' 108.3 KT TOTAL TEMP' 2CJ4.6 DEG K - 530.3 OEG R
AIC MACH '10' .162 S TATIC TEMP' 2CJ3.1 DEG K - 527.5 DEr. R
BODY ALP;A' 1.4 I)EG DENSITY' 1.15 KG/M3
-
.00272 SLUG/~T3
BODY 6ET A- 1.5 oEG DENSITY ALT- 691. M 2268. FT
SONIC SPEED' 343.8 H/SF.C
-
112R. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB· -263. MIMIN . -B63. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AX IS Cr. LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATFS ANG ACC
(M IS I I FPS I I G) nils I IF PS I (G I (DEG) (lUD/<:EC) IRAO/SEC21
x 55.61> 182.6 -.on 55.40 181.8 -.089 ROLL -1.4 .0'5 -.095
Y 1.44 4.7 -.010 1.49 4.CJ -.030 PITCH -3.1 .131) -.019
Z 1.38 4.5 -1.506 1039 4.5 -1.502 YAW 229.1 .025 -.040
CONTROL AilGL ES M.R. CaLL' 9.3 DEG HORIZ FIN' 7.1 oEG
AI- .4 oEG T.R. COLL- 1.7 DEG
Rl' 2.7 DEG PEDAL pas- 2.0 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA' 1.4 OEG
HOVER TIP MACH' .66 CONTROL ALPHA' -1.3 DEI;
TIP MAX-MACH· .82 DEL TA PSI· -1.5 oEG
TIP MTN-MACH' .50
.9R MAX-MACH· .76 ENGINE POWER· 360. KW - 483. HP
.9R HIN-MACH- .43 THRUST FACTOR' .837E+07 N .lAAE+07 L8
NAS A LANGLEY ~ LI GHT DATA AH-IG ROTClR PfREORMANCE AND LOADS
ELI G'iT NO. 79 MU - .241 TOTAL CO, .000184 AMB TI'MP- 19.9 C 67.83 F
V' 10e.3 KT MAST CO, .000165 TFMP U60- 38.7 C
-
101.72 F
IlUN NO. 34 CA"l TF.I<P. 29.6 C 85.30 F
N7- 1.502 G OMEGA- 34.412 RADISEC
TIME 66879.85 CLP- .00559 RPM/324' 1.014
ROTOR ANGLES THFTA 3/4 IDEGI AO- 7.0 AI' -.5 131' 3.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK. 6.2
TEETEIl ANG 10EG) AO' .1 AI- -.6 AI- .? PFAK-TO-PEAK- 1.2
ROTOR LOADS (AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH U'lK TORS ION .449
IN/OEG) IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN 'OE(; I IN-I<'OFGI
MFA'l 46219. 183. -3346. -2293. -463.
HARMO"llC-l 4261.' 11.6 800.1 13 .0 145.' 8.0 1652.' -39.CJ 303.1 -59.8
2 196.1 38.9 134.1 -31.3 61.1 64.6 91'\0.1 -26.0 97.1 -10.4
3 2181.' 38.1 521.1 41.9 78.1 55.7 235.1 lQ.S 34.1 68.3
4 451.1 71.0 283.1 52.1 130.1 38.8 305.1 -79.7 75.1 52.8
5 725.1 -22./1 168.1 -29.5 31.1 1.7 85. , -h.7 22.1 -66.8
6 2090.1 -2.3 1221.1 -5.7 361.1 -4.7 215.1 4A.0 51 • I 43.7
7 468. I -1.5 199.1 16.4 64.1 13.7 159.1 46.5 19.1 3h.6
8 20. , -56.5 27.1 -56.2 20.1 -33.9 2/1.1 5.8 5.1 86.3
9 149.1 62.6 198.1 68.3 70.' 60.8 106.1 -78.3 4.1 -68.5
10 45.1 -79.4 204.1 -17.0 100.1 -21.7 106.' 28.Q 15.1 -21.2
11 91.1 -1>9.0 28.1 75.3 24.1 -54.9 23.' -65.2 4.' -2.4
12 160 " -33.3 82.1 -2.4 41.1 -9.5 11.1 -14.5 12.1 -61.4
PEAI(-T(]-PEAK 13374. 4774. 1384. 5163. 751.
8EAM .174 BE AM .350 BEAM .449 BHM .606 ~EAM .803
IN-I<,oFGI IN-M/DEGI (N-M/DEGI IN-M/DFGI (N-MfDEGI
MEA~ -1736. -205. -277. -584. -630.
HARMO"lIC-1 443.1 -28.7 3CJ2. I -63.4 418.1 -65.9 426.1 -70.2 253.1 -85.9
2 224.1 -39.6 220.1 -69.5 258.1 -68.3 254. , -71.9 123.1 89.1
3 139.1 -16.3 72.1 7.2 58.1 40.5 77.1 80.'1 97.1 89.3
4 327.1 5801 114 .1 4603 62.1 47.4 74.' 53.5 147.1 36.1
5 131. , -27.7 29.1 -43.3 21.1 71.9 33.' -'6.5 51.' -80.0
6 121.1 -55.5 13.1 54.4 9.1 -14.6 17.1 78.1) 26.' -57.8
7 82.1 56.3 21.1 69.7 43.1 72.7 9.1 -66.0 61 " -69.9
8 9.1 52.7 6.1 -61.6 8.1 -8.7 9. , -4f>.9 21. I -27.2
9 41.1 -88.5 30.1 -84.5 13.1 7h.5 33. , -61>.9 30.1 -50.0
10 52.1 11.9 24.1 24.5 12.1 22.8 29.1 2? .0 27. , 14.2
11 9.1 31.3 4.1 -2.1 3.1 27.7 5.1 87.' 12. , -46.3
17 33.1 -51.9 11.1 -36.1 1301 -78.2 6.1 -19.8 4.1 69.8
PFAK-TO-PEAK 2029. 1206. 1304. 1302. 975.
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5.02 M • 197.8 IN
-.00 -.0
1.89 74.5
AERODYNAMIC HIGHT STAn DYNAMIC PR ES' 0.00 KPA 0.0 PS F
STATIC ~RES' 102.1 KPA 2132 • PSF
T. AI"SPtt'lJ' 0.0 KT TOTAL TEMP' 297.0 DE G K
·
534.6 DEG R
All:. MACtl NO- 0.00·) STUIC TEMP· 197.0 DEG K
·
534 .6 DEG K
BUOY ALPHA- -49.'/ DLG DENSITY' 1.20 KGHI3
-
.00232 SlUGI FT3
6U,H AE TA- 45.4 [,EG DENS I TY Al T- 238. M 781. FT
SONIC SPEED- 346.1 I~ I SlC
·
1135. FPS
kA TE OF CLIMB' O. 1111'11"
·
O. FPM
INERTIAL HIGHT S TA TE
AX lS CG LL/\ VEL ((, LIN ACC HliB UN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS MIG POS ING RATES ANC, ACC
(J1/S) IFPS) IG l 1M IS I I FP S) (G) (0 EG) (RAD/S"C) IKAD/S£C21
Ii. o .CJ 0.0 .(Joe :l.00 0.0 -.001 f:Oll -.7 .003 -.027
Y O.OG 0.0 -.003 O.CO 0.0 -.OCb PITCtl .7 -.007 .003
Z 0.l-0 0.0 -1.024 0.00 0.0 -1.024 YAW 342.7 .039 -.019
CLNTi<(jl ANGllS ~~ • t< • (Oll' 10.0 iiEG flORIZ FHI' 6.4 DEG
,".1 = -1.5 OEG T.R. COll & 9.b o EG
~l· -.3 OEG PEllAl PO:;· 9.2 OEG
KOlOR PARHiETEkS SIIMT ALPHA- 0.0 I)EG HUB HEIGHT = 1.9R
HO\l~R TIP MACH= .,,~ CONTROL Al PH A- .3 DEG
111' !"AX-MACH- .65 OEl TA PS I- 0.0 OEG
llP I'll N-MACH= .t1;
.9K MAX-MACH- .58
.'lR !''IN-MACH- .58 THRUST FACTLli<' .849E+07 N .11Ilt+07 LB
NASA lANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1(, ROTOR ~ERFORMANCE Mill lOADS
FL I GHl NO. 79 MU·O.OOO TOTAL CQ· .0002'16 AMB TEMP· 23.9 C 7~.96 F
v· 0.0 KT MAST CoJ- . • 00:>263 TEMP UbO= 39.9 C . 103.75 F
RUN NC. ~1 CAN TEMP· 31.9 C B9.47 F
".z· 1.024 G eM I:: GA. 33.b33 RAD/StC
TIME ,,7548.15 CLP- .00373 RPM/324- .997
RUTO~ ANGUS THUA 3/4 IDEG 1 AD' 7.6 AI- -1.7 81- -.4 PEAK-TO-PEAK' 3.4
TEETER ANG IUEG) AO- .1 Al· 1.0 B1· -1.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK. 2.7
KuTOR lOADS IAMil/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORi) .803 PI TeH LI'lK TORS 1ON .449
IN/DEGl (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N/DEG) (N-M 10 EG)
MEAN 40431. 1022. -2965. -2957. -430.
HAR MON{ C-l 1669.1 -32.8 458.1 -42.0 131. I -49.4 931.1 -65.1 23.1 -23.4
2 815.1 51.9 162.1 56.0 60.1 -BO.1 304.1 11.5 34.1 35.1
3 463.1 -6.0 41l.1 -lb.5 1.1 -21.4 49.1 -73.tl 23.1 -3<).6
4 1'Jl.1 -46.2 95.1 -n.o 2<).1 -60.3 2B.1 -14.1 10.1 -42.9
5 35.1 -16.8 31.1 79.5 18.1 78.4 56.1 12.5 17.1 43.2
6 312.1 -22.6 112.1 -21.7 51.1 -28.6 28.1 10.7 4.1 -~2.7
7 <)4.1 7.1 46.1 -43.9 3.1 -58.7 51.1 84.3 4.1 64.0
tl 144.1 5.9 27.1 -86.9 19.1 65.8 24.1 -701 3.1 -Zl.3
9 122.1 54.9 29. I -70.0 9.1 -54.3 35.1 76.9 4. I -5.3
10 75.1 -17.7 9.1 21.3 14.1 -72.4 40.1 -69.5 4.1 -~2.1
11 20.1 69.8 37.1 52.5 9.1 73.4 2~ .1 -59.7 5.1 -88.9
12 15.1 68.6 17.1 -73.4 13.1 86.1 10.1 -10.3 3.1 4.0
PEAK-TO":PEAK 390<). 1292. 481. 2270. 163.
BE AM .17't BEAM .350 BEAM .~49 BE AM .600 BEAM .803
(N-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI (N-M IDEG) IN-M/DEG) (!'<-M/OEG)
MON -1120. -78. -72. -263. -335.
HARMONIC-1 42.1 44.1 36.1 -10.0 54.1 -16.3 98.1 -30.5 94.1 -51.3
Z 66.1 24.6 64.1 -4.Z 72.1 -12.3 100.1 -19.3 95.1 -3B.1
3 44.1 -29.9 40.1 -35.6 16. I -45.3 11.1 -tl5.5 21.1 2701
4 27.1 -69.1 14.1 -B4.6 5.1 45.0 5.1 14.5 17.1 43.7
5 601 -54.5 5.1 40.5 11.1 -3.8 1.1 -82.6 1b.1 37.9
6 15.1 1l8.6 1.1 20.9 9.1 -70.6 7.1 -66.b 25.1 -bl.6
7 28. I -71.5 6.1 -25.8 15.1 -83.9 15.1 75.6 22.1 75.7
6 10.1 -30.1 5.1 -57.8 5.1 -72.6 5.1 -79.3 4.1 3.7
9 B.I 65.4 5.1 -78.5 5.1 &6.) 4.1 -56.4 7. I -54.9
10 19.1 78.3 16.1 -B7.3 12.1 75.5 19.1 -81.4 12.1 -83.6
11 8.1 44.8 7.1 88.8 3.1 26.6 6.1 84.2 6.1 -lll.4
12 6. I 6.9 4.1 33.0 3.1 -23.1 4.1 32.4 5.1 -2.4
PI::A~-TO-P':AK 338. 211. 256. 381. 3 ~5.
33
NASA LANGLEY fLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. OdO
I<UN r.u • 2
TIM~ ~9bd~.2C (SECI





5.02 M • 197.6 IN
-.00 -.0
1.82 71.8
AEROt;YNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES. 0.00 KPA 0.0 PSF
STAT IC PR ES' 101.9 KPA 2128. PSF
T. URSP~:u- 0.0 KT IOTAL TEMP· 29b.5 DEG K
-
533 .b DEG R
Ale MACii NU- u.OOJ STATIC TEMP' 29b., IlEG K
·
'33.b DEG R
BuOY ALPHA' -2.9 DlG DENSITY' 1.20 KG/1I3 • .00232 SLUG/FT3
8JJY Bl TA' .0 C:EG uENSITY AL T= 239. M 783. FT
SONIC SPEED. 34,.7 M/SEC
·
1134. FPS
RAtE OF CLIMB' O. IIIMIN
·
O. FPM
W~RlIAL HIGHt STA TE
AXIS CG LIt. VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HU8 LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
I MI SI IFPS) IGI (M/SI IFPSI IG) IDEG) IRAD/SEC) (RAIJ/Sf:CZI
x 0.(;0 li.O -.Olb 0.01l 0.0 -.018 ROLL -1.3 .007 -.018
Y 0.00 0.0 .032 0.00 0.0 .02b PlTCH -1.1 .00b .011
Z 0.00 0.0 -1.025 0.00 0.0 -1.025 YAII 22.3 -.OOb .054
CutHRJL AI~GLES 11.1'. CalL' 11.3 DEl, HURIZ FIN' b.3 'lEG
AI· -1.9 DEG T.R. COLl - 9.1 llEG
B1· -1.5 DtG PEDAL PO,' 8.9 DEG
;((iTOk PARAMt HRS SHAFT AL PHA' 0.0 DEG HUB HEIGHT = 1.9R
HOVE R TIP MAUI= .bb CONTROL Al PHA- 1.5 DEG
TIP IIA X-MACH' .bt. DEL TA PS I' 0.0 OEG
TIP MIN-MACH' .5 b
.9R Mt.X-MACH- .59
.9R MIN-MACH' .59 THRUST FAC Tal" .BbbE+07 II .195~+07 I.B
NASA LANGlEl HIGHT DU A AH-IG ~OTOr( PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
fLI GH t NU. 80 ~·U'O.000 TOTAL CO· .000351 AilS Tt:IIP' 23.3 C 73.94 F
V· o.J I\T MAST C:.:I- .000318 TEMP UbO· 37.4 C 99.23 f
RUN NO. 2 CAN TE MP. 40.0 C . 104.0b f
NZ, 1.025 (, OMEGA. 34.15(; I<ADI SEC
TI ME 4<,bab.13 ClP' .00424 kPM/324' 1.007
,WToR ANGL ES THETA 3/4 IDEGI AD- 8.5 AI' -1.8 Bl- -1.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 403
TEETE~ ANG IDEG) A:)· .4 AI· 1.1 Bl- -l.b PEAK-TO-PEAK· 3.7
iWTllf( LuADS (AMP/PHASE) DRAG SPACE CHORD .449 CHO~D .803 PI TCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEGl (N-M/DEG) (N-M IlJEG) (N/DEGI (N-M/DEGI
M~ AN 40110. 975. -2796. -3027. -427.
HAilMOl\lC-l 20e.1 -59.5 94.1 -36.0 65.1 -26.5 1425.1 -34.4 23.1 -30.2
2 373.1 77.3 109.1 -83.4 1001 -81.b 438.1 24.6 53.1 51.2
3 3094.1 37.7 714.1 35.2 114.1 19.0 179.1 17.9 2b.1 70.1
4 7b5. I 46.2 414.1 52.0 1b5.1 54.0 342.1 73.7 79.1 35.5
5 433.1 -31.9 158.1 -38.6 46.1 -16.3 11.1 55.8 22.1 -16.0
b 900.1 -67.2 487.1 87.9 136.1 -B4.b 198.1 34.4 25.1 44.2
7 390.1 7903 222.1 7301 73.1 84.3 69.1 84.5 5.1 40.0
8 2111.1 55.5 97.1 52.4 31. I 50. ') 14.1 15.3 3.1 -22.7
9 154.1 31.4 182.1 -14.5 88.1 -15.7 18.1 62.3 3.1 -18.4
10 42.1 13.~ 118.1 -21.9 45.1 -23.1 13801 -39.3 22.1 -8.2
11 113.1 73.8 9.1 35.5 8.1 63.5 44.1 -26.3 3.1 -25.7
12 131.1 23.3 73.1 44.3 4401 25.2 31. I 9.8 7.1 -8b.4
P~AK-H;-PtAK 8d8 O• 30'4. '197. 3798. 311.
BEAM • 174 BEA,1 .350 BEAM .;49 BEAM .bO" BEAM • 8u3
IN-M/I'EGI IN-H/llEG) (N-M/CiEGI (N-M/DEG) IN-M/DEli)
II~AN -937. -9. -32. -2~9. -321.
HARMUNlC-l 75.1 -70.0 5.1 42.7 21.1 -6901 58.1 -59.2 67.1 -37.3
2 d4.1 32.d 67,/ 26.1 91.1 30.1 10b.1 43.4 58.1 -&4.6
3 110.1 33.b 125. I 35.2 1:>8.1 35.9 73. I l6.9 b3.1 -;tJ.4
4 202.1 62.3 110.1 ~7.2 44.1 51.6 61.1 83.9 159 " &2.t.5 b2.1 29.1 21.1 -1.7 13.1 32.2 44,.1 13.4 1e. I -bO.O
6 b2.1 21.3 17.1 -5b.3 27.1 31.6 3b. I -b. 1 4b.1 2201
7 33.1 80.2 b.1 -18.0 19.1 85.a 10.1 ~1.1 13.1 63.7
C 17.1 27.9 4.1 -82.4 11.1 11.a 7.1 -2b.8 15. I -57.u
9 3.1 -51.7 7.1 -b.7 5. I -40.8 11.1 .8 8. I -3.5
10 34.1 -4b.4 28.1 -b4.b 17.1 -58.4 33.1 -52." 24.1 -44.3
11 8.1 9.7 14.1 -26.1 5.1 -79.9 11.1 -25.1 7.1 -1.2
12 20.1 -33.3 16.1 -45.9 10.1 -35.1 20.1 -43.0 12. I -13.7
P~AK-Tll-PEAK b07. 471. 402. 405. b42.









5.04 M - 19P.4 TN
-.00 -.0
1.113 77.n
AERODYNAMIC FL I GHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.96 KPA 41.0 PSF
STAT IC PRES- 99.2 KPA 2072. PC; F
T. AI~SPEEO- 111.9 KT TOTAL TEMP- 295.1 DEG K
-
5H.1 DEG R
AlC MACH NO- .167 STATIC TEMP- 293.4 DEG K
-
528.1 DfG R
BOny ALPHA- 7.0 nEG DENSITY- 1.18 KG/M3 - .00229 SLUG/H3
800Y ~FTA- 7.2 DEG DENSITY AL T- 403. II 1323. FT
SONIC SPEED- 344.0 M/SEC
-
1128. FPS
RA TE OF CLIMB- -601. MIMIN - -1972. FP"
INERTIAL FL I GHT STATE
AX IS r.G LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUR LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC HIS ANG POS A~r; RATES ANG ACC
I MIS) IF PS 1 IGI I MIS) I FPS) IG) IDFG) IRAn/SFC) IRAD/SEC2)
x 57.13 187.3 -.105 56.49 185.3 -.102 ROLL -3.n .035 .123
Y 7.17 7.1 -.008 7.24 7.3 .016 PITCH -3.2 .797 -.014
~ 7.01 23.0 -7.008 7.03 23.1 -1.990 YAW 137.0 .017 -.003
CONTROL A~GLES il1.R. COLL- 9.8 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.9 DEG
AI- 1.2 DEG T.R. COLL- 1.8 OEG
~1- 7.1 DEG PEDAL POS- 7.6 DEG
ROTOR PARMIFTERS SHAFT ALPHA- 7.1 OEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .67 CONTROL ALPHA- 5.0 OEG
TTP MAx-MACH- .83 DELTA PSI- -2.3 OFG
TIP MIN-MACH- .50
.9R MAX-MACH- .77 ENGINE POWER- 285. KW - 383. HP
.9R MIN-MACH- .43 THRUST FACTOR- .8751'+07 N .19H+Oi' L8
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LnAOS
FLIG>lT NO. 110 MU- .246 TOTAL ce- .000136 AMB TEMP- 20.3 C 66.46 F
V- 111.9 KT MAS T Co- .000105 TEMP !l60- 38.9 C
-
102.05 F
RUN NO. 19 CAN TEMP- 31.9 C 89.47 F
NZ- 1.990 G OMEGA; 34.950 RAOISEC
TIME 51315.76 CLP- .00783 RP11/324- 1.030
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IOEG) AO- 6.8 AI- .1 Rl- 1.7 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 3.7
TEETER ANG IOEG) AO- .3 AI- .0 R1- 1.0 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 2.0
ROTOR LOADS IAMP/PHASEI DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORS ION .44'1
IN/OEG) IN-11/0EG) IN-M/OEG) INtrlFG) IN-II/OEG)
MEA'l 51930. -595. -3377. -2002. -396.
HARMONIC-l 7016.1 1.6 1584.1 1203 277.1 16.2 1713.1 -7.4 241.1 -45.7
Z 785.1 -7.2 531.1 -37.5 121.1 -47.0 619.1 39.n 1>6.1 29.3
3 3274.1 11.6 703.1 13.1 89.1 30.7 458.1 69.4 42.1 51.2
4 2'11.1 -73.9 132 .1 25.4 118.1 14.7 310. I -86.5 47.1 -22.5
5 678.1 -l.b 21b.1 .7 68.1 19.5 217.1 Ib.O 48.1 88.2
(, 1122.1 -20.9 562.1 -2503 175.1 -24.9 2bO.1 77.6 58.1 -8b.9
7 57.1 40.0 97.1 7b.9 44.1 42.4 110.1 65.0 3B.1 -48.6
8 111. I -4.3 61.1 22.0 54.1 8.9 62.1 -29.8 29.1 -49.7
9 88.1 64.7 64.1 -79.4 25.1 -78.9 77.1 17.7 22.1 -26.7
10 227. I 35.1 Ib 1. I -16.2 64.1 -It,. 2 49.1 -68.7 23. I 4.7
11 184.1 31.5 17. I 24.4 10.1 -1.1 46.1 -2.2 3.1 -32.7
12 111.1 84.0 28.1 23.9 7.1 16.8 49.1 60.6 6.1 10.0
PEAK-TO-PEAK 17177. 5033 • 1288. 4907. 760.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM ."06 REAM .e03
IN-M/OEG) IN-M/OEGI IN-M/DFGI I N-M InEG) IN-M/DEG)
MEA'l -1228. -194. -292. -667. -796.
HARMONIC-l 471.1 5.7 407.1 -bO.8 4b3.1 -66.5 570.1 -70.7 371.1 -85.9
2 177 .1 62.5 219.1 -80.8 270.1 -69.0 286.' -6501 172. I -72.8
3 352.1 -5.4 142.1 -11.7 93.1 8.6 52.1 41.9 49.1 78.0
4 377.1 31.1 114.1 1b.2 52.1 15.6 91. I 31.2 185.1 27.3
5 114.1 -18.8 22 " -41.6 10.1 74.7 36.1 -41.8 64.1 -79.~6 83.1 -72.7 10.1 -37.1 19.1 13.8 23. I 83.6 62.1 -17.9
7 116.1 45.0 25.1 43.4 36.1 59.7 6.1 7P.? 42.1 -54.6
8 65.1 42.6 7.1 -60.3 14.1 57.2 6.1 ".2 21.1 -22.2
9 55.1 30.6 34.1 -4.1 12.1 -14.7 40.1 5.7 43. I 8.2
10 65.1 56.7 20.1 53.6 18.1 33.3 ?5.1 51.0 20.1 44.3
11 28.1 -82.0 12.1 -16.9 7.1 79.8 7.1 -74.3 3.1 -3.6
12 34.1 -12.3 13.1 1401 16.1 -15.3 13. I -6.5 4.1 5~.4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2378. 1313. 1402. 1381. 1338.
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5.04 M - 198.3 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 - 7'.1
AERODYNA"'IC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES' 1.78 KPA 37.2 PSI'
STATIC PRES' 99.5 KPA ~077. PSF
T. AIRSPE!:O' 106.7 KT TOTAL TEMP- 295.7 DEG K
·
532.2 DFG R
AIC MACH NO' .HO STAT 1C TEMP- 294.2 DEG K
·
529.5 DEG P
RODY ALP-iA· -2.7 OEG DENSITY' 1.18 KG/H3
·
.00229 SLUG/Fll
80DY 6ETA' .5 nEG DENSITY ALT- 406. M 1333. FT
SONIC SPEED' 344.4 M/SEC
-
1130. FP~




AX IS C'; LIN VIOL CG LIN ACC HUA LI 1'1 VE L HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
1M IS I I I' PS) «G) «M IS I «I' PS I (Gl IDEGI IRAD/SEC. IRAD/SEC21
x 54.R5 179.9 -.071 54.67 179.4 -.079 ROLL 43.7 .014 -.046
Y .46 1.6 .008 .50 1.6 -.004 PITCH -5.7 .OR4 .039
Z -2.59 -8.5 -1.161 -2.59 -8.5 -1.159 YAW 327.3 .130 -.034
CONTROL ANGLES ~.R. COLLa 1001 DEG HORIZ FIN' 7.5 DEG
AI' .4 DEG T.R. COLLa .9 DEG
AI- 3.7 DEG PEDAL POS- 101 DF.G
ROTOR PARA'1FTERS SHAFT ALPHA' -2.7 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH' .65 CONTROL AlPHA' -6.4 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH' .81 DEL TA PSI' -.5 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .49
.9R MAX-MACH' .75 ENGINE POWER· 408. KW - 54A. HP
.9R MIN-MACH· .43 THRUST FACTOR· .8471'+07 1'1 .18'lE+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE ANn LOAns
FLIGHT NO. AD HU' .241 TOTAL CO· .000211 AMB TEMP· 21.0 C 69.80 I'
V- 106.7 KT MAST co- .000200 TEMP UllO- 39.2 C . 102.50 I'
RUN NO. 21 CAN TEMP- 30.8 C 87.39 F
NZ· 1.159 G OMEGA' 33.924 RADISEC
TIME 51557.55 CLP- .00478 RPM/324' 1.000
ROTOR ANGLFS THE TA 3/4 (DEG. AD- 7.t:I AI- -.5 B1- 4.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 8.4
TEETER ANG (DEGI AD' .4 AI- -.7 AI' -.0 PfAK-TO-PEAK- 1.2
ROTIJR LOADS IAMP/PHASE. DRAG 6RACE CHORD .44t:1 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TlJRSION .449
IN/OEGI IN-M/OEGI «N-M/OEGI IN/OFr;) IN-M/OEG)
MF.A~ 43426. 387. -3045. -2698. -489.
HARMONIC-1 403~.1 -21.'l 842.1 -26.0 171.1 -31.4 2107.' -16.1 320.1 -50.1
2 101,2.1 -83.1 213.1 83.2 33.1 -53.1 1483.1 -41.5 138.1 -37.0
3 1641.1 53.5 421.1 55.4 57.1 71.5 196.1 -7.4 37.1 50.2
4 570.1 69.6 316.1 62.4 122.1 49.3 344.1 -A6.? 62.1 66.6
5 430.1 21.4 12t:1.1 20.1 51.1 56.1 115.1 7.3 33.1 51.9
6 9'll.1 -7.6 598.1 -9.2 169.1 -10.7 145.' 53.1 32.' 43.5
7 150.1 31.1 136.1 -3.0 49.1 6.8 25.1 -76.6 8.1 76.2
8 113.1 85.1 43.1 75.4 14.1 -82.9 82.' '8.7 7.1 -35.4
9 40.1 79.9 163.1 67.4 72.1 65.2 96.1 -64.9 2.1 12.7
10 4?1 -57.4 27.1 49.6 16.1 -14.4 49.1 70.8 3.1 -2'l.9
11 23.1 -'l.1 34.1 -41.2 12.1 54.5 37. , lR.9 5.1 -41>.6
12 126.1 -4.5 106.1 -2.1 60.1 1.7 35.' -45.7 5.1 -59.3
PF.4<-TO-PEAK 11070. 3175. 952. 6411. 750.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM .603
IN-M/DEGI (N-M/DEGI (N-M/DEGI IN-'1/nFGI IN-M/DEGI
HEA~ -1969. -256. -2t:12. -554. -546.
HAR'10NIC-l 633.1 -47.4 419.1 -64.6 424.1 -66.4 426.1 -1,8.? 213.1 -83.5
2 387.' -56.3 264.1 -71.3 262.1 -69.1 241.1 -1,7.3 92.' -67.7
3 31.1 -.5 51.1 26.6 58.1 59.6 72.1 -87.9 62.1 -89.1
4 107.1 71.8 99.1 56.6 56.1 51.7 76. I 65.3 136.1 49.4
5 105.1 -28.7 14 .1 -81.4 23.1 63.8 12.' -24.9 53.1 63.7
6 qO.1 -37.2 15.1 55.9 16.1 21.8 9.1 1,1.3 27.1 -64.7
7 11.1 -52.5 12.1 -62.2 23.1 -60.4 9.1 -1.7 43.' -23.5
8 42.1 65.4 6.1 -84.6 11.1 37.2 10.1 -14.2 23.1 19.7
q 55.1 -65.6 27.1 -64.0 15.1 -62.0 31.1 -49.5 26.1 -34.3
10 26.1 30.6 20.1 63.2 10.1 27.5 19.' 5q.2 18.1 54.8
11 13.1 26.9 5. I 26.6 4.1 -21.6 5.' -5.5 2. , -16.3
12 13.' -1.8 2.1 -24.4 3.1 -67.3 1.1 18.0 1.1 -6.2
PEAK-TO-PEA~ 2172 • 1264. 1263. 1260. 829.
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5.0~ M • 198.3 TN
-.00 -.0
1.83 72.1
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STAfF. DYNAMIC PRES· 1.8Z KPA • 38.0 PSF
STA TIC PRES' 100.6 KPA 2101. PSI'
T. AIRS PHD· 107.3 I<T TOTAL TEMP· 296.5 DEG K • 533.8 DEG R
AIC MACH NO· .160 STATIC TEMP' Z95.0 DEG K • 531.0 DEG II
flODY ALP~A' 2.2 DEG DENSITY· 1.19 KG/M3
·
.00231 SlUG/"n
80DY IlETA· -1.9 DEG DENSITY ALT' 320. M 1050. FT
SONIC SPEED· 3~~.9 MISEC • 1132. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB· -b03. M/MI~ • -1978. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LI N ACC HUll LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG R4TES ANG ACC
I MIS) IF PS) IG) I illS I IFPS I IGI IDEG) IRAO/SEC) IRAO/SECZ)
X 55.15 180.9 -.107 54.70 179.5 -.109 ROLL 52.5 .05~ .05~
Y -1.87 -b.l .039 -1.77 -5.8 .O~~ PITCH -10.7 .220 -.000
Z 2.14 7.0 -1.664 Z01~ 7.0 -1.b5~ YAW 171.9 .150 -.046
CONTROL ANGL ES M.R. COll· 10.0 DEG HORIZ FIN· 6.9 DEG
AI· .6 DEG T.R. COlL· -.~ DEG
Bl· 2.1 DEG PEDAL POS· -.5 DEG
ROTOR PARA"ETERS SHAFT ALPHA. 2.2 DEG
HOVER TI P MACH· • 66 CONTROL ALPHA • .1 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH. .82 DEL TA PSI· 1.9 DEG
TIP MI N-MACH' .50
.9R MAX-MACH· • 76 ENGINE POWER' 300. KW • 402 • HP
.9R MIN-MACH· .44 THRUST FACTOR· .e7~E+07 N .l'l6H07 lB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND lOADS
FLIGHT NO. 80 MU' .239 TOTAL CC' .000146 AI1R TEI1P· ~1. 9 C 71.34 f
v· 107.3 KT MAST ca· .000132 TEMP U60. )9.2 C . 102.50 F
RUN NO. 23 CAN TEMP' 30.8 C 87.39 F
NZ' 1.65'0 G OMEGA· 34.~9'o RADISEC
TIME 5157b.55 CLP. .00657 RPM/324' 1.017
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 31~ IDEG) AO· 7.b AI' -.5 Bl' 2.5 PEAK-TO-PEAK' 5.3
TEETER ANG IDEGI AD· .3 AI· -.~ Bl' • II PFAK-TO-PEAK' 1.9
ROTOR lOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .~~9 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN/DEGl IN-M/DEGI
MEAN 48081. -139. -3129. -2338. -46~.
HARMONIC-l 6216.1 15.1 1277.1 20.5 221. I 14.4 1b67. I -25.5 291. I -51.5
2 419. I 5.3 332.1 -14.1 96.1 -66.6 617.1 16.3 105.1 3'1.3
3 2782.1 58.6 b53.1 60.9 95.1 74.0 438. I 65.7 5B.I 83.4
4 115. I 74.4 218.1 67.6 144. I 64.5 3Bl. I -36.2 71.1 69.5
5 665.1 401 201.1 -16.6 36.1 -20.6 9.1 24.3 30.1 -3.0
6 1955.1 40.6 1156.1 35.4 335.1 36.0 41~.I -67.6 60.1 -'10.0
7 173.1 66.9 120.1 -56.6 42.1 -63.3 216.1 -55.4 31. I -53.'1
6 123. I .9 B5.1 16.2 39. I 9.4 47.1 26.0 14.1 -16.7
'I 103.1 6.1 133.1 -47.8 61.1 -54.0 102.1 27.4 4.1 61.5
10 48.1 -72.0 135. I 71.4 79.1 52.6 119.1 -57.2 11.1 74 .9
11 81.1 60.6 39.1 -31.6 37.1 16.4 22.1 45.0 3. I -66.3
12 114. I 7B.7 26.1 -65.4 6.1 27.7 74.1 5.1 6.1 25.1
PEAK-TO-PEAK 17712. 6076. 1429. 5531. 764.
IlEAI1 .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 REAM .803
IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEGl (N-M/DEGI
MEAN -15~ 7. -227. -305. -639. -70B.
HAR'10NIC-1 510.1 -3.3 417.1 -52.0 449.1 -55.7 477.1 -'59.4 303.1 -75.5
2 216.1 -2.3 217.1 -'03.3 270.1 -42.4 271.1 -48.0 157. I -72.8
3 226.1 20.9 106.1 36.0 78.1 61.8 7B.I -71.7 105.1 -56.3
4 417.1 -79.3 138.1 87.2 71.1 BB.9 103.1 -112.1 I'll. I 87.2
5 93.1 3.1 23 .1 1.0 26.1 -~2.2 25.1 18.1 74. I -32.9
6 136.1 3.2 24.1 -78.~ 14. I 58.6 19.1 -b4.0 3b.I -30.1
7 93.1 -4~.Z 30.1 -51.1 50.1 -32.7 10.1 lR.O 70.1 -1.7
6 16.1 11.7 8.1 10.0 l~.I 33.4 12.1 9.8 25.1 21.2
9 50.1 IB.O 41.1 25.1 15.1 -8.9 "4.1 33.5 36.1 35.2
10 b1.1 -64.6 29.1 -50.2 13.1 -53.2 28.1 -53.9 18.1 -67.2
11 14.1 16.2 3.1 65.3 5.1 19.1 It. I -1l9.~ 9. I 22.3
12 16.1 -88.9 5.1 -76.3 10.1 82.3 7.1 -5~.9 7.1 5.5
PEA~-TO-PEAI( 2427. 1310. 1377. 1476. 1204.









5.04 M - lQR.~ TN
-.00 -.0
1.83 72.2
AERODYNU1IC FLIGHT STAH nVNAMIC PRES- 1.7b KPA 3/'.8 PSF
STATIC PRES- 98.9 KPA 20bb. PSF
T. AIRSP~ED- 10b.~ KT TOT AL TEMP- Z94.9 DEG K - 530.8 DEG R
A/C MAC'! ~[)- .159 STAT IC TEMP- 293.4 OEG K
-
528.1 D~G P
~OOY ALP-iA- .1 OEG DENSITY- 1.18 KG 1M3
-
.00228 SLUG/~T3
~ODY ~ET A- 2.1 DEG DENSITY AlT- 43b. M 1432. FT
SONIC SPEED- 344.0 MISEC
-
1128. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -124. M/MIN
-
-408. FPM
INERTIAL FLI GHT STA TF
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB lIN AC C AXIS ANG POS ANG RATFS ANG ACC
I MIS) IF PS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RAD/SECZ)
X 54.b3 179.2 -.062 54.44 178.6 -.066 ROLL -44.1 .000 .031
Y 1.'16 6.4 -.012 1.90 0.4 -.003 PITCH -3.5 .09~ .020
Z .10 .3 -1.253 .11 .4 -1.251 YAW 12.0 -.11~ -.002
CONTROL ANGLES M.P. COLL- 9.9 DEG HOKIZ FIN- 7.0 DEG
AI- • 5 DEG T.R • COll- 2.'1 OEG
81- 4.0 DEG PEDAL pas- 3.7 DFG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- .1 OEG
HOVCR TIP MACH- .65 CONTROL ALPHA- -3.9 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .81 DELTA PSI- -2.1 DEG
TIP MIN-MAC'!- .49
.9P MAX-MACH- .75 ENGI~E PJWER- 390. KW - 531. HP
.9R MIN-MACH- .43 THRUST FACTOR- .833E+07 N .IB7E+01 L8
NASA LANGLEY FL I GHT DA TA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE A~D LOAI)S
FLIGHT NO. 80 MU- .242 TOTAL co- .000209 A'1S TFMP- 20.3 C 68.45 F
V- 106.3 KT MAST co- .000194 TPI P UbO- 38.8 C
-
101.87 F
RUN NO. 21 CAN TEMP- 30.8 C 87.3'1 F
NZ- 1.251 G OMEGA- 33.618 RADISEC
TI ME 52085.05 CLP- .00522 RPMI324- .991
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 (OEG) AO- 7.7 AI- -.3 81- 4.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 8.8
TEETER ANG (OEG) AO- .3 AI- -.9 BI- .3 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 1.8
ROTfJR LOADS (AMP/PflASEI DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TI1RSION .449
(~/DEGI IN-M/DEGI l~-"/DEGI IN/D~GI IN-M/DEGI
MEA'l 443'12. 425. -2976. -Z593. -480.
HAR'10~IC-l 4126. I -10.8 807.1 -14.2 167.1 -19.5 1975.1 -H.O 302.1 -53.5
2 420.1 /,4.8 57.1 34.4 31.1 -2.5 1480.1 -4'3.1 148.1 -40.5
3 198b.1 42.2 476.1 42.6 71.1 46.8 312. I 7.5 54.1 43.5
4 43 A .1 41.7 328.1 33.1 128.1 23.b 431. I 72. a 74.1 37.1
5 411.1 -51.7 68.1 -bl.9 14.1 41.1 192.1 -24.7 40.1 23.7
6 1295.1 -40.2 727.1 -39.9 200.1 -40.5 209.1 4.2 46.1 b.7
7 287.1 50.0 128.1 80.7 32 .1 72.b 100.1 1.5 1701 3b.9
8 276.1 34.1 153.1 35.8 48.1 45.7 32.1 -4b.0 9.1 70.8
9 139.1 76.5 121.1 33.6 5b. I 33.3 bO.1 50.4 1.1 82.4
10 135.1 44.7 73.1 14.3 29.1 3.8 51.1 1.8 5. I 32.7
11 103.1 b7.0 51.1 -65.4 44.1 -73.0 48.1 -81.7 4.1 -9.2
12 9'1.1 -50.9 90.1 -75.5 47 .1 -71.1 19.1 40.3 13.1 -85.3
PEAK-fO-PEAK 12177. 3673 • 913. 6285. 82?
BEAM .174 8EAM .350 ilEAM .449 BEA,.. .600 BEAM .803
(N-M/OEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-,../OEG) (N-M/OEr.1 (N-,../OEGI
ME~~ -1929. -2bO. -304. -571. -570.
'!~R'10~IC-l /)25.1 -43.1 423.1 -/)6.2 434.1 -08.8 435.1 -77.9 220.1 8/).4
2 343.1 -61.9 259.1 -60.0 279.1 -77.9 724.1 -71,.4 63.1 -76.7
3 48.1 -18.4 54.1 12.1 54.1 45.~ 04. , Ill.0 70.1 72.9
4 3l'l3 • I 45.7. 123.1 30.9 00.1 24.1 92.1 39.0 149.1 27.5
5 157.1 -4b.5 24.1 -65.2 18.1 40.5 24. 1 -41>.0 47.1 77.9
6 Il 1. 1 -/'A.9 10.1 13.3 4.1 -10.5 9.1 -15.1, 34.1 -82.8
7 51>.1 -20.1 7.1 -15.8 17 " 27.9 9.1 -73.5 35.1 -8A.l8 25.1 41.b 5.1 54.7 10.1 8.6 9. I -31>.2 25. I -14.5
9 33.1 46.4 17.1 53.9 8.1 22.9 11'.1 88.1 19.1 -/,0.6
10 20.1 -9.5 19.1 7.0 12.1 -4.0 24.1 7.2 20.1 -.4
11 5. , -b7.3 10.1 -57.1 b.1 -31>.9 2.1 -41'.6 7. I -77.8
12 B.I 89.8 14.1 -86.1 13.1 63.3 9.1 -'30.1 3. I -59.4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2451. 1310. 1355. 1280. 797.
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5.04 M - 198.3 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 72.2
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STAlF DYNAMIC PRES- 1.82 KPA 38.1 P~F
STilIC PRES- 99.5 KPA 2079. PSF
T. AIRSPEED- 107.9 KT TOTAL TEMP- 295.5 DEG K - 531.9 DEG R
A/C M1CH 'la- .161 STi TIC TEMP- 294.0 DEG K - 529.2 DEG R
BODY AlP'lA- 1.5 DEG DENSITY- 1.18 KG/M3 - .00229 SlUG/FT3
BODY 8ETA- 3.0 OF. G DENSITY ALT- 393. M 1291. FT
SONIC SPEED- 344.3 M/SEC
-
1130. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -514. M/MIN - -1687. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
UIS CG LIN Vel CG LIN ACC HU8 LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATFS ANG ACC
IM/SI (FPS) (G I IM/S) IFPS I IG I IDEG) IR1D/SEC) IRAD/SEC2)
X 55.4~ 181.8 -.088 55.10 180.8 -.092 ROll -54.8 -.078 .086
Y 2.91 9.6 -.033 2.76 9.0 -.011 PITCH -10.5 .148 .005
Z 1.47 4.8 -1.460 1.48 4.9 -1.454 YAW 249.6 -.148 .041
CONTROL ANGLES M.R.. CaLL- 9.9 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.2 DEG
AI- • 5 DEG T.R • CaLL- 2.9 DEG
61- 2.9 DEG PE OAt pas- 3.7 DFG
ROTOR PAR1METERS SHlFT ALPHA- 1.5 DEG
HOVER TIP M1CH- .65 CONTROL ALPHA- -1.4 DFG
TIP MAX-MACH- .82 DEL TA PSI- -2.9 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .49
.9R MAX-M1CH- .75 ENGINE POWER- 355. KW - 476. HP
.9R MIN-MACH- .43 THRUST FACTOR- .84'lE+07 N .t90E+07 l8
NASA lANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND lOlDS
FLIGHT NO. 80 MU- .244 TOTAL Co- .000183 AM8 TEMP- 20.8 C 69.53 F
V- 107.9 KT MAST Co- .000169 TEMP U60- 38.8 C
- 101.87 F
RUN NO. 28 CAN TEMP- 30.8 C 87.39 F
NZ- 1.454 G OMEGA- 33.926 RAD/SEC
TI ME 52095.09 ClP- .00594 RPM/324- 1.000
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 IDEG) AD- 7.6 AI- -.3 B1- 3.2 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 6.5
TEE TER ANG IDEG) AD- .4 AI- -.4 B1- .7 PEAK-TQ-PEAK- 1.7
ROTOR lOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEG) IN-MIDEGI IN-MIDEG) INlnFG) IN-M/DEG)
MEAN 46088. 210. -3001. -2353. -478.
HARMONIC-1 5488. / .1 1126. I 2.0 239./ -2.5 1774.1 -30.5 279./ -57.0
2 417./ -39.6 23B./ -53.2 61.1 63.3 1427. I -34.7 151./ -24.8
3 1873.1 28.9 463.1 33.4 62./ 41.8 389.1 15.0 53./ 57.4
"
416./ 46.5 282./ 22.9 143./ 13.3 418.1 79.6 81./ 36.6
5 671.1 -42.3 123./ -49.5 24./ 15.6 191.1 -13.6 43./ 61.5
6 1652./ -43.0 874. I -48.3 246.1 -48.5 347.1 17.8 68./ 13.9
7 131.1 -34.4 106.1 30.7 36.1 26.9 165.1 7.4 24.1 21.8
8 233.1 -89.3 129. I -88.0 60.1 -86.6 76.1 -47.0 9.1 58.0
9 66./ 66.5 69.1 19.6 25./ 3.9 85. I 58.6 2./ -68.4
10 104.1 -11.3 196.1 -55.5 89./ -61.8 101./ -34.2 13.1 -67.4
11 74.1 -14.7 18.1 85.1 14.1 -74.4 28.1 -74.8 7.1 62.2
12 103.1 70.1 47./ -88.8 22.1 63.5 16.1 5.7 12.1 67.5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 14945. 4844. 1362. 6159. 833.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 8EAM .449 BEAM .606 REAM .803
IN-M/DEG) IN-MIDEG) IN-MIDEG) IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEG)
MEA'l -17't1. -250.
-31". -623. -646.
HlRMONIC-1 610./ -23.9 ""0.1 -64.2 459.1 -68.6 454.1 -75.7 273./ 80.9
2 302./ -49.1 251.1 -76.7 261.1 -75.7 249.1 -76.3 60./ 66.7
3 112./ -40.7 62.1 -17.4 53./ 23.9 70.1 67.4 82.1 68.7
4 413.1 44.4 129. I 26.4 63. I 26.6 95./ 37.0 166./ 24.3
5 1B7.1 -42.6 31.1 -67.9 26./ 39.5 "4.1 -50.0 59.1 7B.8
6 126./ -67.0 15./ 13.3 16./ 1.7 12./ 60.9 39.1 76.6
7 82./ 4.1 19.1 19.2 42.1 32.8 11./ 89.0 67./ 73.8
8 14. I 40.5 10.1 89.3 7.1 -28.8 16./ -69.5 30.1 -60.5
9 45.1 46.8 32.1 63.2 17.1 25.3 32.1 81.2 31.1 -77.9
10 39.1 -43.3 23.1 -26.8 8.1 -67.4 28./ -21.2 28./ -29.0
11 8.1 -3e ... 2.1 -H.5 6./ -83.7 4. I 40.6 13.1 -84.3
12 44.1 80.6 14./ 69.5 14.1 46.7 10./ 86.4 2. I 40.1
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2726. 1414. 1408. 1360. 992.
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5.0~ M - 1'l8.~ IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 72.2
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT HATF DYNAMIC PRES- 1.84 KPA 3B.5 PSI'
STATIC PRES' 100.0 KPA ?OB'l. PSI'
T. AIRSPFED' 108., KT TOTAL TEMP- 29b.0 OEG K
-
532.7 DFG P
AIC MAC'i NO- .lb2 STATIC TEMP- 294.4 DEG K
-
530.0 DFG R
Br:JiJY ALP-fA· 4.'l DEG DENSITY' 1.lB KG/M3
-
.00230 SLUG/FB
80DY ?F TA- 1.6 O"G DENSITY ALT- 355. M llb5. FT
SONIC SPEED- 344.5 M/SEC
-
1130. FP~
RATE OF CLIMB- -654. M/MIN - -2145. FPM
INERTIAL FLI GHT STATE
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC Alf IS ANG Pr:JS ANG RATES ANG ACC
I MIS I I FPS I IG) I MIS I I FPS I IG) InEG) lRAD/SEC) IRAD/SEC2)
~ 55.1'l 181.7 -.104 54.'l3 180.2 -.117 ROLL -51.1 -.061 -.l1B
Y 3.4'l 11.4 -.042 3.37 11.1 -.ObO PnCH -11.1 .224 .055
Z 4.7" 15.6 -1.790 4.77 15.7 -1.779 YAW 211.2 -.144 .001
CONTROL A~GLES M.R. COLL- 'l.'l DEG HORIZ FIN- b.9 DEG
AI- .5 OEG T.R. COLL- 2.3 DEG
B1- 2.1 DEG PEDAL POS- 3.8 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 5.0 OEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .b6 CONTROL ALPHA- 2.8 OFG
TIP MAX-MACH- .82 DEL TA PSI- -3.5 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .50
.'lR f'4AX-MACH- .76 ENGINE POWER- 251. KW - 'B". HP
.'lR MIN-MACH- .43 THRUST FACTOR- .86'lE+07 N .1'l5E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DA TA AH-IG ROTOIl PERFORMANCE AND l rlAOS
FLIG'iT NO. 80 MU- .241 TOTAL CC- .000123 AMB TEMP- 21 .3 C 70.28 F
V' 108.3 KT MAST CO- .000108 TF"P UflO- ~8.B C
-
101.87 I'
RUN NO. 29 CAN TEMP- ~0.8 C B7.39 F
NZ- 1.779 G OMEGA- 34.405 PADlseC
TIME 570'l'l035 CLP- .0070b RPMI324- 1.014
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 I[lFG) AD- 7.4 AI- -.4 Bl- 2.4 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 5.3
TEETER ANG IDEGI AD- .3 AI- -.0 B1- 1.0 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 2.0
ROTOR LOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH lINK TORSION .449
IN/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DFG) IN/nEGI IN-M/DEGI
MEA" 4'l941. -265. -3126. -2127. -458.
HARMOt'lIC-l 7279. , 2.'l 1500.1 6.4 29b.I 2.1 IIl23. , -22.2 259.1 -55.1
2 463.1 20.7 317. I -24.1 b'l.I -A4.0 7'l2.1 -22.4 8ll.1 -7.0
3 2'l21.1 20.6 67'l.1 25.0 107.1 3f1.0 50fl. I 12.0 bO.I 50.'l
4 466. , 51.5 330. I 17.1 1b 7. I 7.7 412. I 81.5 6B.I 21.4
5 b80.1 -36.0 114. I -53.3 16.1 25.1 1'l0. , 3.0 52.1 70.B
6 1448.1 -2A.'l 865.1 -33.B 24B.' -33.8 3b7.' '14.1 67.1 27.5
7 H2.1 -2ll.2 151.1 6.0 5B.I 5.B 217.' 25.6 28.1 40.7
8 14.1 60.1 96.1 72 .8 37. I 54.0 57.' 55.3 lll.1 68.9
'l 98.1 85.0 166.1 -51.8 bb. I -52.4 38.1 -27.0 1. I -52.0
10 10B.I 14.3 119. I -41.0 62.1 -53.8 7b.' 11.1 11. I -58.ll
11 '10.1 -45.1 12.1 -38.6 21.1 -44.7 4'l.1 -1R.1l 13. , -24.5
12 104.1 -40.6 30.1 -18.9 43.' -~7.7 31.1 11.8 13.1 -50.1
PFAK-TO-PEAK 17712. 5689. 1504. 5061l. 691.
8EAM .174 8EAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM • BO 3
IN-M'OEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/OEGI IN-MIOFr,1 IN-M/DEG)
MEA~ -1481. -234. -316. -658. -742.
'iARMONIC-l 65'l.1 -11.8 445.1 -62.3 477 .1 -67.1 491.' -73.0 31'1.' 84.0
2 218.1 -37.6 210.1 -b7.1 250.1 -65.0 741.' -67.6 113 .1 -8'1.2
3 240.1 -13.0 113. I -5.8 86.1 14.0 7B.I ~4.1 'l1.1 68.1
4 41b.' 31.2 137.1 17.4 b7.1 28.1 91. , 7~.4 176.1 22.5
5 lll2.1 -47.8 36.1 -bO.9 23.1 ~3.8 46.' -4".4 82.1 -87.5
6 126. I -60.3 III .1 39.1 16.1 -1.3 15. , 77.4 45.' -88.9
7 110. I 22.7 33.1 30.9 55.' 39.1> 6.1 70.7 68.1 78.7
8 49. , 4.7 11.1 -14.'1 16.1 38.2 B.I -77.1 24. , -81.3
'l 34.' -35.1 23.1 -45.1 6.1 -23.4 25.1 -43.~ 24.' -44.b
10 74.1 3.7 22.1 8.5 20.1 8.8 27.' 1.5 20.1 -11.2
11 11.' -5'l.3 11.1 -14.1 5.1 53.5 'l.I -15.0 7. I 50.6
12 36.' -37.7 13 .1 -26.6 15.1 -77.4 15.1 -31.7 7.1 -3.5
PEA'(-TO-PEAK 2726. 13Bb. 1408. 1320. 1151.
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5.04 ~ - 1Q8.3 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 77.7
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES· 1.92 KPA • 40.1 PSFSTATIC PRES- 99.7 KPA 2067. PSF
T. AIRSPEFO- 110.6 KT TOTAL TEMP- 295.6 DEG K - 532.4 DI:G R
AIC MACH NO- .165 STAT IC TEMP- 294.2 DEG K - 529.5 DI'l; R
80DY ALP-lA- 5.8 DEG DENSITY- 1.18 KG/M3
-
.00229 SLIJG/FT1
~ODY ~ETA- 4.7 OEG DENSITY AlT- 364. M 1259. FT
SONIC SPEED· 344.4 MISEC - 1130. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -912. MIMIN - -2991. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATI'S ANG ACC
(I'" SI IFPSI I G) IMIS I I FPS) IGI IDEGI IRAO/SFC I IRAD/SEC2)
X 56.42 16501 -.124 55.91 183.4 -.139 ROll -46.2 -.080 -.204
Y 4.67 15.3 -.071 4.52 14.8 -.106 PITCH -15.3 .2~3 .065
Z 5.70 18.7 -2.014 5.71 16.7 -1.999 YAW 147.Q -.144 .020
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COll- 10.4 DEG HORIZ FIN' 6.9 DEG
AI- .6 DEG T.R. COLL- 2.6 OEG
B1- 2.1 OEG PEDAL POS- 4.1 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 5.8 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .67 CONTROL ALPHA- 3.6 OEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .83 DELTA PSI- -4.6 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .50
.9R MAX-MACH- .76 ENGINE POWER- 252. KW - 338. HP
• 9R MIN-MACH • .43 THRUST FACTOR- .8751'+07 N .I97E+07 LB
NASA LANGL~Y FL I GHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND lOAns
FLIGHT NO. 80 MU- .245 TOTAL co- .000123 AM8 TEMP- 21.0 C 69.67 F
v- 110.6 KT MAST co • • 000105 TE'4P U60- 38.5 C . 101.24 F
RUN NO. n CAN TEMP- 30.8 C 67.39 I'
NZ- 1.999 G OMeGA' 34.620 RADISEC
TIME 52235.55 CLP· .00764 RPM/324- 1.020
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEGI AO- 7.7 AI- -.5 81- 2.2 PeAK-TO-PEAK- 4.9
TEETER ANG IDEGI AO- .3 AI- .5 BI- 1.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.1
ROTOR LOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORS I ON .449
IN/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN/DEGI IN-M/DEGI
MEA~ 50790. -435. -3240. -1981. -437.
HARMONIC-l R96R.1 -4.0 1917.1 2.6 375.1 2.6 2019.1 -3.7 254.1 -37.2
2 456.1 86.6 422.1 -62.6 90.1 -83.5 658.1 -41.9 72.1 -42.3
3 3409.1 15.6 825.1 19.3 129.1 31.9 619.1 l4 .9 65.1 45.6
4 143.1 72.0 243.1 -17.0 156.1 -14.5 395.1 61.8 69.1 12.6
5 602.1 -55.3 64.1 -48.3 26.1 5Q.4 216.1 28.4 64.1 65.8
6 1488.1 -57.8 833.1 -64.5 249.1 -65.6 372.1 31.5 59.1 19.1
7 394.1 -54.2 210.1 2.4 102.1 .9 234.1 19.6 20.1 63.5
8 69.1 37.8 146.1 36.8 75.1 24.3 96.1 51.6 21.1 -85.2
9 65.1 42.9 199.1 66.3 74.1 60.0 86.1 -3.3 18.1 -49.8
10 166.1 -27.7 17.1 -20.6 18.1 39.9 116.1 24.7 6.1 -64.5
11 128.1 -50.4 72.1 49.2 43.1 55.9 54. I 73.0 lZ.1 -50.8
12 19.1 49.2 57.1 46.1 31.1 63.1 Z9.1 -35.7 15.1 -66.9
PEAK-TO-PEAK 21033. 7145. 1826. 6253. 680.
BEAM .174 8EAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .60(, BEAM .B03
IN-M/OEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-'4/DFGI IN-M/DEGI
MEAN -1224. -199. -304. -663. -796.
HARMONIC-1 802.1 -7.2 467.1 -60.6 504.1 -67.2 537.1 -73.2 380.1 82.2
2 207.1 -46.3 222./ -73.7 263./ -66.3 74 A. / -6".2 66./ -72.0
3 262.1 -16.7 123.1 -13.0 94.1 12.?- 76.1 47.4 64.1 69.3
4 460./ 13.2 140.1 -2.4 70./ 11.8 96.1 1.6 214.1 3.4
5 202.1 -61.6 43.1 -71.8 20.1 35.0 55.1 -I> 1.1 77.1 69.7
6 171.1 -83.4 20.1 38.3 14.1 -63.4 27.1 74.5 22.1 -83.6
7 169.1 B.9 4301 22.2 71.1 21.6 4.1 24.'; 70.1 59.2
6 77.1 -9.8 10.1 -3.6 24.1 10.4 2.' 31.6 16.1 -7B.4
9 60.1 -33.4 35.1 -29.1 17.1 -41.8 39.1 -72.4 38.1 -lB.6
10 99.1 -9.9 36.1 -6.0 32.1 -18.7 42.1 -6.8 34.1 -5.9
11 ZO.I -17.0 9.1 -66.2 10.1 -13.6 5.1 -64.0 3. I 59.2
12 43.1 -1>9.9 IB.I -62.9 21.1 B4.4 lB.' -(,3.7 9.1 -39.6
PEAK-TO-PEAK 3262. 1519. 1539. 1340. 1275.
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5.04 ~ - 198.~ TN
-.00 -.0
1.84 7~.3
AERODYNAMIC FLIGYT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.79 KPA 37.4 PSF
STATIC PRES- 97.0 KPA 70~6. PSI'
T. AIR SPI'F n- 107.9 KT TOTAL TEMP- 293.b DEG K - 528.5 DEG QA/C MACY NO- .162 STAT IC TEMP- 292.1 DEG K
-
525.7 OFG P
BODY ALP'lA' -1.6 DEG DENSITY' 1.16 KG/M3 . .00225 SLIJG/Fn
BODY 'lETA' .& DFG DENSITY ALT- 593. M 1944. FT
SONIC SPEED- 343.2 M/SEC
-
1126. FP~
RATE OF CLIMB· 32. M/MIN - 105. FPf'l
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AX IS CIl LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXI S ANG POS A'IG RATFS ANG ACC
(M IS) IF PS I IG J (MIS I I FPS I (Gl (DEGI IRAD/SEC) IRAO/SEC2)
x 55.46 182.0 -.052 55.47 182.0 -.048 ROLL .4 .013 -.024
Y .'ill 1.8 .005 .59 1.9 -.000 PtTCH -1.1 -.004 -.019
7 -1.58 -'i.2 -1.071 -1.511 -5.2 -1.071 YAW 163.4 -.00'i -.003
CONTP'lL ANGLES M.R. CaLL- 9.9 DEG HORIZ FIN- 8.1 OEG
AI- .4 DEG T.R. CaLL- 1.9 OEG
Rl- 5.0 DEG PEDAL pas- 2.5 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -1./\ DEG
HOVER T!P MACH- .66 CONTROL ALPHA- -6.7 DFG
TIP MAX-MACH· .82 DELTA PSI' -.6 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .50
• 9P MAX-MACH- .75 ENGINE POWER- 424 • KW - 5"8. HP
.9R MIN-MACH- .43 THRUST FACTOR- .832E+07 N .187E+07 LB
"lAS A LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE ANn UJAn~
FL I GHT NO. BO MU- .24~ TOTAL CCI- .000220 AMR TFMP- 18.9 C 66.08 F
V- 107.9 KT MAST CO- .000208 TEMP U/,O- 37.8 C
-
100.00 F
RUN NO. B ClN Tl'tlp. 30.4 C 86.69 F
NZ- 1.071 G OMEGA- 34 .044 RAD/SEC
TIME 52435.05 CLP- .00439 RPM/324- 1.003
ROTOR lNGLES THETA 3/4 (DEG) AD- 7.9 AI- -.5 81- 5.4 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 11.0
TEETER P-lG 10EG) AD- .4 AI- -1.4 81- -.7 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.8
ROTOR LIJAOS lAMP/PHASE) DRAG 8RACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LI'lK TORSION .449
(N/DEG' IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN/OFG) IN-M/DEG'
MEAN 43902. 387. -3213 • -2834. -480.
HARMONIC-l 3&70.1 -28.1 801./ -33.6 169.1 -38.1 2423.1 -~6.5 338.1 -48.7
2 498./ -82.1 79. I -83.3 35.1 -39.3 1664.1 -50.6 158.1 -49.5
3 1833.1 40.8 442.1 38.1 65.1 42.6 752.1 -27.9 55.1 23.2
4 563.1 77.8 278.1 61.3 101.1 42.3 301.1 71.6 56./ 56.7
5 210./ 43.7 56.1 57.5 30.1 74.~ 126./ -~.9 15.1 5.7
6 766.1 17.4 454.1 10.6 130./ 11.2 125.1 -31>.2 16. / -61.7
7 208. I 45.5 11 8.1 86.9 39.1 87.7 48.1 45.1 8.1 61.8
8 167.1 67.4 68.1 -84.1 22.1 -85.4 56.1 -'2.7 4.1 -67.1
9 67.1 -19.5 145.1 15.5 54.1 22.5 3Q.1 111.3 5./ -42.9
10 157.1 Al.& 150.1 29.5 80.1 39.3 87. I 49.9 7.1 -36.0
11 41.1 -78.9 31>.1 58.2 19.1 -3.1 34. I -~2.7 6.1 -49.6
12 37. / 31.3 75.1 1501 43.1 16.1 1>.1 -1>7.3 4.1 -50.3
PF.Ao(-TO-PEAK 12173. 2910. 912. 71b3. 895.
8EAM .174 8EAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .60b REAM .803
IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG'
MeA"! -2107. -258. -281. -529. -499.
HAP MONIC-l 753.1 -55.9 424.1 -67.1 420.1 -67.7 40B.' -70.0 166./ -85.9
2 386.1 -5903 266.1 -74.9 281.1 -72.7 234. , -69.0 85.1 -54.5
3 48.1 56.5 40.1 21.4 47.1 56.8 70.1 8'.6 77.1 78.4
4 279.1 56.7 91,/ 43.5 53.1 37.5 71. I 57.6 120.1 39.3
5 ~D.I -18.8 b.1 -bl.7 22.1 51.5 10.1 -7.7 39.1 50.4
6 16.1 -87.4 5. I 56.8 8.1 90.0 9.' 8.4 31.1 -51,.7
7 26.1 37.8 10.1 -83.1 21.1 70.5 5. I 1.9 31. I -65.2
II 2.1 -52.7 2.1 50.0 5.1 85.5 6.1 -~7.8 18./ -25.6
9 26.1 81.9 14.1 75.0 6.1 90.0 19.1 -69.7 18.1 -50.9
10 44.1 5.8 28.1 13.4 15.1 .6 31.1 18.7 24.1 21.5
11 5.1 -48.3 7./ -88.2 3.1 46.6 5.1 82.4 2.1 38.3
12 13. I -53.9 4.1 -B3.6 6.1 b9.9 4. I -51.6 1.1 -58.9
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2426. 1257. 1275. 1239. 708.
42
••
;". AS h LAt,LLEY FLIt.HT UAT A AH-IG PADS PCM DATA
FLl GH I Ill. ute. AI .l.C~ArT TJIH wT . 3~n9. N LUAOEO C(, X' 5.0" r1
-
196.3 IN
i{1If'< 1'41) • 36 7821. LB y. -.00 -.0
THie ~2053.70 I Sl C I z· 1.8" n.3
AEKUllYf'jt.rll I. fLI GHT S11> TE [YIiANI C P KE5 = 1.71 IUA 35.b PS F
HATle PRE s- 97.0 KPA ZOZ6. PSf
T. ~ 1?- Sr'~cl)= 1CJ:>.~ n TOTA L TEM~- Z..,3.8 OEG K . 5Z8.8 DEG
A/C 11ACti i'lOa • : 5 c ~rATJ( Tf MP- Z'1 2. 3 DcG K
-
526.2 DEG R
bullY AL PH .. - t .tJ DE G OI:.NSI TY- 1016 t<G/M3
-
.0022" SLUG/FT3
IHliJY 3£ TA- -.5 DEG LiE~S[ TY AL r- 599. 1'1 1 '165 • FT
SlINIC SPE[G- 3"3.3 ;1fSEC
-
1126. FPS




AXIS CC UN Vel CG LIN ACC HLlI· LII\ hL HUB LIN ACe AXIS ANG hiS ANG RATES ANe ACC
IMn,) IF PS I IG) , I MIS I ( foP S I I G) (OEG) IKAD/SE~) (i{AD/S!:C21
x ~3. btl. 1 7t" 7 -.131 ~3.4~ 175.4 -.l"b kl1LL ... -.012 .IC9
y
-.44 -1.4 .014 -.47 -1.5 .(.3 .. PITCH
-2." .202 .e70
I o.~2 2v.4 -1.83J. b .23 2'1.'t -1.b22 YAW 283.0 .037 .056
I.ON11<UL ANGLt:S ,...Ft. CCLl- t.9 OEG HO".Z f 1,~- b.b DEG
AI- .~ DEG T.R. Coll- .3 DEG
£1- 1.0 CiI:.G PEDAL Pos- 1.3 DEG
i{Llui( P .. KANi:1I:R~ "HAt-T Al Pei A- b.b DEG
HlJVEk TI,' ;11.(11- .be cnNHUL AL PrlA - 5.7 DE G
1L~ M"X-,1Al.rl- • 02 DdTA ~S [ • .~ DEG
Tt? r.lN-Mt.~H- .~1
• ·~11 ~,tx-MACti- .7/; ENC,INi: ~o.,,~ - ZOO. KW
-
209. HP
.~~ MIN-flACh- .44 THi<UST fA (T.J"- .il .. 9E+07 N .1'-fU+CJ7 Lil
NA~A LHGLEY flIGHT [}"T A AH-1G ,{OToR P!:kFURMANCE AN:! LOADS
FLI GhT NO. Ce tv= .234 Tu fAl CQ- .000100 AMB HllP- 19.2 C 66.49
Va 10~· ."t KT :1AST CO- • GLlOO76 TEMP U60- 37.0 C 98.68
RUN N(;. 38 CAN TE MP- 29.6 C 85030
NZ- 1.d72 G OMt: C,A- 34.62;" Rl.D/~EC
11M!: 52c53.55 CLf'- .0(,723 RPM/324- 1.020
l\uTO" AI'oGLes TiltH 3/4 I Lf GI Alia t.4 AI- -.4 B1- 1.1 PFAK-TO-PE"""- 2.7
HUE~ ANC (G!:Gl AO = .3 AI- .5 81= 1." PtAK-TD-P~AK- 2.6
I<CTUR lUAu~ IAMP/~HASc ) DI<AG 8.ACE CHUt<u .4 .. 9 (.HoRD .~03 PITCH LINK TORSION ..... 9
H,n:::GI (N-M/OEGI !tl-M/UEG) (N/DEG) (N-llIOEGI
Mt:AN 5lt,49.
-676. -~ 329. -lb56.
-"01.
HbMJNIC-I 6e;02.1 IZ 0'-1 1 .. 4R .1 18.~ 250.1 15.5 131'0.1 -10.1 21e .1
-"b.e;
Z 1Z08.1 -2o.P 57':>01 -Z6.9 138.1 -53.1 379.1 39.1 65.1 40.3
3 2963.1 42.u 6H.1 45 ... 106.1 b2.3 497.1 54.7 50.1 60.J
4 2C6.1 't~.q ~d~.1 34.5 U9.1 34.1j 30u.1 -70.5 68.1 tl.0
5 ~tl.1 -10.3 149.1 -32.~ 19.1 -24.8 1'07.1 3c..9 27.1 -~1l.9
b 1219.1 4.6 702.1 -2.3 206.1 -3.b 348.1 71.9 54.1 71.2
7 2tO.1 -24.7 1 j.1 67.7 20.1 58.1 208.1 76.1 18.1 -75.6
e 1 b6.1 -53.1 5d.1 -63.4 15. I
-30." oZ .1 -~2. 6 Ii .1
-"0 .0q 49.1 -22.8 124. I 7103 40.1 77 .J 07.1 67.4 ~.I 0 .....
10 29.1 -23.2 0.; 7.1 31.9 52.1 35.b 04.1 -67./' 7.1 -t9.8
11 1901 -72.0 21.1 1£.9 j3.1 31.0 32.1
-".b 6.1 72.6
12 93. I -51.0 11.1 -57.2 12.1 -80.7 20. I 46.t 6.1 bl.~
t'i::AK-I(I-t'cAK 1769 ... 56Q4. 1327. "019. 602 •
tidh • 174 3EAM .3':>0 &tAr. .449 BEAM .oCH, BEAI'. .e03
I 'l-M /[) EG) (N-M'u~G) (N-M/DEGl (N-M/DEGl (N-MI il EC,)
'1e .. N -14e5.
-225.
-.H'" -b58. -7 .. 1j.
rlAkMUN1C-l 523.1 4.5 395.1 -53.Z "38.1 -57.4 "6".1 -61.7 300.1 -t3.1
2 130.1 7."- 169.1 -40.1 2()'i. I -36.6 213 .1
-"3.U 130.1 -70.b
j 320.1 11.2 124.1 19.5 84.1 3 e.~ 02.1 d7.1 90. J -70.2
4 ~ 37.1 60.1 137.1 50.5 !:J2.1 62.2 qa.1 5t..q 1 n.1 55.?
5 L~2.1 -6.0 3b .1 -29.0 21.1 -70.1 3b.1 -15.3 71.1
-"1.1
6 1 ill. I -9.0 17.1 -77 ... 8.1 -85.2 17. I -"8.0 36.1 -19.L
7 llt. I
" ... 9 27,/ -80.1 47.1 -79.2 ".1 -8.7 45.1 -35.t
I) 51.1 75.~ 7.1 -70.1 15.1 -61.1 1.1 -74.3 1... I 14.l
9 39.1 54.7 23,/ 50.J !:J.I 68.'1 24.1 :;2.1> Z2. I :.6.1)
10 f. t .1 ~1:l.9 2u.1 -8/, oJ 20.1 -82.9 23.1 -02.3 19.1 -tJ7.L·
Ii li.1 u ~. 2 b.1 ~8.9 7. I -86.b .. • 1 .. 7. 4 6.1 10. c;
J.~ 2".1 b9.3 15.1 60.0 9. I .. 3.6 13.1 71.2 8. I -~7 .(.
Pt ~K- IL-h I.~ 23,;2. 1229. 127... 1177. 1133.
i 43









5.04 M - 198.4 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 71.9
AERODYNAHIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAHIC PRES- .56 KPA 11.7 PSI'
STATIC PRES- 81.3 KPA 1698. P~F
T. AIRSPEED- 65.2 KT TOTAL TEHP- 285.8 DEG K
-
514.5 DEG R
AlC H4C'i NO- .09Q STATIC TEHP- 265.3 DEG K - 513.5 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- -.7 DEG DENS ITY- .99 KGI H3 - .00193 SLUG/H3
BODY BFTA- 3.6 DEG DENSITY ALT- 2136. M 7007. FT
SONIC SPEED- 339.1 H/SEC - 1113. FPS
RATE OF CLIHB- -71. H/MIN - -232. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pas ANG RATES ANG ACC
IM/SI I FPS I IGI I HIS I I I' PS I IGI IDEGI IRAD/HC I IRAD/SEC21
X 33.45 109.7 -.025 33.45 109.7 -.022 ROLL .0 -.005 -.017
Y 2.1:> 6.Q .006 2.09 6.9 .002 PITCH -2.7 .002 -.014
Z -.41 -1.4 -1.010 -.41 -1.4 -1.010 YAW 304.4 -.008 -.013
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CaLL- 9.3 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.8 oEG
AI- -.4 DEG T.R. CoLL- 2.1 DEG
81- Z.3 DEG PEDAL PDS- 2.6 DEG
ROTOR PARAME TER S SHAFT ALPHA- -.7 DEG
HOVER TIP HACH- .66 CONTROL ALPHA- -3.0 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .76 DELTA PSI- -3.6 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .57
.9R MAX-HACH- • 70 ENGINE POWER- 354 • KW - 475. HP
.9R MIN-MACH- .50 THRUST FACTOR- .712E+07 N .160E+07 L8
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE 4ND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 81 MU- .147 TOTAL Co- .000216 AMB TE'IP- 12.1 C 53.79 F
v- 65.2 KT MAST co- .000204 TEMP U60. 32.6 C 90.63 F
RUN NO. 3 CAN TEMP- 33.9 C 92.94 I'
NZ- 1.010 G OMEGA- 33.987 RAOISEC
TIHE 49432.95 CLP- .00504 RPM/324- 1.00?
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEGI AO- 7.7 AI- -1.1 Bl- 2.4 PEAK-To-PEAK- 5.1
TEETER ANG IDEGI AO- .3 AI- -.2 BI- .3 PEAK-TO-PEAK- .7
ROTOR LOADS IAHP/PHASEI DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINI< TORSION .449
IN/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI 1'l/DFGI IH-M/DEGI
MEAN 45356. -699. -3961. -1'l06. -336.
HARMONIC-1 4861.1 -8.7 1175.1 -8.6 220.1 -15.0 1255./ -3.7 140.1 -40.7
2 264.1 7.1 B6.1 -62.2 64.1 -13.6 406.1 -4.5 35.1 1.7
3 772 .1 -18.3 164.1 -25.6 72.1 -26.1 291.1 32.1 65.1 84.7
4 305.1 13.5 231.1 1.3 100.1 6.2 150.1 36.4 40.1 28.5
5 180.1 32.6 29.1 -86.5 12 .1 -41.6 121.1 -13 .1 13.1 20.7
6 279.1 86.7 112.1 56.4 50.1 45.0 52.1 -80.7 14.1 -69.3
7 67.1 31.0 62.1 77.7 15.1 -BO.3 63. I 62.4 3.1 -33.0
8 54.1 55.5 22.1 4403 15.1 51.8 40.1 25.8 3.1 -13.6
9 15.1 38.9 60.1 -27.8 28.1 -25.2 23.1 87.4 2.1 33.5
10 77.1 55.9 98.1 -14.2 58.1 -ZI.0 191.1 -64.2 24.1 -31.8
11 44.1 -6.5 35.1 58.2 16.1 40.0 57.1 -34.4 13.1 -89.9
12 98.1 72.0 15.1 30.0 12.1 70.8 22.1 -82.1 9.1 -11.3
PEAI(-To-PEAK 11 Q4 9. 3136. 781. 3601. 414.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 8EAH .606 IlEAM .803
IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-H/OEGI I N-M IDEG I
MEAN -1988. -98. -153. -458. -459.
HARMoNIC-1 391,/ -31.9 176.1 -67.6 192.1 87.1 182.1 -60.1 77.1 -67.3
2 146.1 -6.2 112.1 -16.6 140.1 -16.7 212.1 -1~.0 136.1 -12.6
3 56.1 -6.0 13.1 5.0 34.1 -15.9 73.1 -42.7 139.1 -21.1
4 222.1 16.3 74.1 7.3 46.1 -.6 43.1 3~.7 94.1 30.3
5 12 3.1 -20.1 8.1 34.1 20.1 -59.0 23.1 -11.0 43.1 -35.4
6 23.1 -43.1 6.1 -18.5 13.1 67.5 31.1 3.2 44.1 67.3
7 74.1 67.8 16.1 74.2 36.1 75.4 19.1 10.2 61.1 52.3
8 53.1 21.0 11.1 29.6 21.1 8.0 9.1 -87.5 20.1 -33.7
9 17.1 82.7 9.1 87.2 2.1 -29.6 5.1 5.8 12. I 51.3
10 113.1 60.6 50.1 66.6 35.1 56.2 44.1 -66.6 33.1 -75."
11 30.1 -52.0 21.1 -54.1> 11.1 81.7 16.1 -58.1 11.1 -61.2
12 28.1 -13.6 10.1 -14.1 4.1 -46.7 9.1 -3.6 5.1 33.2
PEAK-TO-PEAK 1671. 556. 566. B02. 650.
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5.04 M - 198.4 IN
-.00 -.0
1.63 71.9
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- .71 KPA 14.8 PSF
STATIC PRES- 81.3 KPA 1699. PSF
T. AIRSPEED- 13.5 KT TOTAL TEMP- 2B6.0 DEG K - 514.8 DEG R
AIC MACH NO- .112 STATIC TEMP- 285.3 DEG K - 513.5 DEG P
BODY ALPHA- -1.2 DEG DENSITY- .99 KG/H3 - .00193 SLUG/FT3
80DY RET A- 4.2 DEG DENSITY AL T- 2131. M 6993. FT
SONIC SPEED- 339.2 M/SEC - 1113. fPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -30. M/MIN - -98. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AX IS CG LIN YEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN YEL HU6 LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS Ar-lG RATES ANG ACC
I MIS I (fPSI (G) (MIS) (FPS) I G) IDEG) IRAD/SEC) IRAD/SEC2)
X 37.69 123.6 -.026 37 .68 123.6 -.026 ROLL -.0 .002 .012
y 2.78 9.1 -.002 2.78 9.1 .001 PITCH -2.0 .004 -.008
Z -.82 -2.7 -1.011 -.82 -2.7 -1.011 YAW 294.8 -.000 -.009
CONTROL ANGLES H.R. COLL- 9.3 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.0 DEG
AI- -.2 DEG T.R. COLL- 2.3 OEG
Bl- 2.8 DEG PEDAL POS- 2.7 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -1.2 DEG
HOVER TI P MACH- .67 CONTROL ALPHA- -4.1 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH· .78 DEL TA PSI. -4.2 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .55
.9R MAX-MACH· .71 ENGINE POWER- 359. KW - 482 .. HP
.9R MIN-MACH· .49 THRUST FACTOR- .7131'+07 N .160E+0·' LB
NASA LAr-lGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FL IGHT NO. 81 MU- .166 TOTAL ce- .000218 A'1B TE'1P- 12.1 C 53.83 F
Y- 73.5 KT MAST ce· .000208 TEMP U60- 32.2 C 90.00 F
RUN NO. 4 CAN TEMP- 33.1 C 91.56 F
NZ- 1.011 G OMEGA- 34.009 RADISEC
TIME 49491.04 CLP- .00503 RPM/324· 1.002
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEG) AO- 7.8 AI- -.8 B1- 3.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 6.3
TEETER ANG IDEG) AO- .3 AI- -.3 B1- .2 PEAK-TO-PEAK- .6
ROTOR LOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN/DEG) IN-M/DEG)
MEAN '-5245. -61tl. -]907. -2016. -349.
HARMONIC-1 4549.1 -13.8 1036.1 -14.2 194.1 -23.1 1443.1 -14.2 113.1 -47.9
2 267.1 -69.8 65.1 6.4 45.1 10.2 348.1 -19.1 23.1 -13.0
3 114.1 -62.4 39.1 72.3 41.1 -18.6 282.1 5.5 62.1 69.8
4 242.1 38.6 204.1 12.4 70.1 24.4 81.1 65.4 27.1 31.9
5 132.1 '-5.2 9.1 .1 22.1 -4.2 82.1 5.0 16.1 87.3
6 408.1 64.1 167.1 38.9 63.1 42.4 97.1 22.2 17.1 64.8
7 92.1 .5 109.1 33.3 30.1 62.1 29.1 13.2 4.1 -66.2
8 15.1 -43.5 50.1 59.6 19.1 46.3 50.1 21.8 5.1 -61.4
9 51.1 -83.8 147.1 -51.3 72.1 -42.9 100.1 28.2 3.1 -83.1
10 60.1 5.6 46.1 -15.4 26.1 -25.8 49.1 -54.8 7.1 -21.8
11 99.1 -.2 23.1 82.3 8.1 71.1 99.1 -]9.8 14.1 -b5.2
12 45.1 5.6 b.1 74.2 14.1 51.4 41.1 -43.3 10.1 -bO.2
PEAK-TO-PEAK 10557. 2b55. 742. 3593. 504.
BEAM .174 8EAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .b06 BEAM .803
IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG)
MEAN -1976. -104. -168. -463. -463.
HAPHONIC-1 453.1 -41.3 218.1 -83.7 223 .1 -85.8 221.1 -73.1 86.1 -88.6
2 130.1 -18.4 112.1 -31.9 151.1 -22.7 191.' -16.8 120.' -22.8
3 101.1 -30.1 13.1 2.2 19.1 -85.5 53.1 -41.4 119.1 -19.0
4 137.1 38.8 53.1 17.9 41.1 2.9 40.1 49.5 58.1 64.9
5 95.1 -32.6 11.1 6.2 15.1 -39.b 30.1 -1.4 39.1 18.1
b 50.1 72.3 12.1 -52.8 18.1 75.1 13.1 9.7 35.1 -59.4
7 19.1 -29.1 15.1 -23.4 17.1 -52.9 23.1 10.7 36.1 58.1
8 62.1 -5.3 11.1 18.1 17.1 3.5 8.1 -6b.7 30.1 -6.2
9 61.1 11.6 34.1 13.7 26.1 -5.2 37.1 23.8 36.1 49.3
10 26.1 64.2 14.1 64.4 7.1 -82.0 10.1 -86.4 9.1 -15.9
11 23.1 -78.2 20.1 -57.2 7.1 6.6 11.1 -40.1 9.1 -40.6
12 22.1 -36.7 13.1 -44.6 3.1 -85.4 7.1 -43.5 1.1 -57.3
PEAK-TO-PEAK 1454. 657. 639. 821. 738.
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5.04 M • 198.5 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 n.9
lERODYNA"'IC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES· .87 KPA 18.3 PSF
STATIC PRES- 81.3 KPA 169B. PSF
T. AIRSPEED- 81.5 KT TOTAL TEMP· 286.1 DEG K • 514.9 DEG R
AIC MACH NO. .124 STATIC TEMP' 285.2 DEG K • 513.3 DEG R
60DY ALPHA· -.7 DEG DENSITY- .99 KG 1M3 • • 00193 SLUG/FD
BOOY 8ETA' 1.8 OEG DENSITY ALT· 2132. M b996. FT
SONIC SPEED· 339.1 M/SEC • 1113. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB' -11. M/MIN . -37 • FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AX IS CG l IN Vel CG LIN ACC HU8 LIN VEL HU8 LIN ACC AXI S ANG POS ANG RATfS ANG ACC
I MIS) I FPS) I G) P1/S) IFPS) IG) IDEG) IRAD/SH) IRAD/SEC2)
X 41.89 137.4 -.033 41.88 137.4 -.032 ROll -.1 -.006 -.032
'( 1.34 4.4 .001 1.33 4.4 -.005 PITCH -.9 .005 -.007
z -.48 -1.6 -1.032 -.48 -1.6 -1.032 YAW 271.8 -.005 .010
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLLa 9.4 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.1 DFG
AI' -.1 OEG T.R. COll- 1.B OEG
81· 3.1 DEG PEDAL POS· 2.2 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA' -.7 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .67 CONTROL ALPHA' -3.8 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH' .79 DEL TA PSI· -1.8 nEG
TIP "'IN-MACH' .54
.9R MAX-MACH· .72 ENGINE POWER· 347. KW • 4b5. HP
.9R MIN-MACH· .48 THRUST FACTOR' .715E+07 N .16IE+07 LB
NASA lANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 81 MU' .184 TOTAL ce· •000210 AMB TEMp • 12.0 C 53.65 F
V' 81.5 KT MAST ce- .000200 TEMP U60- 31.5 C 88.77 F
RUN NO. 5 CAN TEMP. 30.8 C 87.39 F
NZ· 1.032 G OMEGA· 34.054 RADISEC
TIME 49586.45 CLP· .00512 RPM/324- 1.004
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 10EG) AD· 7.9 AI· -.9 B1- 3.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK. 6.7
TEE TER ANG IDEGJ AD· .3 AI- -.5 81· .2 PEAK-TO-PEAK· 1.0
ROTOR LOADS IAMP/PHASE' DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEG) IN-M/OEGJ IN-M/DEG) IN/DEG) IN-M/DEGI
MEAN 45549. -555. -3807. -2030. -364.
HARMONIC-l 4479.' -10.6 1010.' -11. Z 193.' -20.6 1561.' -16.4 195.' -45.9
2 248.1 -40.6 7901 49.9 30.1 22.5 519.1 -10.0 36.1 -12.4
3 674.1 17.2 177.1 20.7 8.1 -16.5 319.1 5.4 61.1 68.2
4 224.1 -76.5 186.1 86.4 B3.1 -87.7 B3.1 -23.6 34.1 -BB.5
5 465.1 60.4 6B.1 70.7 32.1 40.7 163.1 87.4 31.1 -33.1
6 1037.1 83.9 58b.1 72.7 177.1 75.1 218. , 86.7 42.1 -84.3
7 547.1 64.4 370.1 76.9 134.1 81.8 187.' 59.9 7.1 -48.1
8 133.1 -30.2 B2.1 -40.9 38.1 -32.7 51.1 85.1 3.1 29.0
9 93.1 -5.9 145.1 -47.2 60.1 -25.1 129.1 62.7 6.1 -13.3
10 18.' 68.2 121.1 -88.6 56.1 70.0 150.1 -37.8 19.1 -18.6
11 18.1 74.5 B7.1 -22.5 36.1 -33.8 15. I 30.1 11.1 -22.0
12 168.1 -45.1> 48.1 -37.7 43.1 -43.8 58.' 82.4 21.1 5.5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 10535. 3445. 1137. 38'n. b07.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 8EAM .449 BEAM .606 8EAM .803
IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG'
MEAN -1956. -113 • -180. -473. -465.
HARMONIC-1 509.' -37.8 251>.1 -70.5 262.1 -69.9 250.1 -69.8 101.1 -85.5
2 139.1 -8.7 110.1 -25.9 146.1 -14.8 180.1 -15 .1 98.1 -23.7
3 139.1 -18.7 45.1 6.2 30.1 37.9 53.1 -26.0 92.1 -11.5
4 203.1 -74.1 62.1 85.3 23.1 43.3 67.1 -73.5 77.1 -52.2
5 140.1 44.2 13.1 43.3 32.1 23.3 37.' 25.3 23.1 30.0
6 25.1 -30.7 B.I 39.5 18.1 -1.9 8.' 3.6 54.1 31.1>
7 117.1 54.8 31.1 40.9 46.1 43.0 1.1 -31.5 41.1 33.4
8 39.1 -B3.3 b.1 38.1 9.1 60.8 14.1 33 .1 19.1 61.7
9 63.1 52.4 37.1 62.7 19.1 59.1 35.1 84.9 25.1 -72.0
10 99.1 -70.5 38.1 -58.9 2.9.1 85.B 46.1 -53.3 3B.1 -54.6
11 22.1 5.2 5.1 44.6 4.1 14.0 5.1 -87.6 8.1 70.0
12 60.' 1..... 24.1 11.5 13.1 1.1 20.1 20.2 15.1 22.1
PEAK-TO-PEAK 1665. 733. 771. 940. 758.
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5.04 M • 198.5 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 71.9
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES· 1.12 KPA 23.5 PSF
STATIC PRES· 81.3 KPA 1698. PSF
T. AIRSPEED' 92.4 KT TOTAL TEMP· 286.3 DEG K • 515.3 DEG II
AIC MACH NO' • 140 STATIC TEMP' 285.2 DEG K • 513.3 DEG II
BODY ALPHA· -1.9 OEG DENSITY' .99 KGIf13 • .00193 SLUGHB
BODY BETA· .5 DEG DENSITY ALT' 2134. M 7002. FT
SONIC SPEED. 339.1 M/SEC • 1113. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB. 7. MIMIN • 23. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HU8 lIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
IM/S) IF PS) IG) IM/S) IFPS) IG) (DEG) IRAD/SECI (RAD/SEC2)
X 47.49 155.8 -.035 47.49 155.8 -.03S ROll -1.1 .001 .056
Y .38 1.2 .009 .38 1.2 .021 PITCH -1.8 .003 .014
Z -1.61 -5.3 -1.006 -1.61 -5.3 -1.006 YAW 261.7 -.004 -.003
CONTROL At-IGl ES M.R. COLL' 10.0 OEG HORIZ FIN· 7.6 DEG
AI' .0 DEG T.R. CalL· 1.7 DEG
81· 4.2 OEG PEDAl pas· 2.2 DEG
ROTOR PAR AME TERS SHAFT ALPHA· -1.9 OEG
HOVER TIP MACH. .66 CONTROL ALPHA· -6.1 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH· .Sl DELTA PSI' -.5 OEG
TIP MIN-MACH· .52
.9R MAX-MACH' .74 ENGINE POWER' 387. KW • 519. HP
.9R MIN-MACH· .46 THRUST FACTOR· .712E+07 N .lbOE+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOAOS
FLIGHT NO. Sl MU· .209 TOTAL CQ· .000236 AMB TEMP· 12.0 C 53.63 F
V· 92.4 KT MAST CQ· .000229 TEMP U60' 31.5 C 88.75 F
RUN NO. 6 CAN TEMP' 29.2 C • 84.60 F
NZ· 1.006 G OMEGA· 33.965 II AOIHe
TIME 49669.04 CLP· .00501 RPM/324· 1.001
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEG) AD' 8.5 AI· -.9 81' 4.4 PEAK-TO-PEAK· S.9
TEETER ANG IDEGI AO' .3 AI' -.8 81' .0 PEAK-TO-PEAK' 1.6
ROTOR lOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG 8RACE CHORD .449 CHORD .B03 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEG) IN-M/OEGI IN-M/OEG) IN/DEG) IN-M/OEG)
MEAN 44335. -287. -3666. -2313. -389.
HARHONIC-l 4361. I -12.6 904.1 -17 .1 186.1 -24.7 1905.1 -20.3 245.1 -43.9
2 389.1 -50.1 92.1 -84.3 21.1 81.8 646.1 -59.4 70.1 -63.0
3 189'1.1 59.3 442.1 57.7 53.1 73.8 324.1 5.3 52.1 52.3
4 257.1 12.2 165.1 -9.3 75.1 -3.6 106.1 35.8 15.1 -2.6
5 592. I -76.9 133. I -70.2 2B.I -50.3 214.1 -71.5 2B.I .2
6 1183. I -28.9 680.1 -32.0 206.1 -30.6 166.1 37.6 36.1 33.0
7 280.1 -44.5 121.1 -37.0 37.1 -34.2 25.1 -72.2 7.1 2.9
8 98.1 -82.9 113 .1 85.6 42.1 73 .9 36. I -45.8 2.1 40.3
9 63.1 -52.9 97.1 -35.1 30.1 -34.6 63.1 -19.5 2.1 .4
10 Ill. I 10.2 127.1 64.4 60.1 55.3 35.1 -86.B 't.1 36.6
11 53.1 27.S 61.1 69.0 29.1 76.5 8.1 -73.1 7.1 SB.9
12 113. I -61.0 82.1 -20.1 55.1 -28.6 17.1 72.2 5.1 -70.3
PEAK-TO-PEAK 13289. 3573. 908. 4641. 569.
BEAM .17't 8EAM .350 BEAM .449 8EAM .606 BEAM .803(N-M/OEG) IN-M/OEGI IN-"/OEGI IN-H/OEGI (N-M/OEGI
MEAN -1978. -126. -175. -447. -456.
HARMONIC-l 619.1 -41.7 307.1 -62.8 317.1 -bl.6 309.1 -63.5 119. I -84.7
2 127. I -59.1 87.1 -56.1 106.1 -4203 121.1 -33.1 77. I -23.5
3 123.1 36.0 75.1 47.3 60.1 56.9 41.1 -64.7 60. I -36.3
4 115. I -11.8 29.1 -21.3 19.1 57.S 20.1 -30.6 59.1 8.5
5 155. I -83.6 21.1 76.1 6.1 60.5 27.1 (,5.3 35.1 -87.6
6 8S.1 -33.3 14.1 39.3 17.1 -9.8 13.1 85.2 19.1 -49.4
7 10.1 39.0 4.1 -30.3 10.1 4.0 2.1 66.9 18.1 32.7
8 48.1 -68.9 8.1 -49.4 14.1 -78.3 5.1 2.1 10.1 31.7
9 41. I -20.0 24.1 -15.1 6.1 2.1 26.1 -8.2 25.1 -17.8
10 32.1 70.0 11.1 -80.8 16.1 75.1 12.1 -78.3 7.1 -60.0
11 12 .1 -84.6 7.1 59.1 8.1 67.2 11. I 63.7 5.1 71.6
12 8.1 -84.1 1.1 -28.0 1.1 65.8 't.I 1>8.0 2.1 -41.8
PEAK-TO-PEAK 1772. 770. 797. 799. 458.









5.04 M • 196.5 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 72.0
lERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES· 1.34 KPA Z7.9 PSf
STATIC PRES· 81.3 KPA 1697. PS·
T. AIRSPEED· 100.1 KT TOTAL TEMP- 286.5 DEG K - 515.6 DEG R
AIC MACH NO- • 153 STAT 1C TEMP- 285.1 DEG K • 513.2 DEG R
BODY ALP'lA- -1.8 OEG DENS lTY· •99 KG 1M3 • .00193 SLUG/FT3
eDDy ~ETA· -.0 DEG DENSITY ALT- 2134. M
-
1003. FT
SONIC SPEED· 339.1 MISEC • 1112. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB· -2. MIMIN • -6. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LI N VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pas AIlG RATES ANG ACC
I MIS) IFPSI IGI I MIS I IFPS I IGI IDEGl IRAD/SECI IRAD/SECZI
x 51.19 169.9 -.040 51.18 169.9 -.039 ROLL -.8 .004 -.011
Y -.02 -.1 .010 -.01 -.0 .008 PITCH -1.8 .002 -.003
Z -1.60 -5.3 -1.033 -1.60 -5.3 -1.033 YAW 303.7 -.OOZ .020
CONTROL AfolGLES M.A:. COLLa 10.3 DEG HORIZ FIN. 7.9 DEG
AI- • 1 DEG T.R • COLLa 1.9 DfG
Ill· 4.1 DEG PEDAL POS· 2.4 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA. -1.8 DEG
HOVER TI f' MACH. .61 CONTROL ALPHA· -6.5 OEG
TIP MAX-MACH· .62 DELTA PSI· .0 DfG
TIP MIN-MACH· .51
.9R MAX-M ... CH- .75 ENGINE POWER· 410. KW • 549. HP
.9R MIN-MACH· .45 THRUST FACTOR· .118E+01 N .16ZE+07 LB
NASA LAIlGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 61 MU- .ZZ7 TOTAL co· .000246 AMIl TEMP- lZ.0 C 53.53 F
V· 100.1 KT MAST co· .000236 TEI1P U60. 31.2 C 86.22 F
RUN NO. 7 CAN TEMP- 27.3 C Bl.11 F
NZ- 1.033 G OMEG ... • 34.040 RADIS EC
TIME 49750.95 CLP- .00511 RP1I/324· 1.003
ROTOR ... NGLES THETA 3/4 IDEGI AO· 6.6 AI· -.6 B1- 4.9 PEAK-TO-PEAK· 10.1
TEETER ANG IDEG) "'0- .3 AI- -.9 81- .0 PHK-TO-PEAK- 1.B
ROTOR LOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN/OEGI IN-M/DfGI
MEAN 44362. -143. -3604. -251Z. -417.
HARI10NIC-1 4196.1 -18.3 832.1 -Z5.1 114.1 -33.6 Z053.1 -24.0 280.1 -41.1
2 315.1 61.1 105.1 59.3 29.1 84.0 1033.1 -63.3 100.1 -60.8
3 2170.1 69.1 510.1 10.4 15.1 84.0 Z39.1 12 .6 51.1 49.1
4 605.1 54.1 283.1 45.8 101.1 35.0 198.1 83.9 29.1 45.8
5 415.1 -83.5 109.1 -13.4 11.1 -44.2 180.1 -53.0 29.1 24.3
6 1045.1 1.9 631.1 -3.3 191.1 -Z.3 146.1 8Z.1 31.1 61.8
1 115.1 23.5 46.1 15.2 12.1 -80.0 4.1 64.1 5.1 -82.1
8 103.1 -14.6 93.1 8601 Z8.1 83.1 16.1 13.Z 6.1 -61.4
9 155.1 38.2 101.1 24.3 49.1 Zl.9 31.1 -15.8 5.1 -24.4
10 129.1 44.5 112.1 -51.5 10.1 -51.8 54.1 55.5 6.1 -18.8
11 16.1 -12.2 35.1 -60.6 23 .1 -26.1 24.1 1.6 Z.I 63.1
12 152.1 -4.0 86.1 6.5 50.1 5.6 22.1 1,5.9 4.1 -65.5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 13266. 3304. 943. 5511. 640.
BEAM .114 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM .803
IN-II/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-II/DEG) IN-M/DEGl IN-II/DEGl
MEAN -1963. -143. -183. -44B. -451.
HARMONIC-1 659.1 -44.8 325.1 -62.6 344.1 -62.6 343.1 -64.6 142.1 -85.4
2 209.1 -10.4 154.1 -12.0 151.1 -65.9 143.1 -56.7 69.1 -33.4
3 85.1 82.7 73.1 56.0 52.1 62.0 48.1 -63.3 52.1 -57.5
4 167..1 53.1 53.1 39.1 30.1 5Z.9 30.1 5Z.9 15.1 34.8
5 lZ8.1 -65.0 9.1 86.1 11.1 3.1 15.1 -81.2 41.1 -68.5
6 46.1 -55.3 10.1 50.6 5.1 21.1 15. , 55.4 15.1 -32.4
1 13.1 -66.0 5.1 51.0 4.1 -63.9 8.1 16.5 17.1 25.4
8 19.1 -81.6 4.1 -31.3 9.1 80.4 1.1 16.5 13.1 36.3
9 ZZ.I -lZ.6 18.1 -15.1 8.1 -18.1 ZZ.' -8.4 ZO.I -Z.4
10 41.1 55.3 18.1 51.9 15.1 55.8 22.1 63.8 Ib.1 59.0
11 10.1 5.0 8.1 -1.2 5.1 -6.9 1.1 -12.Z 3.1 32.9
12 R.I -21.3 3.1 -3.5 5.1 -23.4 4.1 -17.6 Z.I 6.9
PEAK-TO-PEAK 1823. 858. 928. 938. 496.
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5.04 M - 198.5 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 - 72.0
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT )TATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.58 KPA 33.0 PSF
STATIC PRES- 81.2 KPA 1696. PSF
T. AIRSPEED- 109.4 KT TOTAL TEMP- 28b.b OEG K - 515.9 OEG I!
AIC MACH NO- .16b STATIC TEIIP- 285.1 OEG K - 513.1 DEG R
BODY AlP-iA- -2.0 DEG DENSITY- .99 KG/1I3
-
.00193 SlUG/FT3
BODY BETA- .0 DEG DENSITY ALT- 2139. II 7019. FT
SONIC SPEED- 339.0 MISEC - 111Z. FPS
RATE OF CLIIIB- -12. MIllIN - -39. FPM
INERTIAL flIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HU8 LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M/SI IFPSI IGl (MIS l IFPSI (GI IDEGI (RAD/SEC ) (RAD/SEC2l
X 56.22 184.5 -.049 56.21 1B4.4 -.050 ROll -.8 .005 -.006
Y .o? .1 .009 .03 .1 .007 PITCH -2.2 .006 .006
Z -2.01 -b.6 -1.041 -2.01 -6.6 -1.041 YAW 299.3 -.003 .016
cornRoL ANGLES M.R. COlla 10.B DEG HORIZ FIN- 8.2 DEG
AI- .1 DEG T.R. COll- 2.3 DEG
Bl' 5.2 DEG PEDAl POS- 2.7 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -2.0 DEG
HOVER TI P MACH- .67 CONTROL ALPHA' -7.3 DEG
TIP IIAX-IIACH- .83 DELTA PSI- -.0 DEG
TIP MIN-IIACH- .50
.9R MAX-IIACH- .77 ENGINE POWER- 442. KW - 593. HP
.·9R IIIN-MACH· .44 THRUST FACTOR- .719E+07 N .lb2E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORIIANCE AND lOADS
FLIGHT NO. Bl IIU' .2'06 TOTAL CO- .000267 AI1B TEIIP- 11.9 C 53.43 F
V· 109.4 KT IIAST CO· .000253 TEMP U60' 31.2 C 88.12 F
RUN NO. 8 CAN TEIIP- 25.7 C 7B.31 F
NZ- 1.041 G OIlEGA' 3'0.0'" RAOISec
TIME 49845.85 ClP- .00514 RPM/3ZIo' 1.004
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/'0 IDEGl AD- 9.3 AI- -.8 81- 5.5 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 11.2
TEETER ANG IDEG) AD- .3 AI- -1.0 81- -.1 PEAK-TO-PE AK- 1.9
ROTOR lOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN/DEG) IN-/'l/DEG)
MEAN 't3631. 111>. -3'080. -2732. -451.
HARI'lONIC-l '0195.1 -27.0 89'0.1 -32.0 198.1 -35.3 2257.1 -30.2 302.1 -'03.9
2 208.1 -79.4 34.1 -58.0 20.1 -12.7 1410.1 -54.4 lItO.I -52.b
3 1881.1 1>3.7 '083.1 62.5 72.1 65.3 236.1 -10.6 64.1 36.5
4 309.1 66.3 197.1 67.5 80.1 56.0 241.1 -87.3 37.1 71.8
5 58.1 -22.7 12.1 11.3 17.1 -64.1 101.1 -lB.8 13.1 3.1
6 1020.1 32.2 611.1 25.0 177.1 22.3 210. I -43.9 29.1 -68.6
7 135.1 70.5 108.1 -62.1 3b.1 -57.6 44.1 -11.6 5.1 68.8
8 21'0.1 -53.8 116.1 -61.3 '03.1 -60.1 50.1 -38.8 6.1 -60.3
9 79.1 -b5.5 90.1 12.4 40.1 4.7 37.1 -18.9 5.1 .5
10 1'05.1 51.9 167.1 -16.0 85. I -13.5 10'0.1 68.6 1./ -32.9
11 109.1 -12.'t 32.1 -2.1 12.1 -5't.2 13. I 3.9 3.1 -30.'1
12 75.1 13.1 79.1 11.4 52.1 8.4 6.1 -29.4 3.1 -B6.1
PEAK-TO-PEAK lIt352. 3732. 953. 6370. 838.
8EAM .17'0 8EAM 0350 BEAM .4'0'1 BEAM .606 IlEAII .803
IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-1I/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEGI
MEAN -1929. -lIt7. -192. -449. -'t59.
HARMONIC-1 757.1 -50.5 312 .1 -64.1> 373.1 -66.7 368.1 -68.6 163.1 89.9
2 300.1 -55.b 221.1 -71.7 21,1.1 -68.7 207.1 -65.3 87.1 -1,1,.7
3 56.1 16.4 35.1 51.3 '05.1 76.9 58.1 -84.2 54.1 -87.7
I, 188.1 80.5 66.1 67.2 '06.1 58.5 57.1 82.'1 '18.1 58.4
5 53.1 -'t.3 4.1 -87.3 18.1 82.1, 8.1 16.0 3b.1 72.7
6 33.1 11.1 11.1 48.2 16.1 't8.6 1./ 17.6 29.1 -72.1
7 26.1 -53.2 13.1 -31.5 2'0.1 -77.1 6.1 6.2 31.1 -36.9
8 10.1 27..9 4.1 -8'0.'1 7.1 -11,.7 9.1 -37.9 15.1 -12.1
9 21.1 -50.6 13.1 -5'0.6 8.1 -50.1 20. I -35.5 17.1 -25.3
10 46.1 44.2 23.1 'tl.5 16.1 38.5 31.1 45.8 23.1 50.1
11 8.1 78.7 1,.1 -10.6 1,.1 -88.0 4. I 51.8 3.1 -60.9
12 11.1 -75.7 5.1 -55.8 '0.1 -73.2 3.1 -18.2 2.1 -44.4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 211 7. 1038. 1112. 1130. 613.
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5.04 M - 198.5 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 72.0
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.58 KPA 32.9 PSF
STATIC PRES- 81.2 KPA 1697. PSF
T. AIRSPEED' 109.3 KT TOTAL TEMP- 286.6 DEG K - 515.9 DEG R
AIC MACH NO- .166 STATIC TEMP- 285.1 DEG K - 513.1 DEG R
BODY ALPHA· -2.1 DEG DENSITY- .99 KGIM3 - .00193 SLUGIFT3
BODY ~ETA- -.1 nEG DENSITY ALT- 2135. M 7004. FT
SONIC SPEED- 339.0 MISEC
-
1112. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB· -3. MIMIN - -9. FPM
INERTIAL FLI GHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LI N VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MIS' (FPSI (G I PH S I (FPSI (Gl (DEGI (RADISECI IRADISEC21
X 56.19 1B4.3 -.048 56.1B 184.3 -.049 ROLL -.7 .005 .009
Y -.10 -.3 .009 -.09 -.3 .011 PITCH -Z.Z .003 .005
Z -2.10 -6.9 -1.030 -Z.10 -6.9 -1.030 YAW 299.3 -.007 .019
CONTROL AN GL ES M.R. COLLa 10.7 DEG HORIZ FIN- 8.3 DEG
AI- .Z DEG T.R. COLL- Z.3 DEG
Ill- 5.3 DEG PEDAL POS- 2.7 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -Z.l [lEG
HOVER TIP MACH' .67 CONTROL ALPHA- -7.4 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH' .83 DELTA PSI' .1 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .50
.9R MAX-MACH- .77 ENGINE POWER- 435. KW - 584. HP
.9R MIN-MACH· .44 THRUST FACTOR' .719E+07 N .162E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE ANn LOADS
FL IGHT NO. 81 MU- .246 TOTAL CC- .000263 AM8 TEMP- 11.9 C 53.45 F
V- 109.3 KT MAST CC· .000251 TEI1P U60- 31.2 C 88.12 F
RUN NO. B CAN TEI1P- 25.7 C
-
7B.31 F
NZ- 1.030 G OMEGA- 3'1.020 RADISEC
TIME 49B46.95 CLP- .00510 RPM1324- 1.003
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 IOEG) AD- 9.3 Al· -.8 81· 5.& PEAK-TO-PEAK· 11.2
TEETER ANG IDEGI AO- .3 AI· -1.1 B1· -.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK· 2.0
ROTOR LOADS IAMPIPHASEI DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
INIDEG) IN-MIDEGI IN-MIDEGI INIDEGI IN-MIDEG)
MEAN 43661. 90. -3483. -2746. -449.
HARI10NIC-1 4251.1 -Z6.4 914. I -33.7 202.1 -37.6 2245.1 -29.6 305.1 -43.6
2 35Z.1 77.0 67.1 71.6 16.1 -39.6 1440.1 -52.3 143.1 -51.0
3 1871 .1 60.0 469.1 58.3 73.1 58.3 240.1 -9.2 69.1 38.6
4 276.1 58.1 178.1 63.1 77.1 52.6 233.1 -89.2 37.1 72.7
5 48.1 78.6 21.1 -87.0 9.1 -59.8 140.1 -15.3 19.1 -2.1
6 962.1 31.4 558.1 25.5 169.1 23.5 181. I -41.8 28.1 -65.2
7 50.1 -86.1 123.1 -46.2 37.1 -36.0 52.1 82.1 3.1 66.7
8 187.1 -60.7 125.1 -56.2 46.1 -52.2 65.1 -36.5 7.1 -42.8
9 89.1 -54.9 103.1 1.8 50.1 -5.1 22.1 -.9 5.1 13.7
10 108.1 60.8 88.1 -12.6 50.1 -7.6 88.1 70.8 4.1 -10.1
11 97.1 -20.8 26.1 -25.2 7.1 -44.4 12. I -8.3 6.1 -11.1
12 100.1 9.6 59.1 .4 41.1 8.1 5.1 -16.5 5.1 -57.7
PEAK-TO-PEAK 14352. 3695. 953. 6380. 855.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM .B03
IN-MloEGI IN-MIDEGI IN-MIDEGI IN-MIDEGI IN-MIDEGI
MEAN -1945. -150. -191. -450. -457.
HARMONIC-l 750.1 -51.9 373.1 -64.7 374.1 -66.7 368.1 -69.3 163.1 89.6
2 309.1 -55.9 224.1 -70.6 243.1 -6B.0 20B.1 -64.3 86.1 -43.6
3 5B.1 23.6 34.1 4B.0 41.1 73.6 55.1 -86.2 53.1 -B9.9
4 184.1 77.5 64.1 64.4 46.1 53.3 55.1 Bl.1 93.1 55.7
5 61.1 -7.3 2.1 51.4 19.1 n.o 8.1 19.0 32.1 66.4
6 3Z.1 7.4 11.1 44.5 15.1 47.6 9.1 21.8 25.1 -60.5
7 21.1 -40.6 15.1 -47.4 21.1 -78.3 9.1 20.0 30.1 -27.3
8 11.1 -23.9 1. I 47.7 4.1 -12.7 10.1 -31.9 17.1 -10.5
9 14.1 -31.8 12.1 -42.6 6.1 -ZZ.8 19.1 -33.4 17.1 -21.1
10 45.1 53.6 22.1 49.2 15.1 39.5 29.1 48.8 21.1 56.8
11 7.1 53.6 1. I 18.0 2.1 87.Z 4. , 45.1 3.1 -64.2
12 17.1 -77.3 7.1 -65.8 9.1 -75.1 2.1 -56.3 2.1 -64.4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2116. 1064. 1112. 1116. 619.









5.04 M - 198.6 IN
-.00 -.0
1.B3 12.0
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.B8 KPA 39.2 PSF
STATIC PRES' 81.2 KPA 1697. PSF
T. AIRSPEEO· 119.2 KT TOTAL TEMP- 287.1 OEG K - 516.7 DEG RAIC MAC>-i "l0- .181 STAT IC TEMP- 285.2 OEG K - 513.4 DEG R
80DY ALP>-iA· -2.2 DEG DENSITY' .99 KG/M3
-
.00193 SlUG/FT3
BODY ~ETA- .7 DEG DENSITY AlT- 2140. 1'1 7022. FT
SONIC SPEED- 339.1 MISEC - 1113. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB· -26. MIMIN • -86. FPM
INERTIAL FL r GHT STATE
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG PO S VIG RATFS ANG ACC
(M IS) I FPS) IGI IM/S) IFPS I lGI IDEG) IRADISEC) IRAD/SEC21
X 61.29 201.1 -.057 61.27 201.0 -.061 ROll -.3 -.003 .028
Y .80 2.6 .00'2 .79 2.6 .008 PITCH -2.6 .010 .018
Z -2.32 -7.6 -1.064 -2.32 -7.6 -1.063 YAW 295./l -.002 -.006
CONTROL A"lGl ES M.R. COLLa 11.3 OEG HORIZ FIN· 8.6 DEG
AI- .3 DEG T.R. COll- 2.7 DEG
Bl- 5.8 DEG PEDAL POS- 3.1 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -2.2 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH' .67 CONTROL ALPHA- -7.9 DEG
TIP MAX-MAC>-i' .85 DEL TA PSI· -.7 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .49
• 9R MAX-MACH- • 78 ENGINE POWER- 472 • KW - 633 • HP
.9R MIN-MACH' .42 THRUST FACTOR- .724E+07 N .163E+07 lB
NASA lANGLEY FLIGHT DA TA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 81 MU- .26B TOTAL co- .000284 AMB TEMP. 12.1 C 53.71 F
V· 119 .2 KT MAST CO, .000266 TEMP U60· 31.2 C 88.12 F
RUN NO. 9 CAN TEMP- 24.6 C 76.21 F
NZ- 1.063 G ,OMt GA' 34.084 RAOISEC
TIME 49942.03 ClP- .00524 RPM/324' 1.005
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEG) AD- 9.7 AI- -.5 Bl- 6.2 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 12.2
THTER ANG IDEG) AO' .3 AI- -1.1 B1- -.1 PF A1<-TO-PE AK- 2.1
ROTOR lOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .B03 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEGl IN-MIDEGI IN-M/DEG) IN/DFG) IN-M/DEG)
MEAN 43386. 279. -3403. -2955. -484.
HARMDNIC-l 4403.1 -38.3 940.1 -41.2 227.1 -40.5 2510.1 -31>.9 329.1 -46.3
2 408.1 -64.5 9301 -27.5 32.1 -2.7 1799. I -52.2 177.1 -54.5
3 2040.1 38.8 527.1 39.0 88.1 50.5 261.1 -39.7 67.1 22.3
4 428.1 15.9 205.1 11.0 83.1 5.9 242.1 63.2 35.1 33.3
5 228.1 -73.8 76.1 -54.9 35.1 -66.8 148.1 -6.3 32.1 -1.1
6 859.1 7.8 500.1 4.4 156.1 1.4 164.1 -26.1 21.1 -41.8
7 95.1 58.4 81.1 27.6 31.1 27.2 22.1 36.6 2.1 82.1
8 250.1 -89.3 140.1 -54.7 62.1 -58.3 60.1 -38.1 5.1 -60.3
9 82.1 -8.9 29.1 28.4 7.1 25.0 70.1 76.1 1. I -35.1
10 117.1 17.1 79.1 -63.2 52.1 -87.4 93.1 15.8 9.1 -13.9
11 33.1 81.1 75.1 61.4 34.1 44.7 20.1 83.6 5.1 29.7
12 35.1 -5.7 1B.I -10.B 13.1 -35.2 12.1 -24.8 3.1 78.9
PEAK-TO-PEAK 14650. 4087. 1071. 7749. 898.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM .803
IN-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIOEG) IN-M/DEG) (N-M/OEG)
MEAN -1891. -147. -187. -457. -463.
HARMONIC-l 887.1 -57.0 441.1 -65.9 433.1 -68.2 396.1 -73.9 184. I 84.8
2 391.1 -54.7 261.1 -78.7 280.1 -76.8 267.1 -70.3 118.1 -54.0
3 132.1 53.0 33.1 -32.2 39.1 45.0 9B.I 80.3 94.1 70.7
4 187.1 40.7 65.1 21.3 37.1 8.8 52. I 39.8 106.1 30.9
5 44.1 -37.5 1.1 -8.5 19.1 76.5 6.1 53.6 64.1 57.4
6 8.1 -86.7 3.1 -53.3 12.1 -78.7 12.1 -79.2 46.1 -77.9
7 IB.I -36.9 11. I -34.6 15.1 -73.0 7.1 80.2 35.1 -67.3
8 34.1 27.7 13.1 53.0 15.1 -7.7 10.1 -83.6 19.1 -37.0
9 41.1 65.2 26. I B4.6 13.1 50.1 29.1 -80.9 24.1 -61.2
10 54.1 -9.3 29. I -10.3 14.1 -22.6 32.1 1.1'> 27.1 6.7
11 2.1 -5.5 4.1 38.0 5.1 6.3 1.1 -43.9 2.1 54.8
12 4.1 -24.8 4.1 -64.5 3.1 40.9 3.1 69.8 3.1 -46.5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2662. 1304. 1296. 1254. 789.
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5.05 M - 198.~ TN
-.00 -.0
1.83 72.0
AERODYNAMTC FLIGHT STATE DYNAI1IC PRES- 2.29 KPA 47.A PSF
STATIC PRES· 81.4 KPA 1699. PSF
T. AIRSPEED· 131.4 KT TOTAL TEMP- 287.5 DEC K - 517.4 DEC RAIC MACH NO- .199 STATIC TEMP- 285.2 DEG K - 513.3 DFG P
BODY ALPYA· -3.4 DEG DENSITY' .99 KG/113 - .00193 SLUG/H3
80DY BETA- .0 DEG DENSITY ALT- 2124. 11 6969. H
SONIC SPEED- 339.1 /IISEC - 11 13. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB' 6. NININ • 18. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HU8 LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATFS ANG ACC
I MIS I IFPSI IG I 1M IS) (FPS) IG) IDEG) IIlADISEC I IRAD/SE(2)
X 67 .4~ 221.4 -.068 67.47 221.3 -.066 ROLL -.4 .ODZ .004
Y .02 .1 .009 .03 .1 .010 PITCH -3.3 .008 -.011
Z -3.95 -13.0 -1.035 -3.95 -13.0 -1.035 YAW 55.4 -.003 -.004
CONTROL A'lGlES M.R. COll' 12.3 DEG HORIZ FIN' 9.3 DEG
AI- .3 DEG T.R. COll- 2.8 DEG
B1' 6.8 DEG PE DAL pas- 3.3 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -3.4 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH' .67 CONTROL ALPHA- -10.1 D~G
TIP MAX-MACH· .87 DEl TA PSI· -.0 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .47
.9R /lAX-MACH' .80 ENGINE POWER- 555. KW • 744. HP
.9R MIN-MACH' .40 THRUST FACTOR' .726E+07 N .1~3E+07 lB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOAns
FLIGHT NO. B1 MU- .296 TOTAL CC- .000333 AMB TEMP- 12.0 C 53.66 F
V' 131.4 KT I1AST cc· .000313 TEMP U60' 31.5 C 88.75 F
RUN NO. 10 CAt-I TEMP- 23.4 C
-
74.12 F
NZ- 1.035 G OMEGA- 34.074 PADISEC
TIME 50060.01 CLP- .00508 RP11/324' 1.004
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEGI AO- 10.7 Al- -.7 Bl- 7.2 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 14.1
TEETER ANG IDEG) AO- .3 AI- -1.4 R1- -.4 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.8
POT OR lOADS (AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .H9 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/OEGI IN-M/OEGI IN-M/OEGI IN/OFGI IN-M/OEGI
MEAN 41521. 668. -3284. -3469. -542.
HARI10NIC-1 5030.1 -45.3 1062.1 -53.6 248.1 -49.4 2953.1 -39.0 379.1 -45.4
2 568.1 -57.3 173.1 -37.4 31.1 -27.9 2106.1 -53.7 215.1 -59.B
3 3174.1 38.2 786.1 38.9 136.1 52.5 312.1 -48.1 90.1 15.4
4 703.1 7.7 350.1 -5.2 144.1 -11.1 348.1 61.3 49.1 9.7
5 199.1 19.4 79.1 -75.4 42.1 81.6 254.1 -22.4 50.1 -.6
6 738.1 -43.6 432.1 -'04.6 126.1 -43.9 125.1 -65.2 12.1 77.3
7 106.1 39.3 61.1 67.6 19.1 88.8 44.1 77.9 7.1 81.3
A 186.1 -1.7 97.1 -23.2 32.1 -27.3 81.1 -38.2 8.1 -73.8
9 23.1 54.3 6.1 -24.5 4. I -42.8 38.1 -88.5 4.1 -70.8
10 44.1 26.3 36.1 -65.1 22.1 -44.6 73.1 4.1 5.1 41.3
11 18.1 48.0 19.1 85.8 14.1 -55.0 34.1 -~9.6 1.1 13.9
12 90.1 -37.9 49.1 -75.5 21.1 -69.0 13.1 -45.5 0.1 50.0
PEAK-TO-PEAK 16525. 4199. 961. 6991. 1044.
BEAM .174 6EAM .350 BEAM .449 8EAM .601> BEAM .803
IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN -1820. -136. -167. -427. -458.
HARMONIC-l 1117.1 -1>1.5 513 .1 -65.3 501.1 -65.1> 457.1 -70.6 202.1 82.5
2 464.1 -54.6 302.1 -84.5 311 .1 -86.2 282.1 -7'1.3 149.1 -51.5
3 215.1 31.7 21.1 -1401 62.1 52.3 144.1 70.7 149.1 72.4
4 263.1 31.7 96.1 6.0 53.1 -11.3 73.1 26.(1 138.1 9.1
5 114.1 -53.7 7.1 55.3 19.1 14.0 1l,.1 -57.0 62.1 33.7
I> 32.1 -43.0 1.1 -25.3 4.1 66.8 4.1 69.6 34.1 -82.4
7 40.1 -63.1 14 .1 -89.6 23.1 78.3 9.1 -51.7 45.1 -71.0
6 27.1 -43.1 7.1 34.0 16.1 -69.3 12.1 -'16.6 29.1 -59.5
9 14.1 49.5 15.1 -74.8 6.1 28.9 22.1 -64.2 27.1 -53.1
10 32.1 -23.2 17.1 -15.3 11.1 -35.7 21.1 -11.3 19.1 -13.1
11 7.1 17.4 5.1 -62.5 3.1 -16.2 4.1 -47.6 1.1 41.5
12 21.' 75.6 8.1 -84.2 e.1 65.5 7.1 -75.4 201 42.7
PEAK-TO-PEAK 3333. 1525. 1473. 1393. 917.
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5.05 ~ • 198.7 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 72.0
AERODYNU1tC FLIGHT Sf ATE DYNAMIC PRES- 2.58 KPA 53.9 PSF
STATIC PRES' 81.3 KPA 1699. PSF
T. AIRS PEED. 139.5 KT TOTAL TEMP- 287.7 DEG K - 517.9 DEG R
A/C MACH NO' .212 STA TIC TEMP- 285.2 DEG K - 513.3 DEC; R
BODY ALPHA· -4.0 DEG DENS ITY- .99 KG 1M3 . .00193 SLUG/FT3
BODY ~ETA- -.0 DEG DENSITY ALT- 2127. M 6980. FT
SONIC SPEED' 339.1 M/SEC - 1113. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB· -14. M/MIN • -47. FPM
INERTIAL FLI GHT STATE
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LI N VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RAHS ANG ACC
(M IS) l FPS I lG) (M IS I IFPS I (G I IOEG) lRAO/SEC) (RADISEC2)
X 71.56 234.8 -.077 71.56 234.8 -.078 ROLL -1.8 .007 .012
Y -.01 -.0 .012 .01 .0 .015 PITCH -4.2 .001 .001
l -5.03 -16.5 -1.017 -5.03 -16.5 -1.017 YAW 59.0 -.002 -.017
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 13.1 DEG HORIZ FIN- 9.7 DEG
AI- .2 DEG T.R. COll- 3.1 DEG
~ l' 7.3 OEG PEDAl POS' 3.6 nEG
1l0TOll PAIIAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA' -4.0 DFG
HOVER TIP MACH' .67 CONTROL ALPHA' -11.3 DEG
TIP MH-MACH· .88 DEL TA PSI' -.0 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH' .46
.9R MAX-MACH' .82 ENGINE POWER' 604. KW • 810. HP
.9R MIN-MACH· .39 THRUST FACTOR· .725E+07 N .163E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 81 MU' .314 TOTAL CO, .000364 AIIB TEMP' 12.0 C 53.64 F
V' IH.5 KT MAST CO, .000340 TEMP U60. 31.5 C B8.75 F
RUN NO. 11 CAN TEMP- 23.0 C 73.42 F
NZ- 1.017 G OMEGA' 34.020 RAO/SEC
TIME 50129.45 CLP- .00500 RPM/324' 1.003
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 (DEG) AD- 11.3 Al' -.8 81- 7.9 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 15.8
TEETER ANG (OEG) AD' .3 AI' -1.5 B1- - .... PEAK-TO-PEAK- 3.1
ROTOR LOADS (AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRAC E CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEG) IN-M/OEG) IN-M/OEG) IN/DEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 40335. 869. -3220. -3774. -575.
H4RIIONIC-1 5656.1 -51.5 1203.1 -60.9 260.1 -56.5 32'19.1 -40.8 415.1 -46.6
2 688.1 -44.7 278.1 -25.7 56.1 -22.4 2385.1 -55.5 255.1 -64.5
3 3696.1 43.0 903. I 42.8 169.1 53.7 319. I -67.3 93.1 5.1
4 603.1 16.6 355.1 1.8 151.1 -8.3 41B.1 59.'1 64.1 13.8
5 211.1 78.4 123.1 -60.7 50.1 -83.5 249.1 -17.4 51.1 4.1
6 621.1 -48.5 344. I -46.2 116. I -48.2 137.1 -34.0 11.1 -41.5
7 165.1 20.2 56.1 53.8 19.1 72.1 41.1 81.4 6.1 76.1
8 12'1.1 -16.9 86.1 2.4 34.1 -9.5 72.1 -41.7 7.1 -77.3
9 80.1 2.0 27.1 87.0 6.1 -71.7 45.1 -2.7 3.1 -1.0
10 18.1 -64.0 43.1 -63.5 32.1 -44.3 41.1 -25.4 1.1 12.3
11 43.1 9.4 37.1 -39.3 18.1 -53.1 14.1 68.7 1.1 -68.3
12 84.1 -32.9 37.1 47.2 9.1 89.2 8.1 38.2 2.1 -7.6
PEAK-TO-PEAK 19272. 4571. 990. 10112. 1159.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM .803(N-M/DEG) (N-M/OEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-I'I/OEG) (N-M/DEGI
MEAN -1796. -132. -158. -407. -439.
HAil MONIC-1 1298.1 -64.0 562.1 -66.1 538.1 -65.5 493.1 -6'1.3 21B.1 B3.6
2 529.1 -56.3 337.1 -88.2 342.1 88.5 294.1 -R5.2 150.1 -52.3
3 295.1 21.7 10.1 -88.4 79.1 59.4 178.1 62.7 17B.1 62.6
4 338.1 34.2 105.1 6.6 55.1 -17.6 BO.I 24.1 148.1 3.7
5 120.1 -51.1 8.1 52.2 25.1 6.7 13.1 -'52.'1 70.1 16.3
6 16.1 -78.3 8.1 15.9 8.1 -32.1 8.1 1>2.1 27.1 -79.3
7 37 .1 -79.7 15.1 74.7 23.1 82.2 10.1 -60.8 44.1 -80.7
8 32.1 -80.9 7.1 10.0 20.1 86.7 12.1 79.6 30.1 -76.8
9 15.1 -7.4 10.1 60.8 9.1 -39.5 14.1 71.7 18.1 -84.5
10 23.1 -53.7 12. I -66.7 5.1 B9.9 16.' -55.2 16.1 -4B.0
11 9.1 -89.9 3.1 5201 4.1 31.1 3. I 63.8 4.1 71.7
12 11. I 46.4 5.1 71.1 6.1 -51.4 3.1 -31.4 2.1 31.3
PEAK-TO-PEAK 3B7Q. 1697. 1532. 1512. 1041.
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5.05 M - 198.7 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 72.0
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 3.08 KPA 64.3 P5F
S TA TIC PRES' 81.3 KPA 1698. PSF
T. AIRSPEED- 152.1 KT TOTAL TEMP- 288.0 DEG K - 518.5 OFG RAIC MACH NO- .231 S TATIC TEMP' 285.0 OEG K - 513.0 OEG R
BODY ALPC1A- -5.3 DEG DENS ITY = .99 KG/M3
-
.00193 SLUG/FT3
BODY 8ETA- .1 DEG DENSITY ALT- 2126. M 6975. FT
SONIC SPEED- 339.0 MISEC - 1112. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB· -1. M/MIN - -5. FPf'l
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HU8 LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATFS ANG ACC
I MIS) I FPS) IG) PH S ) I FPS) (G) lDEG) IRAD/SEC) IRADISEC2)
X 77.93 255.7 -.094 77.92 255.6 -.097 ROLL -.3 .000 -.020
Y .08 .3 .012 .08 .3 .008 PITCH -5.3 .007 .011
Z -7.17 -23.5 -1.028 -7.17 -23.5 -1.028 YAW 64.1 -.002 .018
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL - 15.0 DEG HORIZ FIN· 10.5 DEG
AI- .0 DEG T.R. CaLL- 3.8 DEG
81- 8.2 DEG PEDAL pas- 4.3 DFG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -5.3 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH' .67 CONTRUL ALPHA' -13.5 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH· .90 D~LTA PS I· -.1 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH' .44
.9R MAX-MACH' .84 ENGINE POWER- 729. ~w • 978. HP
.9R MIN-MACH- .37 THRUST FACTOR· .727E+07 N .163E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 81 MU- .343 TOTAL co- .000439 AMB Tf""P- 11.8 C 53.32 F
V· 152.1 KT HAST CO· .000410 TEMP U60- 31.9 C 89.35 F
RUN NO. 12 CAN TEMP- 22.6 C 72.72 F
NZ- 1.028 G OMEGA' 34.021 RAD/SEC
TIME 50236.95 CLP. .00505 RPM/324· 1.003
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEG) AO- 12.9 AI- -1.0 B1- 9.2 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 18.2
TEETER ANG IDEG) AO- .3 AI- -1.6 81- -.8 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 3.5
ROTOR LOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LIN~ TORSION .449
IN/DEG) IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEG) IN/DEG) IN-M/DEG)
MEAN 37704. 1363.
-3142. -4481. -663.
HARMONIC-1 7396.1 -60.6 1679.1 -66.4 344.1 -64.2 4040.1 -43.6 492.1 -46.8
2 1098.1 -51.5 399.1 -29.8 108.1 -25.1 3028.1 -52.3 311.1 -66.2
3 5086.1 46.5 1222.1 46.3 241.1 53.0 490.1 76.9 103.1 -2.9
4 894.1 -6.8 491.1 -5.4 178.1 -16.0 509.1 66.2 67.1 6.2
5 406.1 84.9 192 .1 -70.3 71.1 -76.3 262.1 .5 52.1 19.7
6 728.1 -62.7 377.1 -63.6 123.1 -61.3 232. I -.2 26.1 14.3
7 67.1 -18.0 69.1 -56.8 25.1 -29.7 15.1 43.1 7.1 -61.3
8 112,/ 33.8 126.1 9.6 43.1 8.7 48.1 -11.3 4.1 -41.0
9 94.1 -15.0 26.1 80.4 18.1 -81.7 32.1 -15.9 4.1 21.9
10 111.1 8.6 66.1 -75.0 45.1 -70.2 52.1 78.8 3.1 -14.4
11 42.1 68.9 80.1 -17.7 42.1 -28.6 14.1 3.7 5.1 79.3
12 69.1 -14.1 22.1 -46.7 18.1 -35.5 10.1 -9.2 2.1 -8.3
PEAK-TO-PEAK 25320. 5924. 1346. 12605. 1358.
8EAM .174 8EAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM .803
IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-I1/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-I1/DEG)
MEAN -1588. -114. -143. -386. -425.
HARMONIC-l 1732. I -67.8 656.1 -67.9 607.1 -66.4 560.1 -69.4 259.1 85.9
2 694.1 -51.4 402.1 -88.3 399.1 86.6 327.1 -89.9 147.1 -55.5
3 503.1 20.2 37 .1 -42.8 103.1 60.8 242.1 51.4 257.1 47.0
4 342.1 40.8 105.1 6.0 54.1 -22.1 71.1 29.0 125.1 .6
5 99.1 -41.6 9.1 13.1 30.1 -7.1 8.1 -20.0 75.1 -2.9
6 37.1 -8.6 11t.1 10.5 19.1 -35.1 14.1 83.3 23.1 -58.5
7 12.1 -69.0 7.1 27.7 14.1 78.4 13.1 -57.9 28.1 -87.7
8 23.1 87.3 5.1 -46.4 15.1 64.6 7.1 79.6 21.1 -89.4
9 10.1 -21.5 5.1 20.2 10.1 -52.8 10.1 63.4 12.1 -82.4
10 38.1 66.6 21.1 77.7 12.1 52.2 25.1 84.9 20.1 -83.8
11 27.1 -86.5 4.1 -87.1 9.1 72.0 9.1 -73.9 6.1 -61.5
12 12.1 58.3 3. I 65.8 3.1 74.3 4.1 73.1 1.1 -66.3
PEAK-TO-PEAK 5222. 1910. 1783. 1750. 1305.
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5.05 M - 198.7 IN
-.00 -.0
1.83 72.0
AERODYNAMIC FL IGHT >TATE DYNAMIC PRES- 3.49 KPA 72.9 PSF
STATIC PRES- 81.5 KPA 1701. PSF
T. AIRSPFED- 11>1.8 KT TOTAL TEMP- 288.7 OEG K - 519.7 DEG II
AIC MACH NO- .24b STATIC TEMP- 285.2 DEG K - 513.4 DEG II
800Y ALPHA- -5.5 DEG DENSITY- 1.00 KG 1M3 - .00193 SLUG/Fn
BODY BETA- -.8 DEG DENSITY ALT- 2114. M b93b. FT
SONIC SPEED- 339.1 MISEC
-
1113. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -20. MIMIN - -b7. FPM
INERTIAL FLI GHT STATE
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LI N ACC HU8 LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG PO S At.lG RATES ANG ACC
(I" IS I IFPSI IGI I I" IS I (F PS I (GI IDEGI IRAD/SEC) (RAD/SEC2)
X 82.82 271.7 -.116 82.80 271.7 -.114 ROLL -2.0 -.001 .023
Y -1.20 -3.9 .024 -1.20 -3.9 .029 PITCH -5.7 .011 -.010
Z -7.99 -2b.2 -1.085 -7.99 -26.2 -1.085 YAW !be.7 -.000 -.022
CONTROL AtlGLES '1.R. COll- 1b.6 DEG HORIZ FIN- 11.2 oEG
AI- -.3 DEG T.R. CaLL- 4.4 DEG
B1- 8.9 DEG PEDAl pas- 4.9 OEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT AlPHA- -5.'1 OEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .66 CONTROL ALPHA- -14.4 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .91 DEL TA PSI- .8 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .42
.9R MAX-MACH- .84 ENGINE pallER- 814. KW - 1092. HP
.9R MIN-MACH- .35 THRUST FAC TOR- .707E+07 N .159E+Oi L8
NASA lANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE ANO LOAOS
FLIGHT NO. 81 MU- .371 TOTAL co- .000512 AM8 TEMP- 12.1 C 53.78 F
v- Ibl.8 KT MAST co- .000481 TEMP UbO- 31.9 C 89.44 F
RUN NO. 13 CAN TEMP- 21.8 C 71.32 F
NZ- 1.085 G OMEGA- 33.48" II AOISEC
TIME 5039B.83 CLP- .00547 RPM/324- .987
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 (DEG) AD- 14.4 AI- -1.6 Bl- 10.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 20.4
HETER ANG (OEG) AD- .3 AI- -1.1 Bl- -.9 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.5
ROTOR LOADS (AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/DEGI IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) (N/DFGI IN-M/DEGI
MEAN 33970. 18H. -2955. - .. 751. -715.
HARI10NIC-l 10250.1 -59.7 2"17.1 -64.4 450.1 -59.3 4688.1 -42.B 531.1 -41.5
2 15bb.1 -35.1 570. I -15.8 109.1 -10." 3209.1 -45.1 318.1 -65.b
3 7592.1 54.6 1862.1 5401 386.1 5b.5 725.1 80." 131.1 -7.4
4 971.1 -20.1 573 .1 -11.4 221.1 -16.b 55b.1 73.4 77.1 10.3
5 282.1 76.b 180. I -5b.5 62.1 -6b.8 324.1 11.6 73.1 32.7
6 869.1 -62.7 "37. I -6".2 132.1 -64.2 215. I 31.4 32.1 57.9
7 231.1 -74.8 182.1 -82.2 64.1 -75.3 87.1 3Q.3 9.1 -75.2
8 252.1 54.9 190.1 35.4 7't .1 3".5 "1.1 -"9." 12.1 -3".2
9 140.1 1 .1 112.1 -32.1 50.1 -25.8 23.1 -78.3 6.1 -2.9
10 112.1 -13.1 52.1 49.9 35.1 72.4 21.1 13.7 4.1 -21.5
11 53.1 -46.4 115.1 .3 57.1 -12.2 21.1 -79.0 4.1 -51.2
12 67.1 -29.8 42.1 -45.5 20.1 -53.9 "3.1 -88.9 b.I -"7.5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 35b92. 907B. 2018. 14343. 1.. 5...
HAM .17 .. BEAM .350 BEAM ..... 9 BEAM .606 BEAM .803
IN-M/DEGI (N-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI (N-M/DEG)
MEAN -1257. -77. -130. -379. -421.
HARMONIC-l 2260.1 -66.9 773.1 -66.7 687.1 -65.5 629.1 -be.4 324.1 85.8
2 770.1 -37.B 450.1 -82.1 447.1 -B8.9 371.1 -~4.7 18B.1 -43.2
3 b93.1 H.b 4b.1 -43.7 152.1 bl.b 332.1 52." 3'tl.1 49.8
4 33".1 52.4 111.1 10.3 64.1 -23.3 69.1 39.8 116.1 -.3
5 109.1 -33.' 10.1 6.0 37.1 -7.3 8.1 -23.1 85.1 -1.1
6 38.1 8." 18.1 39.0 13.1 -21.2 19.1 B3.1 8.1 -04.5
7 B.I 19.2 10 " -25.8 6.1 59.8 15.1 -49.6 27.1 -82.08 39.1 b5.2 2.1 -16.1 15.1 5".0 10.1 -70.4 25.1 -82.3
9 13.1 -70.b 7.1 49.3 9.1 -bb.4 10.1 81.0 10.1 -58.9
10 15.1 79.3 1".1 75.1 10.1 55.0 18.1 82.2 1... 1 -70.6
11 9.1 -21.0 1.1 -75.8 9.' 69.1 3.1 -68.3 3.1 -.b
12 13 .1 68.3 2.1 -75.7 1.1 40.8 4.1 -61.2 3.1 -59.5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 6b88. 2242. 2008. 2027. 15 ..8.
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5.05 ,., • 19B.7 IN
-.00 -.0
1.63 7Z.0
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES· 3.48 KPA 72.7 PSF
STATIC PRES- Bl.5 KPA 1702. PSF
T. AIRSPEED- 161.5 KT TOTAL TEMP· 288.7 DEG K • 519.6 DEG R
AIC MACH NO· .245 STATIC TEMP· 2B5.2 OEG K - 513.4 DEli R
~ODY ALPHA- -5.4 DEG DENSITY- 1.00 KG/M3 • .00193 SLUG/FT3
BODY 'lETA- -1.0 DEG DENSITY ALT· 2113. M 6932. FT
SONIC SPEED- 339.1 MISEC . 1113. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- 12. M/MIN . 40. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AX IS CG LI"l VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RAT~S ANG ACC
I MIS I IFPS) IG) I MIS) IFPS I IG I IDEG) IRAD/SECI IRAD/SEC21
l( 82.71 271.4 -.113 82.70 271.3 -.112 ROLL -2.1 .001 .022
Y -1.42 -4.7 .041 -1.42 -4.7 .045 PITCH -5.3 .003 -.008
Z -7.B9 -25.9 -1.061 -7.89 -25.9 -1.061 YAW 167.9 .001 .031
CONTROL ANGL ES M.R. COLL- 16.6 DEG HORIZ FIN- 11.4 DEG
AI· -.3 DEG T.R. COLLa 4.4 OEG
Bl- 9.2 DEG PEDAL POS· 4.9 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA· -5.4 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH· .66 CONTROL AL PHA- -14.6 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH· .91 DELTA PSI- 1.0 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH· .42
.9R MAX-MACH- .84 ENGINE POWER· R19. KW • 1099. HP
.9R MIN-MACH- .35 THRUST FACTOR- .706E+07 N .159E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOAns
FL IGHT NO. 81 tw· .371 TOTAL CC- .000517 AMR TEMP. 12.1 C 53.75 F
V- 161.5 KT MAST CC· .000490 TEMP UIlO. 31.9 C 89.3B F
RUN NO. 13 CAN TEMP- 21.B C 71.32 F
NZ· 1.061 G OM~GA- 33.441> RAD/SEC
TIME 50399.76 ClP. .00537 RPM/324· .966
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 10EG) AO- 14.4 AI- -1.6 Bl- 10.6 PEAK-TO-PEAK· 21.4
TEETER MIG IDEG) AD- .3 AI- -1.3 B1- -1.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK. 3.1
ROTOR LOADS I AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .603 PITCH LIN'" TORSION .449
IN/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN/DEG) IN-M/DEG)
MEAN 33605. 1B95. -2940. -4766. -708.
HARMONIC-l 1010R.1 -61.7 2392.1 -61>.7 445.1 -1>2.2 4735.1 -42.6 541.1 -41.4
2 1265.1 -33.1 52B.1 -11.3 107.1 -4.5 3215.1 -43.9 322.1 -62.9
3 7406.1 55.4 1785.1 54.5 369.1 56.7 737.1 77.3 129.1 -7.5
4 1027.1 -15.2 566.1 -11.8 220.1 -17.4 578.1 79.1 71.1 7.1
5 247.1 60.7 156.1 -54.3 47.1 -66.9 307.1 6.1 61.1 30.3
6 659.1 -60.9 431.1 -64.5 133.1 -62.2 254. , 29.4 36.1 44.6
7 296.1 -70.5 193.1 -64.6 56.1 -55.9 67.1 6.4 8.1 -60.9
6 203.1 42.0 172.1 37.7 61.1 34.7 34.1 -56.0 10.1 -43.9
9 165.1 -6.1 116.1 -15.1 56.1 -19.4 27.1 -17.9 6.1 20.2
10 103.1 2.5 64.1 B3.2 40.1 88.6 51.1 77.4 5.1 56.3
11 75.1 -50.7 136.1 -3.1 72.1 -3.6 9.1 87.7 4.1 83.R
12 17.1 -69.4 45.1 -70.3 21.1 -61.3 29.' 68.9 7.1 -52.4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 34653. 8663. 1860. 14452. 1465.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 HAM .606 REAM .603
IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG)
MEA'l -1252. -74. -127. -373. -412.
HARMDNIC-l 2287.1 -67.9 772.1 -67.0 682.1 -65.4 625.1 -b8.3 313.1 86.3
2 755.1 -36.7 445.1 -81.1 443.1 -87.7 366.1 -83.5 IBB.I -43.0
3 691.1 31.0 53.1 -42.9 14B.1 63.1 327.1 52.6 337.1 49.2
4 324.1 59.6 101.1 16.3 61.1 -23.4 67.1 51.5 97.1 7.0
5 B9.1 -31.1 10.1 -21.9 34.1 -9.5 6.1 -6.9 62.1 -4.5
6 54.1 4.1 21.1 43.7 18.1 -11.7 16.1 Rt;.8 11.1 -26.3
7 76.1 -4.2 9.1 -4.3 9.1 8.9 9.1 -50.4 21.1 63.0
8 3 B.I 61.1 6.1 34.5 14.1 43.6 ".1 -56.0 17.1 65.3
'I 21.1 -6'1.7 6.1 11.2 11.1 -53.9 7.1 39.2 B.l -73.1
10 29.1 56.6 21. I 67.2 13 .1 35.7 24.1 70.5 17. I B9.2
11 15.1 -86.2 8.1 74.4 13.1 72.7 8.1 79.9 4.1 -62.4
12 '1.1 61.1 3.1 -48.0 3.1 41.1 3.1 -9.4 1.1 47.7
PEAI(-TD-PEAK 6694. 2216. 2006. 2027. 1513.
56
NASI. LANGLEY ~LIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA
FLl(,rlT fW. 0 2
RlJN t.U. 3
TIME o,uJl.~ (StCl











Ae KO~Y I~I.M IL ~ l1 "HT STAn: DYNAMIC PR t s. 0.00 K~A 0.0 Pj F
5 TA TIC p" ES' 101.2 KP A 2114. PSF
T. \If\$Pi.tLi- J.C KT TU TAL TEMP= 299.0 .JoG K 538.2 DEG R
AlC ,1ACH f;J. 1.1.00) STATIC TEMP. 299.0 'JtG K '38.? D~G P
BOOt ALPHA' -48.0 OtG DENSI n· 1.16 "G /113
·
.J0229 SLUG/FT 3
BuOY Br TA = 45.4 GLG DENS I n AL T' 393. M 1288. FT
SQNIC ,PLED= 347.2 MIS tC
·
1139. FPS
RATt OF CLIMa· O. MIMI"
·
O. .PM
PHd rAL FL I (,HT STATE
AXIS CG LIK VI:L CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIf; ACC
1'115) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (GI




X v.L-D 0.0 .011 o .GJ ~.J .014 kOLL
Y 0.00 0.0 -.013 0.00 O.D -.li09 PITCH
0.00 0.0 -1.012 0.00 0.0 -1.012 YAW
Luf'.Tf"lL Ai~GLf;S N. f<. CaLL' '1.9 D G HORI Z FIN' 6.5 J!:G
Al= -1.3 0 G T.R. CULL' 8.7 I) F.G










KUTOk PAKAMtTEf<:i SHAF T ALPHA = 0.0 DEG HUB HEIGHT I.9R
riO VEl' TIP MACh= .06 CoNT KDL AL pHA' -.3 DEG
TIP MA X-MACH' .66 DELTA 1':> I • 0.0 (JoG
TIP MPJ-MACH= .66
.9~ MAX-MACH- .54
• 'If< ~,If'.-MACH· .~'1 THIiUST FACTOIt· .873E+07 N .1961:+07 L8
NAS A LANGLEY FL I GH T OAT A A,-i-lG ~oTCF f'HH1RMANCE ANu LoAD~
FUGH T NC>. 62 Ml,·v.ooo ][jf At CQ= .O~1)27a AM8 T". MI" 2~.9 C 7B.':;, l-
v • 0.0 KT MAST c~· .000231 TEMP 1160' 39.9 C . 103. E F
RUN r~ (l • 35 CAN Tt: MP = 3u.a C "7.3" F
I\Z· 1.021 G Oi1EGA. 34.04'1 RADISEC
TI Me 6aOO1.(,0 ClP· • DC 371 kPM/324- 1.003
KuTOk ANGLFS THE TA 3/4 «(JoG I AD' 7.t: Al = -1.4 81· .6 Pt:AI<-TO-pEAK= 3.0
TFdE' ANO (DEO) A:)- • 2 AI· .4 al - -.? PL AK-TO-pEAr< • 1.3
RLT uR LLI AO~ (AMP/PHAStl DRAG a"ACl CHJ~D .449 CHOttD .e03 PI TeH LINK T[JilS I ON .449(N/DEGI (N-M/DEG) (N-M/OEG) (N IDE 0) (f'.-M/DEO)




-60.3 b 22.1 -63.4 219.1 -50.2 1012.1 69.2 31 • I 15.0
2 1762. I 70.7 462.1 77.4 7b.1 54.3 73.1 10.9 24.1 53.1
3 13 9~. I -e3.1 344.1 -19.8 6'1. I -21.9 In .1 -72.2 ~ 2 • I 14.2
4 26b.1 -503 .. 40. I -5403 47.1 -69. ) '17.1 -23.6 18. I -63. C
590.1 6 £;. 2 143.1 aO.6 40.1 89.2 37. I -72.0 15.1 69.5
6 601.1.1 -37.6 309.1 -24.7 hlO.1 -21.9 39.1 -21.4 11, I
-41.6
7 187.1 7.0 61.1 -27.7 16.1 -47.9 75.1 2:;;., 4. I 7~.3
8 4.1 -41.8 17.1 48.9 a. I -9.4 27.1 -45.1 3.1 -£;R.7
9 67.1 27.3 65.1 -21.0 26.1 -17.9 51.1 -61.1 3. I 47.3
10 (j~.1 2'101 05. I -6b .9 12. I -60.5 79.1 23.4 6.1 71.4
11 15/'.1 56.5 59.1 -81.4 29. I 80,:> 40.1 -ao.o 12. I 83.6
12 13 .1 -79.3 7.1 54.4 4. I -3~.3 11. I 17.2 4.1 -52.6
plAK-Tu-n AK 10~77. 3044. 034. 2637. 233.
et A" .174 BEAM .3~O 8 EAM .449 BE AM .606 8EAM .d03
(N -I'll 0 E(,) IN-M/DEGI (N-M/OEGI (N-M/DEG) (N-r,/DEGI
I~Uf;
-1139. -77. -6u. -273. -236.
rlAFMJNIC-l ,,". 1 -65.2 71.1 2 b. 1 95.1 11.3 161./ -7.6 171.1 -2 S. 7
2 't ~. I -87.9 310f -2b.O 43. I -lb.l 6b.1 -27.7 e1.1 -41.6
3 ~ 1. I 2201 57.1 -8.0 ~ 4. I -10.J 48. I -14.3 21. I -19.8
4 71.1 -54.9 38. I -69.9 17. I -7e.'1 20.1 -b3.2 3 ~. I -72. C
9.1 54.7 6.1 1.6 b.1 60.1 4.1 51.8 4. I 30.1
b a.1 66.4 7.1 36.5 e • I 89.7 1Z • I 50.6 16. I -77.1
7 29.1 51.0 12.1 39.2 22.1 37.6 1.1 1.7 lA.1 2b .4
8 13 .1
- 89. 3 8.1 ~8.0 14. I -80.5 5. I -36'/) 3. I -50. t
9 17.1 -81.3 14. I -66.2 9.1 -60.5 17.1 -65.3 11.>. I -~4.1
10 29.1 -4.4 19.1 -.2 18.1 -26.0 2101 4.2 16.1 24.0
II 9.1 -82.6 1 a. I 81.9 5. I 77.5 15.1 -89.9 11, I -87.1
12 12. I 86.9 7. I -35.1 4.1 55.9 6.1 07.9 6.1 -51.7
PtAK-Tu-PoAK 44 t. 366. 3'16. 5QO. 506.
57
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-li; ?ADS ?CM DATA
H IG,1I NO. vb2
~UN NO. 35
TIMe 08001.tO (SECI











AeKO"YNf.MIC HI(,lIf ST AT!: [·YNMIIC PRES- O.~LJ KPA 0.0 PS F
STATIC yRES· 101.2 KPA 2114. PS F
T. AH·:iPliu- :J.e KT TOTAL TEMP- 299.U JE G K
·
538.2 DEG R
AIC MACH ",u- 0.000 STA HC TEMP. 2~9.0 JEe; K 538.:> DeC
"
BUDY ALt-ldA- -4d.O LlEG OfiiSITY- 1.lb KG 1M3 .;)0229 SlUG/FT3
R"JY bE TA' 46.6 GEG DENSITY Al T- 392. M 1286. IT
SONIC SPEED- 347.2 MI SeC
·
1139. FPS




AXIS CG Lit. VEL CG liN ACC HUB Lir-. VEL HU8 LIN ACC
(MIS) (FPS) (e) (M/~1 (FPSI (Gl




X o.(e e .u .u17 0.1,,0 O.J .027 POL L .0
Y 0.00 0.0 -.019 u.OO O.J -.029 PITCH 1.2
Z u.LO {I.O -1.021 0.00 0.0 -1.021 YAW 17.8
CUNf"CiL ANGLeS M. F:. C[i LL• 10.0 DeG HOR IZ r rr~- 0.0 ')£G
AI:
-1.1 DtG T.H. C[]Ll - 8.7 OEG







~Ofuk PARAME TEPS SHAFT ALPHA - 0.0 DEG HUB HEIGHT : 1.9R
HOI,:: ~ 1 I P flACH :lIl .ot CO~TRUL ALPH' -I.e DEG
TI~ MAX-MACH- .06 DoLTA ~S I- (J.O (JEG
TIP MIN-UCH- .~ 6
.9. MtX-MACH- .lj 9
.9R ~It<-MACH' .,9 THKUST fACTO,,' .673£+07 N .I40HC7 LB
NASA LANGLEY HIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PePFORMANCE AND LOAUS
HIuHl rHo",. b2 r·u-Q .000 TJfAL CoJ- .OOOZ~O AMd f" MP- 25.3 C 7 d .46 f
V- G.J I\T MAS 1 .:~- .000238 Tt1P UOO' 3'1.9 C i03.7? f
RUN Nll. 35 CAN f:: MP. 30.b C 87.39 F
NZ- 1.010 G CMEGA- 34011b PADISEC
TIMe boOOl.13 CLP' .OC37l. ,PMI3Z4' 1 .OJ 0
RufJR AN GL ES THETA 3/4 (DtGI AO- 7.8 AI' -1.0 bl· .1 PUK-TO-PeAK- j.2
HETER AN(, (GtG) AO' .2 AI· .7 Bl- -.7 PeAK-TO-PeAK- I. h
r(uf(]~ LdADS (AMNPHASE ) U~AG BRACt CHORJ .44'1 CMORa .6:13 PITCc1 LINK TORSION .449
(IUDEGJ ('l-M/DEGJ (N-MllJE GJ CUDEGJ (N-M/JEGI
ME AN 416b1. 1281. -2768. -2704. -427.
HARMOtd C-l 1.106.1 -lh.9 707.f -20.3 21 b • I -20.3 9; 4. I -7-1.9 <; 2.1 -3.0
2 10 78. I 79 .1 271.1 70.1 80. I -eo.; 99,/ -19.2 17.1 74. ;;
3 1042. I 45.0 247.1 40.9 49. I 44.J 124.1 -50.(, 2<;.1 69.~
4 2.$1.1 -78.2 125.1 -4;., 37.1 -33 .3 88.1 57.0 21. I -3'3.0
108.1 -63.5 41 " 67.8 t.1 -42.0 99.1 -b.? 16.1 4.10 293.1 -89.4 133.1 76.3 33. I -80.9 60.1 54.7 8.1 ~l.~
7 100.1 ,7.0 14.1 22.8 d • 1 76.2 44.1 -OS.9 6.1 -08.0
b 1?2 .1 5.9 73.1 10.1 24. I 9.1 29.1 63.5 1.1 33.1
9 61.1 -31.1 29. I -25.9 7.1 -38.4 14.1 -26.8 3. I 10. (1
10 48.1 10.0 52. I 31.5 20.1 33.1 44 .1 b8.2 1 .1 30.0
11 91".1 j:' .3 19.1 b9.7 7.1 61.:> 24.1 49.0 6.1 73.9
12 7h.1 -85.1 18.1 40.4 10.1 -oo.d 19. I 0,.3 4.1 23.1
PEAK- Tll-P t AK 6124. 2117. 675. 2009. 102.
bE Ar. .174 BEAM .3S0 BtAM .449 BE AI1 .006 SEAM .8u3
(N -t11 0 EGI (N-M/DEGI (,'l-M I DE G) ( N-,lIDEGI (t.j-M/DEul
t'1I:.Ai\4 --1114. -70. -60. -224. -240.
1A1'~10r-.IC-l 55. I 23.9 63.1 8.5 9 S.I 9.J 172.1 -,.6 178.1 -19.4
2 4e. I 54.3 34.1 13.6 3R.1 -2.8 ~7.1 -10.4 89.1 -31. 1
3 27. I 11.3 38.1 6.9 29. I 12.5 21.1 10.2 8. I -40.~
4 29.1 -4.4 IB.I -18.3 13. I -34.1 14.1 79.4 18. I 50.9
~ 50.1 bb.2 13 .1 70. ? 9.1 63.8 20.1 72.1 8.1 7201
0 36. I 38.~ 4.1 -20.2 9.1 28.1 15.1 2.4 13. I 37.7
7 20.1 -36.0 9.1 -60.0 17. I -59.~ 8.1 7?9 le .1 -71.7
6 6. I -23.1 4.1 40.0 3. I 15., 2.1 -04.0 , • I 38.)
'J 11. I 33.1 8. I -0.7 6.1 -19. ) 11.1 26.1 b.1 44.7
10 9.1 -86.3 11.1 86.7 10.1 -d9.9 8.1 -d&.~ c .1 -:'7.0
11 4.1 7 ~.2 1U.1 02.5 3.1 4.8 7.1 77.0 4 • I -76.U
12 3. I -61.8 'j.1 42.8 1 • I 44.8 4.1 -43.4 1 • I Bl.l
P"AK-ILl-r'E AK 2h6. 23S. 2'12. 40U. 401.
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HRODYNAMIC FL IGHT STAn: DYNAMIC PRES- 1.73 KPA 3b.l PSF
STA TIC PRES- QO.9 KPA 189A. PSF
T. 4IRSPEFD· 108.5 KT TOTAL TEMP- 2PB.7 DEG ~
-
51Q.7 DFG R
AIC MACH ~o- .V,4 STATIC TEMP- 287.2 DEG K
-
51b.9 DFG 11
~ODY ALP~A' 3.Q OEG DENSITY- 1.10 KG/I13
-
.00214 HUG/FT1
BODY ~ETA- 2.1 DEG DENSITY ALT- 1082. M 3549. FT
SONIC SPEED- 340.3 MISEC
-
ll1b. FPS
RA TE OF CLIMB. -413. MIMIN • -1356. FPI1
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LUI ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXI S ANG POS ANr. RA IE S ANG ACC(M IS) (F PS) IG) (11/S I IF PS I IGI IDEG) IRAn/'iFC ) IRAD/SEC21
x 55.66 18;>.6 -.050 55.65 182.6 -.045 ROLL -1.2 -.003 .044
Y 2.05 6.7 -.016 ?05 b.7 -.007 PITCH -3.3 .Oll~ -.027
7. 3.71> 12.3 -1.02P 3.76 12.3 -1.028 YAW 1'15.'1 .005 .015
CONTROL A~GLES '1.R. COLLa 7.6 DEG HORlZ FIN= 7.9 DEG
AI- 1.2 DEG T.R. COLL- .9 DEG
B1- 4.b DEG PEDAL pas- 1.3 DEG
ROTOR PARAI1I'TERS SHAFT ALPHA- 3.'1 nEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .bo CONTROL ALPHA- -.7 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH· .A4 DoL TA PSI- -2.1 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .51
.'lR MAX-MACH- .77 ENGINE POWER- 241. KW
-
3?3. HP
.QR MIN-MACH- .44 THRUST FACTJR- .B22E+07 N .tB5E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLI GHT DATA AH-1G ROTllR PERFORMANCE A"J1l LnAIlS
FLIGHT NO. A3 MU- .242 TOTAL co- .0001'7 AMB TEMP- 14.0 C 57.26 F
V- 10B.5 KT MAST Co- .000111 n:MP IJflO - 3?2 C 90.00 F
RUN "In. 17 CAN T~MP- 23.B C 74.81 F
NZ- 1.028 G OMEGA- 34.355 RADISEC
TI ME 51'l4B.08 CLP- .00438 RPMI324' 1.013
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEG) AO- 6.3 AI- .2 B1- 4.'1 PEA~-TO-PEAK- '1.7
TEETER ANG IDEG) AO- .2 AI- -l.b A1- .5 PFA~-TO-PEAK- 3.1
ROTOR LOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG RRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LI"IK TORSION .44'1
IN/DEGI IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEGI IN/nFGI IN-M/DEG)
MEA"! 4B12b. -370. -3487. -1715. -377.
HAI1~ONIC-1 22R2.1 -.0 43B.1 5.3 108.1 -17.4 2235.1 -31,.1> 31'1. I -56.5
2 6A1.1 -10.1 207.1 -37.0 21.1 -~3.5 1"1>7./ -54.1 142.1 -41."
3 ?316.1 17.2 54B • I 21.9 Q3.1 7.3.3 301.1 -14.0 60. I 1.6
4 467.1 7.4.5 341.1 16.5 152.1 6.5 511. I ~Q.B 105.1 IB.Q
5 533.1 Ib.4 120.1 53.7 5B.1 bO.4 274.1 1>.0 40.1 5B .1
I> 443.1 -78. B 203.1 -77.6 63.1 -83.0 150.1 -71.1 20.1 BO.4
7 79.1 -52.4 70.1 -31.0 33.1 -51.5 135. I -30.1 15.1 1Q.3
8 4~.1 15.0 24.1 47.5 9.1 -10.1 35.1 ~4.3 12.1 22.1
9 67.1 12.9 45.1 34.6 IB.I 32.9 62.1 -77.7 7.1 17.B
10 83.1 26.6 112.1 71.0 56.1 "fl.7 38.1 -.3 5. I 58.5
11 72.1 -6.1 40.1 78.5 15.1 49.3 14.1 6'1.7 7.1 3A.'l
12 11. , -66.6 7.1 1.2 12.' -16.9 23. I -57.4 4.1 -77.7
PEAI(-TO-PEAK 8748. 2359. B22. 7475. 8Be.
HAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 REAM .bOfl REAM .B03
IN-M/DEGl IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DEGI IN-M/DfGl (N-M/DEGI
M:A~ -22'10. -277. -302. -544. -44B.
HAR~ON[C-l 530.1 -51.7 3'13.1 -70.0 398.1 -72.3 366.1 -71>.Q 151.1 B8.0
2 341.1 -64.6 255.' -81.4 276., -7Q.'l l3Q.I -77.7 68.' -72.6
3 15B .1 88.1 53.1 -40.6 46.1 20.5 83.1 51>.R 87.1 46.b
I, 501.1 32.5 148.1 14.5 66.1 11.1 110.1 2A.7 175.1 20.1
5 223.1 -17 .5 19.1 -47.'1 37.1 16.'1 43.1 -20.e 24.1 5~. 1
6 23. I b5.8 12.1 -62.7 32.1 -88.4 10.1 "7.7 61. I -74.2
7 93.1 -37.4 24.1 -35.'1 33.1 -16.b B.I -86.1 34.' 4'1.2
R 43.1 -54.1 16.1 -50.4 '1.1 -30.7 14.1 -5~.7 22.1 -66.8
9 21. I B4.Q 19.1 -88.5 4.1 1>'1.'1 23.1 -63.b 27.1 -50.3
10 14.1 -20.5 12.1 -28.6 5.1 -3.1 18.1 -8.4 22.1 -11.6
11 B.I -24.3 3.1 -52.2 4.1 -2'1.2 4. I -33.8 8. I -36.2
12 25.1 fl4.1 12.1 68.6 7.1 33 .1 7. I 58.7. 1.1 29.0
PEA'<-TO-PEAK 2b55. 1336. 1268. 1212. 845.
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5.11 ~ - 201.1 TN
-.00 -.t')
1.B3 7Z.~
AtRrJnY"IAMIC FlIGHT STA IE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.65 KPA 34.4 PSI'
STATIC PRES- 90.0 KPA 1879. p~F
T. AIR~PFED- 106.5 KT TOTAL TEMP- 288.0 DEG K
-
518.3 Dl'G R
AIC MACH "1O- .161 STAT IC TEMP- 286.5 DEG K
-
515.6 DEC; R
~oDY ALP'iA- -8.1 DEG DENSlTY- 1.09 KG/M3
-
.0021? SLIJG/FT3
I\ODY I\ETA- 1.3 DEG DENSITY ALT- 1160. M 3804. FT
SONIC SPEED- 339.9 MISEC
-
1115. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB. 374. MOlIN - 1778. FPI1
INERTIAl FltGHT STATE
AX I~ CG LIN VEL CG ltN ACC HU8 LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC HIS ANG POS ANG PATES A"IG ACC
(M IS) IFPS) (G) (M IS I (F PS I (G I IDEG) IPADISFC I IRAD/SEC2)
x 54.2C1 177.8 -.029 54.20 177.8 -.029 ROLL -.4 -.noo -.012
Y 1.27 4.2 .010 1.27 4.2 .008 PITCH -1.6 .000 .001
Z -7.70 -25.3 -1.014 -7.70 -25.3 -1.014 YAW 5.'1 -.OOb -.00'1
CO'.jfROL A"IGL ES M.R. COLL- B.1 DEG HORIZ FIN- 'l.? DEG
AI- -.3 DEG T.R. CoLL- 3.9 DEG
Rl- b.6 DEG PEDAL POS- 4.0 nFG
ROTOR PARAI1E TERS SHAFT ALPHA- -8.1 DEG
HOVER TTP "!ACH- .b6 CONTROL ALPHA' -14.7 DFG
TIP MAX-MACH' .82 DEll A PSI· -1.3 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .50
.9R MAX-MACH- .75 ENGINE POWER- b'l2. KW - 'l28. HP
.'1R MIN-MACH· .43 THRUST FACTOR· .77bE+07 N .174F+07 LB
"lAS A LANGLeY FLIGHT nATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOAns
FLIGHT NO. B3 MU- .?44 TOTAL CO, .000395 A"I\ TF"P' 13.3 C 55.'17 F
V· 106.5 KT MAST CO· .000367 TPIP UIlO' 37.1 C 8Q.77 F
PUN NO. 22 CAN TEMP- 23.4 C 74.12 F
NZ- 1.014 G OM~GA- 33.523 RAD/Sec
TIME 5;>389.09 CLP- .00453 RPM/324· .986
RrJTnR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEG) AD- 11.1 AI- -1.0 B1- 7.0 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 13.Q
TEETER ANG IDEGI AD- .3 AI- -2.0 B1- -.7 PFAK-To-PEAK- 4.0
R3T1R LOAIl~ (AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LI'IK TORSION .449
INIOEGl IN-M/DEGl IN-M/DEGl IN/nEG) IN-M/DEG)
M',,'! 37144. 1363. -2973 • -3707. -548.
HARMDNTC-l 5514.1 -3'l.7 1194.1 -45.2 24b.' -46.0 2629.' -21'>.4 312.1 -43.b
2 778.1 -2'l.0 224.1 -23.6 49.1 -45.7 1020.' -63.0 137.' -67.'l
3 2500.1 62.7 625.1 58.5 106.1 67.3 301.1 -27.5 B7.' 21.1
4 176.1 -2.5 111.1 31.3 61.1 23.9 122.1 65.'" 21.1 54.8
5 429.1 -~0.1 122.1 5Q.6 23.1 6~.'l 226.1 -77.2 32.1 -71.4
6 572.1 -65.2 307.' -61.7 'lB.1 -65.'1 7. , -15.'1 6.1 -60.6
7 121.1 21.6 43.1 78.7 23.1 61.5 7.1 76.4 7.1 -60.Q
B 153.' 2'l.5 63.1 701 32.1 15.2 IB.I 50.2 7.1 -39.3
'l 38.1 -28.3 74.1 51.5 31.1 53.3 11. I -62.1'> 2.1 bl.7
10 13.1 -36.5 40.1 -8'l.B 13. I -B5.0 18. I B2.'l 4.1 51."
11 34.1 H.3 24.1 -14.9 14.' 34.7 10. I -7n.'1 5.1 60.7
12 20.1 -~5.0 23.1 17.6 16.1 l'l.3 B.' -'3.'1 ,. , 17.4
PEAK-Tn-PEAK 1Il3Cl7. 40112. 856. 6352. 79Q.
9EAM .174 BEA'1 .350 BEA'1 .449 BEA,., .606 REAM .803
IN-M/OEG) IN-M/DEGI (N-M/DfG ) (N-""Df'G) IN-M/DEGI
MEAN -1664. -103. -140. -410. -453.
HARMONIC-l 1114.1 -59.1 420.1 -66.6 405.' -66.8 382. , -1,'1.7 156.1 89.0
7 2l4.1 -53.2 175.1 -84.8 186.1 -81.1 174.1 -6Q.O 103.1 -3B.6
3 101.1 -7.3 49.1 72 .5 61.1 B1.2 ~B.I -a7.2 73.1 -68.1
4 10'l.1 58.7 33.1 42.3 19.1 38.2 27.1 54.4 59.1 43.0
5 B7.1 -8Q.3 9.1 33.2 2.1 -68.0 e.1 1>2.4 20. I 53.8
6 41. I -57.8 5.1 5Q.5 5.1 -34.5 3.1 1>1>.0 2.1 47.5
7 73.1 -2'1.6 a.1 -22.4 13.1 -3B.3 5.1 -~O." 1 B. I -31. Q
8 18.1 66.5 4.1 75.3 2.1 15.7 3.1 -50.5 8.1 5.8
'l 15.1 -82.B 8.1 -60.9 3.1 -2B.'1 12.1 -3'1.'1 11.1 -18.6
10 18. I -62.3 7.1 -58.2 6.1 -38.0 7.1 -"1.1 ".1 -53.0
11 9.1 7l.Q 1.1 59.0 1.1 51.'l 2. , 37.5 2.1 -88.2
12 4.' 11>.4 1.1 -14.0 0.1 -81.4 2. , BO.6 0.' 44.4
PFA'<-TC1-PEAK 26'l5. 1031 • 1004. 1053. 528.
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5.11 M - 201.1 TN
-.00 -.0
1.83 • 77.7.
AER'l[)YNAMIC FLIGHT STAH DYNAIIIC PRES- 1.71 KPA
-
35. R P~F
STATIC PRES- 90.9 KPA 1898. PSF
T. AIR~PEEO· 108.1 KT TOTAL TEMP- 288.7 DEC K - 519.6 DFl'; R
AlC MAC'! NO. .1"4 STATIC TEMP. 287.1 DEG K • 516.8 DEl; R
1I0DY ALP'U- 4.9 OEG DENSITY- 1.10 KG/M3 - .00Z14 SLUG/FT3
1I00Y ~ETA- .8 DEG DENSITY At T- 1084. 11 3555. FT
SONIC SPEED- 340.3 M/SEC - 1116. FPS
RATE OF CLIIIB. -452. M/MIN
- -1481. FPM
TNERTIAl FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG Ll'l ACC HU8 lIN Vel HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG IUTFS ANG ACC
I MIS I IFPSI IGI IMIS I IFPS I IGI IDEC) I/lAD/SEC) IRAO/SEC2)
x 55.40 lA1.8 -.065 55.41 181.8 -.066 ROLL .7 .009 .016
Y .74 2.4 -.001 .15 2.5 .002 PITCH -2.CI -.000 .006
Z 4.70 15.4 -1.047 4.70 15.4 -1.047 YAW 3.0 .001 -.022
C'lNTROL A'lGLES H.R.. COLL- 7.0 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.~ OEG
AI- 1.2 DEG T.R. COLL- .3 DEG
Rl- 3.5 DEG PEDAl POS- .8 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 4.9 DEG
HOVER TIP tIACH- .b7 CONTROL ALPHA- 1.4 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .B4 DEL TA PSI- -.8 DEG
TIP ~IN-MACH- .51
• ClR MAX-MACH- .77 ENGINE POWER- 193 • KW - 7'9. HP
.9R MIN-MACH- .44 THRUST FACTOR- .Bl~E+07 N ol83E+07 L8
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DA TA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE ANO LOAns
FLIG'IT NO. 83 MIJ- .243 TOTAL co- .000103 AMII T"'1P_ 14 .0 C 57.17 F
V- 10p.l KT MAST co • • 000068 TEMP U60- 31.5 C 88.78 F
RUN NI]. 23 CAN TFI1P- 2~.0 C 73.1,2 F
HZ- 1.047 G O~tGA- 34 .190 RAD/SEC
TIME 52447..06 CLP- • 00447 RPM/324 • 1.008
qlJTIJR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEGI AD- 5.7 AI- -.0 81- 3.8 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 7.7
TEETER ANG IDEG) AD- .2 AI- -1.0 Bl- .5 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.1
ROTOR LOAOS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG ARACE CHORD .449 CHORD .603 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
I NIDE l';) IN-II/DEG) IN-M/DEGI IN/DEr.) IN-II/DEG)
IIEA'l 48677 • -529. -3468. -1390. -356.
HAR"IONtC-1 2609. I 4.7 483.1 7.2 115.1 -14.9 2286.1 -3~.4 310.1 -55.4
7 519.1 -80.1> 1>4. I 75.5 19.1 -11.0 1171>.1 -';3.3 95.1 -37.8
3 19'10.1 16.6 450.1 23.2 75.1 30.3 309.1 -24.1 49.1 12.7
4 541.1 49.5 325.1 2b.9 142.1 13.2 395.1 66.3 83.1 20.3
5 561.1 17.5 141.1 40.0 67.1 61.2 271.1 12.~ 35.1 63.5
b 409.1 -50.2 235.1 -26.9 69.1 -40.9 1112.' -78.3 24. I 8b.2
7 77.1 57.4 58.1 -85.0 28.1 -85.1> 70. I -1l.1 11.1 40.4
8 70.1 43.7 46.1 27.9 14.1 57.6 31.1 62.' 11 .1 45.3
9 30.1 32.9 58.1 82.3 22.1 81>.1 41>.1 -79.4 1.1 -21,.7
10 132.1 -6.4 76.1 81.1 51.1 78.3 41.1 65.1' 6.1 -72.7
11 49.1 -27.1> 41.1 20.2 24.1 20.4 34.1 -~6.2 A.I 55.0
12 11 .1 -89.8 3.1 -74.5 17.1 -33.4 19.1 7P.7 6.1 -36.5
PE4~-TO-PEAK 1l74?. 2208. 786. 6599. 771.
AEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAll .449 BEAll .606 REAli .803
IN-II/DEG) IN-II/DEGI IN-II/DEG) 1~-M/OEr,1 IN-H/DEG)
IIEAN -229B. -280. -310. -554. -461.
HAR"IONIC-1 544.1 -47.5 402.1 -65.7 409.1 -f>7.9 361.1 -71.7 146.1 89.7
2 313.1 -b1.6 227.1 -79.1 253.1 -7b.0 231.1 -77.7 89.1 -70.8
3 153.1 -1>1'.8 bO.1 -29.5 50.1 21.7 81.1 115.R 80.1 60.4
4 435.1 33.3 135.1 17.5 57.1 22.' 93.1 25.0 162.1 ZZ. ,
5 211.1 -7. B 22.1 -41.5 33.1 34.5 42. I -b.'l 28.1 77.8
6 53.1 48.7 17.1 -64.4 36.1 -R7.5 13. I 36.P 62.1 -70.3
7 55.1 -30.7 9./ -1.0 17.1 20.4 5.1 -6~.2 23.1 -63.6
8 39.1 -32.5 10.1 -14.9 6.1 12.1 9.1 -~P.O 17 .1 -46.3
9 24.1 -5b.2 15.1 -34.0 2.1 -43.6 21.1 -25.? 24.1 -111.9
10 28.1 41.9 21.1 29.7 10.1 35.9 20.1 2'l.5 21.1 24.3
11 2.1 35.0 4.1 -49.4 2.1 50.7 t • I '1.4 4.1 -13.4
17. 9.1 -69.6 9.1 -64.7 5.1 65.2 5.1 -A5.R 2.1 -87.7
PEA~-TO-PEAK 2483. 1299. 1241. 1132. 799.
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AER'lDYHAMTC FLIGHT HATE DYNAIIIC PRES· 1.6& KPA 34.6 PSF
STATIC PRES' 90.4 KPA lRB9. PSF
T. 11 RSPH 0- 106.5 KT TOTAL TEIIP- 28B.4 DEG I< - H9.0 DEG P
AlC MACti '10- .11>1 STATIC TEMP- 2B6.9 DEG I< - 511>.4 DEl; R
qony ALP'lAo -9.6 DEG DENSITY- 1.10 KG/1I3 . .OOZD SLUG/Fn
1I00Y II~TA- 2.3 DEG DENSITY ALT- 1122. M 36B3. FT
SONIC SPEED. HO.! IIISEC • l11h. FPS
RATE OF CLIIIB- 518. I1II1IN - 1699. FPM
IN"QTIAL FLIGHT STAff
UH CG LIN Vel CG LI N ACC HUB UN VEL HUB UN ACC AXI S ANG POS ANG IIlTES ANG ACC
I MIS 1 I FPS I IGI I""s I IFPS 1 IG I IDEGI IRAD/SE) IRAO/SEC21
~ 53.97 177.1 -.013 53.95 177.0 -.Olit ROLL ., .OOB .050
Y 2.16 7.1 .004 2.17 7.1 .Olit PITC,", -.'1 .007 .002
Z -9.15 -30.0 -1.052 -9.16 -30.0 -1.052 YAW 5.2 -.orn -.010
CJNTROL ANGLES ,.... R. COLL- 1401 OEG HORIZ FIN' 9.6 DEG
AI' -.4 DEG T.R. CaLL- 4.5 DEG
Bl- 7.0 DEG PEDAL POSe 4.B DEG
ROTOR PAIlA'lETERS SHAFT At PHA- -9.6 DEG
tiOVER Ttl' MACH' .& 7 CONTROL ALPHA- -1&.7 DEG
TIP "lAX-MACH. .B3 O~l TA PSI' -7.3 DEG
Ttl' MIN-MACH' .51
.'111 "IU-"IACH' • 76 ENGINE pOWE R- R03. KW • 1077. HI'
.9R I1IN-MACH- .44 THRUST FACTOR- .BOOE+07 N .180H07 LB
HASA LANGLEY FlI GHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR pERFORMANCF AND LOAns
FLI~HT NO. 83 MU- .240 TOTAL cc- .000438 A"IR TEI1P- 13.7 C 56.69 E
V- 106.5 KT MAS T co- .000410 HMP U60· 31.9 C • SCl.40 F
RUN WI. 24 CAN TE,..P. 1'3.4 C 74.12 F
NZ· 1.052 G OI1EGA- 34.000 RAOISEC
TII1E 52514.86 ClP- .00454 Rp11/324- 1.007
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEGI AD- 11.7 AI- -1.0 Bl- 7.3 PEAK-TO-PEAI<- 14.7
TEeTER ANG IDEGI AD- .3 AI- -2.3 Rl- -.8 PF. AI(-TO-PE AK' 4.6
QOTI]R LOADS I AMp/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .1,1,9 CHORD .603 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
IN/OEGI IN-M/OEGI IN-"/DEGI IN/DEGI IN-M/OEGI
MEA'l 36677. 1686. -3029. -4181. -591.
HAR'IONIC-l 5735.1 -50.3 1256.1 -56.5 245.1 -53.5 27b3.1 -74.9 321.1 -4401
? 1093.1 -80.3 29401 -71.0 73.1 -84.9 '129.1 -1'..7 131.1 -75.2
3 2'413.1 57.4 624.1 51.8 104.1 67.2 253.1 -~8.2 85.1 21.9
I, 287.1 39.4 153.1 37.5 58.1 26.5 132.1 1>5.9 12.1 41.1
5 386.1 -81.b 126.1 70.6 21.1 72.2 294.1 -71.3 53.1 -71.2
6 765.1 -85.0 I, 3't. I -78.5 135.1 -79.5 51.1 57.2 13 .1 81.1
7 38.1 -18.7 45.1 3.8 11.1 9.2 37.1 47.7 6.1 47.1
B 144.1 -20.3 83.1 .6 33.1 -6.6 16. , 21.7 1.1 -69.8
9 27.1 -2.7 71.1 46.7 25.1 3B.3 32'.1 -6~.4 3.1 39.6
10 53.1 -74.2 33.1 -42.2 17.1 -33.2 42.1 118.'1 2.1 86.3
11 15.1 -63.1 27.1 75.5 15.1 49.1 24.' 50.3 4.1 37.3
12 87.1 53.4 32.' -31.3 11.1 -32.5 5.1 7".'1 3.1 -20.6
PEA~-TO-PEAK 16370. 3930. 786. 67Z6. 772.
8EAM .174 BEAll .350 8EAM ."49 BEAll .60f, BE A'" .803(N-I1/DEGI IN-I1/DEGI IN-I1/DEGI IN-,../nEGI IN-M/DEGI
"IEA'l -1501. -81. -120. -39R. -457.
HAR'IONIC-l 1707.1 -b4.0 420.1 -69.0 400.1 -68.5 380.1 -70.1\ 163.1 87.2
?- 244.1 -69.1 171.1 88.2 175.1 -85.8 170.1 -70.6 110. , -39.5
3 '12.1 -16.4 53 .1 67.4 66.1 74.7 84. I -88.6 68.1 -71.1
4 110.1 61.5 32.1 44." 17.1 44.3 21.1 64.6 46.1 lt3 .1
5 97.1 66.2 b.1 35.8 5.1 70.9 10. , 1>3.7 10.' 37.4
"
45.1 -78.7 3. , -6b.l 5.1 88.8 6.' -77.9 11.1 35.3
7 33.1 -6.4 8.1 -47.1 14.1 -38.7 4.1 -11.7 17.1 -20.2
B 16.1 61.8 4.1 70.2 4.1 1'1.1 2.1 -'9.R 5.1 7.5
9 11. I -67.7 5.1 -9.3 2.1 -48.0 9.1 -15.1 10. I -10.B
10 26.1 -82.1 8.1 76.4 7.1 -75.8 10.1 -89.R 9.1 -81.0
11 9. I -73.0 2.' -33.8 0.1 -.5 1.1 -3'.6 1. I -19.8
12 5.1 "8.5 1.1 21.5 3.1 -5.7 1. I 5.6 1 • I -57.7
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2870. 1016. 1000. lOB. 561') •
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5.11 M - 21l1.1 TN
-.00 -.0
1.84 7? 3
AERODYNAMIC FLTGHT STATE OYNAMIC PRES- 1.71 KPA 35.A PSF
STA TIC PRES- 91.5 KPA 1911. PSF
T. ~IRSPFEn- 107.~ KT TOTAL TEMP- 289.1 DEG K
-
520.4 DEG P
AlC M·\Cli 'la- .1/>3 STATIC TEMP- 287.b DEG K
-
517.b DEG P
BODY ALP-iA- 11.0 DEG DENSITY- 1.11 KG/M3
-
.00215 SLUG/FT3
AOOY ~FTA- -7.3 DEG DENSITY ALT- 1028. M 3374. FT
SUNIC SPEED- 340.5 MISEC
-
1117. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -800. MIMIN - -2/l24. FPM
T'IERTIAL Fl I GH T STATF
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS HIG RAT rs ANG ACC
PHS) IF PS ) IG) (M IS I IF PS ) lG) IDEG) IPAD/SEC) IRADISEC2)
x ~4.4~ 178.5 -.079 54.3'/ 178.4 -.079 POLL -.0 -.010 -.012
Y -2.1q -7.2 .01'1 -2.21 -7.3 .017 PITCH -2.'1 .003 .001
Z 10.5~ 34.7 -1.082 10.58 34.7 -1.082 YAW 170.1 .007 -.01'1
cONTROL A'IGLES M. R. COLL- 3.5 DEG HLiRIZ FIN- /l.7 OEG
AI- 2.0 DEG T. R. COLL- -1.1 OFG
AI- 1.9 DEG PEDAL POS- -./l DEG
ROTOR PAR AMi' TERS SHAFT ALPHA- 11.0 OFG
'iOVER TIP MACH- .6'1 CDNTROL ALPHA- '1.2 OEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .85 nELTA PSI- 2.3 OE G
TIP MIN-MACH- .52
,QR MAX-MACH- .78 ENGINE POWER- I? KW
-
17. HP
.QR MIN-MACH- .46 THRUST FACTOR- .85QE+07 'I .IQ3F+07 LA
NASA LA'IGLEY FLIGHT OA TA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCF ~Nn LOAOS
FL IG'iT NO. 83 MU- .23" TOTAL co- .000006 AMA TEMP- 14.4 C 57.92 F
v- 107.~ KT MAST co--.OOOOO'l TEMP U/lO- 30.8 C 87.50 F
RUN NO. 25 CAN TEMP- 21.8 C 71.32 F
NZ- 1.082 G OMeGA- 35.010 RAOISEC
TIME 52732.41 CLP- .00436 RPMI324- 1.032
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 10EGl AO- 2.8 AI- .4 B1- 2.2 PE~K-TO-PEAK- 4.6
TEETER ~NG 10EG) AD- .1 AI- -.'1 B1- 1.1 PF~K-TO-PEAK- 2.8
'<OTJP LOADS lAMP/PHASEI DRAG IlRACE CHORD .44'1 CHORD .803 PITCH LPIx TORSION .44'1
INIOEGI IN-M/DEG) IN-II/0rG) IN/OH) IN-M/OEGI
MEAN 548~3. -1415. -388'1. 257. -22'1.
HARM'lNIC-1 2'll5.1 45.4 60'1.1 53.5 100.1 1'1.2 21>59.' -28.? 297.1 -49.6
2 188.1 -80.6 114.1 -6'1.2 45. , 8/l.6 '108.1 -33.'1 89.1 -33.7
3 14'13.1 '8.5 337.1 39.5 67.1 53.1> 417.1 -21.5 37.1 -.B
4 407.1 50.6 341.1 31.1 147.1 22.r 440.1 70.1 7'1.1 41>.7
5 454. I 41>.'1 114.1 -88.8 48.1 -79.4 183. I "'.0 30.1 -71.8
/l 397.1 22.8 238.1 23.1 72 .1 16.8 11 O. I -71.6 18.1 -11.5
7 58.' 13.8 8~ .1 -7'l.5 30.1 -85.8 21. , 4.1! 9.1 -44.9
Il '13. I -61.6 24.1 -4/l.8 16.1 -13.4 24.1 2/l.4 3. I -74.5
9 83.1 73.4 105.1 -71.0 63.1 -/l2.2 54.1 -74.'1 4.1 11.4
10 48.1 25.4 43.1 -4/l.5 17. I -77.8 /l3.t 25.0 10.1 2.7
11 28.1 67.4 8.1 75. '1 17.1 -13.5 2/l.1 10.1! 10. I -84.1
12 /l0.1 -3.7 9.1 -80.2 /l.1 33.4 7.1 -ll./> 7.1 70.2
PEA~-TO-PEAK 10168. 26'12. b9/l. /l5'l3. /l98.
BEAll .174 8EAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM ./lOb REAM .803
IN-M/OEGI IN-M/OEGI IN-II/OEG) IN-M/OEG) IN-II/0EG)
MEA'l -2342. -331. -3/l 7. -/l02. -4b'l.
H4R'IONIC-l 4IlB.' -32.2 394.1 -58.7 402.1 -60.4 348.' -"5.3 126.1 -84.3
2 7.35.1 -44.4 185.1 -/l/l.5 208.1 -/l/l.1 204.1 -6".0 90.1 -71.8
3 27b.1 -30.0 83.1 -19.5 51. I 27.7 99.1 1l3.1 11'1. I A8.1
4 4'16.1 38./l 142.1 23.7 54.1 30.2 '17.1 21>.7 171. I 25.4
5 182.1 1h.6 1B.I -9.0 2b.I 70.6 36.1 70.0 28.1 -62.0
I> 61. I 76.1 1'1. I -.0 31.1 -47.3 1/l.1 81.0 55.1 -2B.'l
7 13. I -31.0 4.1 -85.5 10.1 '1.7 12.1 15.1 35.1 12.5
8 25.1 42.'1 5.1 1101 b.I -62.1 9.1 37.7 24. I 32.4
'I 27.1 8/l.7 18.1 -81.3 b.I -85.'1 21. I -78.2 23.1 -BB.7
10 28.1 -25.1 8.1 7.3 7.1 -33.6 B.I -12.6 7.1 -35.1
11 13.1 /l3.4 8.1 58./l 5.1 8/l.'l 5. , 7/l.2 1. I -53.5
12 22.1 62.'1 9.1 -8'1.1 11. I 55./l 8.1 /l9.A 3. I 81.9
PEA~-TO-PEAK 2227. 1224. 1108. 1052. 7'11.
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5.11 M - 201.1 IN
-.00 -.0
1.84 72.3
AEqlJnYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.70 KPA 35.5 PSI'
STATIC PRES- 89.6 KPA 1871. P~F
T. ATRSPE:D- 108.3 n TOTAL TEMP- 287.7 DEG K . 517.8 DEG R
AIC MACH NO- .1f-4 Sf AT IC TEMP- 28b.1 DEG K - 515. 1 OI'G 1'1
BODY ALPLfA- -10.5 DEG OENSITY- 1.09 KG/M3 - .00212 ~LUG/I'T3
1l0DY BETA' 1. B DE G DENSITY ALT- 1192. M 3910. FT
SONIC SPEED- 339.7 MISEC
-
111" • FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- 711>. MIMIN - 2351. FPM
INEHJAL FL I GHT STATE
UIS cr, LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC HIS ANG POS ANG I'IATFS ANG ACC
(M IS) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (OEG) (RAI'lISEC) (RAO/SEC2)
X 54.77 179.7 -.007 54.75 179.6 -.011 ROLL -.2 -.005 .011
Y 1.78 5.9 .008 1.77 5.8 .010 PITCH 1.9 .011 .020
7 -10.12 -33.2 -1.056 -10.13 -33.2 -1.056 YAW 112. " .Il04 -.004
CIJ'ITROL ANGL ES M.R. COLL- 14.9 OEG HORtl FIN- 10.0 IlEG
AI' -.5 DEG T.R. COLL- 4.9 DEG
~ 1- 7.6 OEG PEDAL POS- 5.1 IlFG
ROTOR PAR AME TERS SHAFT ALPHA' -10.5 OEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .b7 CONTROL ALPHA- -18.0 DEG
TIP MA~-MACH- .83 DEl TA PSI- -1.9 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH' .50
.9R MAX-MAUl' .77 ENGINE POWER' Bb3. I<W • 1158. HP
.9R MIN-MACH- .44 THRUST FACTOR- .795E+07 N .179E+07 L8
NASA LA'lGL EY FLI GHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFIJRMANCE AND LnAn~
FLIGLfT NO. 83 MU- .244 TOTAL co- .000474 AMB TFIo4P_ 13.0 C 55.39 F
v- 10B.3 KT MAST co- .000441 TEMP UIlO- 31.9 C 89.37 FQLJN NO. 26 CAN TEMP- n.6 C 12.12 F
NZ- 1.056 G OMEGA- 33.997 RADISEr
TIME 52832.85 CLP- .00457 RPM/324- 1.002
QOTOR A'IGLES THETA 3/4 (DEG) AO- 12.4 AI- -1.1 81- 8.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK' 16.2
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO' .3 AI- -2.5 81- -.11 PFAK-TO-PEAK- 4.9
KOTnR LOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG 8RACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH If'lK TnRSIO'l .449
OI/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEGI (N/nEGI (N-M/DEG)
MEA"l 35581. 1989. -28b6. -4419. -614.
HARMONIC-l b242.1 -45.b 1422.1 -50.b 288.1 -46.9 2969.1 -24.? 326.1 -40.5
2 576.1 -43.0 188.1 -23.0 48.1 -56.7 1082.1 -64.4 150.1 -68.9
3 2812 .1 (,1.3 725.1 58.0 124.1 115.1 252.• 1 -31.7 94.1 21.5
4 151.1 -36.1 136.1 15.4 55.1 16.4 146. I 76.0 14.1 44.9
5 468.1 -78.0 139.1 -61.9 28.1 -77.6 300.1 -71.9 56.1 -76.8
6 525.1 -71.8 312.1 -74.0 105.1 -75.7 73. , -15.7 5.1 47.5
7 94.' 7b.9 11.1 79.4 4.1 44.7 26.' 59.3 5.1 38.2
8 110.1 -36.7 76.1 -.5 24.1 -18.3 15.1 35.1 3.1 70.7
9 61.1 -65.3 65.1 34.3 29.1 2b.b 33.' -52.0 1.1 62.6
10 59.1 -14.3 13.1 63.5 16.1 -A2.6 49.1 (,9.5 2. I 70.6
11 47.1 84.3 10.1 85.1 17.1 42.1 14. I -74.1 3.1 47.5
12 33.1 -bB.7 30.1 -21.4 7.1 -15.b 10.' 4.7 5. I -41.6
PEAK.-TO-PEAK 18024. 4321. 865. 7219. 855.
IlEAM .174 8EAI1 .350 8EAM .449 BEAM .bOh REAM .B03
(N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEGI (N-M/DEGI (N-MII1FGI (N-M/DEG)
MEA~ -1378. -61. -lOb. -385. -464.
HARMONIC-1 1382.1 -bl.3 446.1 -h7.4 412.1 -67.2 390.' -70.2 1bb.1 84.7
2 236.1 -50.6 167.1 -87.3 171.1 -82.7 1b5.1 -b7.5 107.1 -31.8
3 134.1 -.8 55.1 81.7 75.1 84.5 ''17.1 -87.R 73.1 -74.'1
4 103.1 74.2 2B.1 54.5 16.1 39.8 23.1 75.1 42.1 52.5
5 93.1 87.~ 6.1 51.0 7.1 67.2 9.1 59.0 11.1 35.9
6 29.1 -75.5 6.1 -74.4 4.1 -15.1 3.1 -R7.B 9.1 -4.7
7 23.1 11.7 7.1 -52.6 9.1 -18.5 5.' -7.4 12.1 -17.B
8 1R.1 70.9 5.1 -73.6 5.1 35.3 5.1 -l4.b 6.1 1.7
9 15.1 -4b.B 8.1 -30.2 2.1 -1.2 10.1 -10.9 9.1 -16.2
10 26.1 74.3 11.1 52.6 6.1 74.3 12. I I',b.8 11.1 71.6
11 4.1 -72.6 1.1 86.2 1.1 -bO.9 1. , -R9.h 2. I 65.7
12 2.1 76.0 1.1 44.4 3.1 lO.4 1. I -47.7 1. I -79.b
PF.AK-TO-Pi'AK 3323. 1077. 1053. 1012. 528.
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5.03 ~ • 1ge.? IN
-.00 -.0
1.85 7?'1
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATF DYNAMIC PRES- 1.61 KPA
-
B.t! PSF
STATIC PRES' 87.3 KPA 18?Z. PSF
T. AIRSPFED= 106.5 KT TOTAL TEMP· 286.5 DEG K
-
515 .6 OFG R
AIC MACH !'lO· .1f,' STATIC TEMP· Z85.a DEG K
·
51Z.9 DFG R
80DY ALp·u· -1.5 DEG DENS lTY- 1.07 KG/M3
·
.00Z07 SLlJG/FB
RnDY ~~TA· 'l.4 DEG DENSITY ALT. 1417. M 464'1. FT
SONIC SPEED- 33'1.0 M/SEC
·
111Z. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB. -76. MIMIN • -74'1. FP~
I!'lERTtAL Fl I GHT STATE
AXIS cr; LIN VEL Cr, LIN ACC HUA LIN VEL HU8 LIN ACC UI S ANG pas A!'lG RATes ANG ACC
I MIS I IF PS I I G) I MIS) IF PS ) IG) ID~G) IRAD/SFC) I RAD/SECn
X 54.71 17'1.5 -.077 54.52 178.'1 -.085 ROLL 1.8 .019 .OZ'I
Y Z.Z5 7.4 -.017 Z.Z'I 7.5 -.010 PTTCH -Z.8 .093 .040
Z -1.45 -4.8 -1.204 -1.45 -4.7 -1.202 YAW 178.? -.013 .01'1
CoNTRfJL A'IGLES M.~. COlla 10.0 DEG HoRIZ FIN' 7.1 DEG
AI- .6 DEG T.R. COLLa 1.7 DEG
Bl- Z.'1 DEG PEDAL PoS· 2.1 DFG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA. -1.5 DFG
HnVeR TIP MACH- .67 CONTROL ALPHA· -4.5 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH. .83 DELTA PSI· -Z.4 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .51
• '1R MAX-MACH· .77 ENGINE POWER' 3'18. KW • 5B • HP
.9R MIN-MACH' .44 THRUST FACTOR' .784E+07 N .17bE+07 LA
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DA TA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORJoIANCE AND l fJADS
FLIGHf NO. 84 MU- .Z3'1 TOTAL CO· .000220 AMA TF"'P. 11.8 C 53.Z7 F
V· 106.5 KT MAS T CO· .OOOZOZ TE"'P 1J60' 31.5 C 8A.75 F
RUN 'In. CAN TEMP- '3.8 C 74.81 F
NZ· 1.20Z G OMEGA· 34.Z12 RADISEC
TIMElnUOO.65 CLP· .0051Z RPM/324· 1.008
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 IDEG) AO' 8.1 AI' -.3 Rl' 3.6 PEAK-TO-PEAK' 7.4
TEETER ANG IDEG) AO' .1 AI· -.3 Rl- .1 PEAK-TO-PEAK- .7
ROTOR LOADS IAMP/PHASE) DRAG ARACE CHORD .44'1 CHfJRD .A03 PITCH LI'lK TORSION .44'1
IN/DEG) IN-M/OEG) IN-M/DEG) IN/DEG) IN-M/DEG)
MEA'! 45004. -57. -3502. -2Z70. -4Z9.
HARMONIC-l 2850.1 -'1.1 530.1 -1'1.5 110.1 -34.'1 1838.1 -38.'1 Z'I3.1 -54.6
Z 357.1 1.4 166.1 -30.1 14.1 57.4 1270. I -55.1 117.1 -50.1
3 1738.1 45.1 434.1 4'1.3 66.1 55.4 174.1 Z'I.5 34.1 50.b
4 387.1 58.6 Z27 .1 40.Z 105.1 24.0 301.1 74.1 56.1 44.2
5 623.1 -53.'1 14B.1 -60.Z 3Z.1 -43.4 132. I -54.4 16.1 38.5
6 1315.1 -14.5 740.1 -20.4 ZZ5.1 -18.4 '11.1 ? 7.8 Z'I.I 35.1
7 18'1. I 55.5 14'1.1 87.'1 4Z.1 -A3.1 b6.1 26.8 14.1 43.1
8 173.1 48.6 10'1.1 75.0 36.1 73.7 36.1 -5h.2 'I. I 67.6
'I 74.1 -1)9.Z lZ'I.1 43.5 57.1 45.3 38.1 57.3 5.1 75.4
10 lCJl.1 -Z.'1 7'1.1 55.4 38.1 6A.5 57.1 44.4 4.1 26.4
11 108.1 -603 31.1 -21.3 16.1 -57.6 6Z.' AA.O 6.1 -6.3
lZ 164.1 -Z6.1 78.1 -50.1 50.1 -57.7 17.1 -77.7 8.1 -76.6
PEAI(-TO-PEA~ 10483. 3541. '151. 5376. 715.
REAM .174 BE AM .350 ~EAM .449 6EAM .fo.0f, QEA'" .803
IN-II/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-M/DFG) IN-II/DEG)
"'EA'! -1869. -13'1. -210. -481. -532.
HARMONIC-l 4~8.1 -50.3 347.1 -6'1.5 367.1 -6'1.8 3A5.1 -70.7 1'99. I -86.2
2 257.1 -66.1 216. I -7'1.7 244.1 -76.4 209.1 -76.6 82.1 -AO.l
3 4'1.1 31.6 61.1 Z6.2 55.1 45.0 5'l.1 Q7.1 62.1 77.1
4 264.1 47.8 '13.1 37.5 54.1 31.8 65.1 4';.'1 115.1 77.7
5 113 .1 -67.1 15. I -70.3 7.1 58.1 18.' -6'.1 43.1 A8.7
6 8A.1 -7'1.4 10.1 -5.1 '1.1 -7/1.1 16. I 17.7 ZZ.I -61.'1
7 27.1 -64.2 b.1 56.0 10.1 53.1 a., -3.4 25.1 -60.1
8 35.1 33.9 4. I 80.0 lZ.1 23.8 9.1 -1".1 17.1 -7.0
9 Zl.1 54.0 15.1 6Z.4 5.1 -85.A 16.1 q9.4 17.1 -74.3
10 37.' Z8.8 16.1 29.5 16.1 '1.'1 23.1 17.5 17.1 7.3
11 9.1 -85.3 9.1 -61.6 6.1 15.4 2.1 7.8 4. I 87.9
lZ 21.1 -86.3 6.1 -86.4 5.1 -7'1.Z 5.1 -~8.7 3.1 -4.5
PEAK-fD-PEAK 1775. 1091. 1160. llZ'I. 72Z.
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5.03 M - 198.1 IN
-.00 -.0
1.85 7~.9
AEROnYNAPlIC FL I GHT STAH DYNAMIC PRES- 1.70 KPA 35.5 PSI'
STATIC PRES· 67.0 KPA 1616. PSI'
T. AIRSPEED· 109.6 KT TOTAL TEMP- 286.8 DEG K - 516.3 DEG R
AIC MACH NO- .166 STATIC TEMP- 285.2 DEG K - 513.4 DFG R
BODY ALPHA- 2.1 oEG DENSITY- 1.01> KG/M3
-
.00206 SlUG/Fn
BODY AETA- 5.5 DEG DENSITY AlT- 1451. M 471>1. ET
SONIC SPEED- 339.1 MISEC
-
1113. FPS




AX IS cr; LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HU6 LIN ACC AXI S ANG POS A"lG RATES ANG ACC
I PI I';) IE PS) IG) I M IS) IE PS ) I G) I(lEG) IRAO/SEC) IRAD/SEC2.
X 56.10 184.1 -.OR3 55.81 183.1 -.078 ROLL .0 -.003 .060
Y 5.42 17.8 -.051> 5.41 17.7 -.044 PITCH -2.7 .144 -.026
Z 2.01> 6.B -1.519 2.07 6.8 -1.515 YAW 362.1 .017 .008
CONTROL ANGLES MIR. COll - IDol DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.1 OEG
AI- .8 OEG T.R. COll- 2.3 DEG
Bl- 2.7 DEG PEDAL POS- 2.8 oEG
ROTOR PARAME TERS SHAFT ALPHA- 2.1 OEG
H'lVER TIP MACH- .6& CONTROL ALPHA- -.6 DEC;
TIP MAX-MACH- .64 DEL TA PSI- -5.5 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .51
.'1R MAX-MACH- .78 ENGINE POWER - 364. KW - 488. HP
.9R MIN-MACH- .44 THRUST FACTOR- • 7Q;> E.07 N ol78E+07 l8
NASA lANGLEY FLI GHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND l'lADS
FLIGHT NO. 84 MU- .244 TOTAL CO- .000197 A'1 B TEMP- 12 .1 C 53.73 F
V- 109.6 KT MAS T CO- .000171 TPIP 111>0- 31.2 C 88.12 F
RUN NJ. 10 CAN TEMP- 23.8 C 74.81 F
NZ- 1.515 G OMEGA- 34.493 RAoISEC
TIMEl'U43.60 ClP- .00637 RPM/324- 1.017
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 IDEG) AD· 7.9 AI- -.0 81- 3.'. PEAK-TO-PEAK- 6.7
TFETER ANG IDEG) AD- .1 AI- -.3 AI- .5 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 1.4
ROTOR lOADS I AMP/PHASE' DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LT"lK TORSION .449
IN/nEG) IN-M/DEG) IN-I1/DEG) IN I"ell) IN-M/OEGI
MEAN 47298. -229. -3559. -1998. -420.
HARMONIC-l 4940.1 -4.? 1013.1 -2.1 206.1 -8.9 1737.1 -36.1 270.1 -60.1
2 319.1 22.9 205.1 -34.0 37.1 75.7 1109. I -'50.4 104.1 -30.1
3 2148.1 15.2 514.1 22.1 60.1 33.1 333.1 10.9 43.1 31.5
4 301.1 54.0 250.1 26.2 134.1 7.5 403.1 63.0 79.1 26.2
5 606. I -51.3 97.1 -76.1 19.1 8.0 141.1 -5.4 40.1 64.2
6 1291.1 -63.6 815.1 -65.3 241.1 -67.0 310.1 19.7 59.1 9.3
7 250.1 -65.2 114.1 -16.2 43.1 -30.3 169.1 -8.6 25.1 10.8
8 33. I 73.3 88.1 67.6 36.1 49.9 61. I 66.3 14.1 28.2
9 89.1 33.0 48.1 -58.0 14 .1 -88.2 lB. I 58.8 6.1 -64.2
10 39.1 45.3 90.1 -83.9 42.1 88.3 62.1 -47.7 14.1 -81.2
11 89.1 -26.7 17.1 33.0 30.1 59.4 31.1 63.5 5.1 -18.2
12 152.1 4b.0 53.1 74.b 21.1 b4.2 14. I -b7.4 10.1 23.9
PEAK-TO-PEAK 12138. 4439. 1302. 5b26. 71b •
8EAM • 174 8EAM .350 8EAM .449 REAM .bOI, AEAM .603
IN-M loEG I IN-M/oEGI IN-M/DEG) IN-I1/OEG) IN-M/DEG)
MEAr.: -15b3. -114. -220. -538. -b32.
HAR~ONIC-l 521.1 -32.5 392.1 -b9.6 413.1 -73.7 425.1 -7~.~ 259.1 81.2
2 260.1 -63.0 224.1 -64.6 257.1 -81.3 23b.I -fl2.5 10b.I 82.b
3 133. I -23.4 7b.1 -13 .3 53.1 1l.2 ~5.1 50.1 72.1 56.1
4 428.1 32.0 133. I 17.0 b2.1 22.0 102.1 25.4 171.1 Ib.b
5 149.1 -5001 27.1 -64.2 22.1 26.8 35.1 -50.4 51.1 70.9
6 99.1 -83.7 14.1 1.3 16.1 -31>.8 10.1 34.8 33.1 63.2
7 85.1 -4.1 25.1 4.8 44.1 10.3 7.1 69.4 59.1 48.8
8 14.1 -65.1 6.1 71.3 3.1 -16.0 H. I 1,3.1> 21.1 63.5
9 35. I 46.8 29.1 5903 13.1 74.8 33.1 61.7 29.1 67.7
10 39.1 -58.8 21.1 -57.9 7.1 -71>.7 73.1 -57.7 19.1 -66.3
II 5.1 18.6 4.1 -24.2 2.1 -23.2 R. I 9.8 ll. I 31.9
12 35.1 50.8 7.1 40.2 9.1 45.0 6.1 -90.0 5.1 -24.4
PEAK-TD-PEAK 2557. 1262. 1292. 1310. 1003.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G --_ PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO, 084 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 33ZZ7, N LOADED CG X- 5.03 M - 198,1 IN
RUN NO. 24 7470, LB Y- -.00 • -,0
TIME *t****** (SEC) Z• 1,86 • 73.2
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1,73 KPA - 36.2 PSF
STATIC PRES- 87,6 KPA - 1834. PSF
T, AIRSPEED- 110.3 KT TOTAL TEMP- 287.1 DEG K = 516.9 DEG R
AIC flACH NO= .167 STATIC TEMP- 285.5 DEG K - 514.0 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- 3.5 DEG DENSITY- 1.07 KGIH3 • .DOE08 SLUG/FT3
BODY BETA- ,5 DEG DENSITY ALT- 1375, fl • 4510. FT
SONIC SPEED- 339,3 MISEC • 1113. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB• -406, MIMIN • -1334, FPM
INERIIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG PO$ ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M/S) (FPS) (G) (M/S) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
X 56,64 185,8 -.090 56,33 184.8 -,091 ROLL -43.3 -,028 ,090
Y ,46 1,5 -,008 .41 1,3 .014 PITCH -4,6 ,151 .003
Z 3,48 11.4 -1.557 3.49 11,4 -1,552 YAW 251,8 -,129 -.DO1
CONTROL ANGLES M.R, CDLL- 9,7 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.1DEG
AI- ,6 DEG T,R, CDLL- Z,Z DEG
BI• 2,7 DEG PEDAL P_= 3,3 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 3,5 DEG
HDVER TIP MACH, .68 CONTROL ALPHA- ,8 DEGi
TIP MAX-MACH- ,85 DELTA PSI- -,4 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- ,51
,9R MAX-MACH- ,78 ENGINE POWER- 312. KW - 418. HP
,9R MIN-MACH- .45 THRUST FACTOR- ,8072+07 N • .181E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 84 MU- ,245 TOTAL CO• ,000166 AMB TEMP- 12,4 C • 54,31F
V" 110.3 KT HAST CO" ,000143 TEMP UbO- 30.5 C - 86,87 F
RUN NO, 24 CAN TEMP, Zi,5 C = 70,bZ F
NZ= 1,552 G OMEGA- 34,523 RAD/SEC
TIMElO1957,55 CLP= ,00637 RPMI3Z4- 1.018
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO- 7.8 AI- -,5 B1- 3.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 6,3
TEETER ANG (DEG) kO- .1 kl- -.3 B1- .B PEAK-TO-PEAK- 1.6
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD °803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(N/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 48497, -130. -3469, -1999. -420.
HARMONIC-I 5800ol 2,4 i170,1 Z.1 ZSZ,I -4,9 1807,1 -23.4 Zb9,1 -49.Z
Z 591,1 62,1 205,1 8,3 25.1 -73,1 1080,1 -30,9 97,1 -9,6
3 2031.1 36.3 444,1 43.6 67.1 60.3 325.1 37,b 49,1 57.8
4 379,1 68,5 292.1 49,7 151.1 31.9 362.1 -76,6 71,1 52,9
5 614,/ -11,1 lOO. I -17,5 26,1 31,4 175.1 41,2 51,1 -78.2
6 1013ol -7,8 638,I -12.8 180,1 -13,0 271.1 69,9 54,/ 61,7
7 268,1 1,3 140,1 38,9 48,1 26,3 141,1 52,4 24,1 73,0
8 80,1 -75,0 59,1 -60,0 17.1 -83,6 44,1 -5O,O 13,/ -85,9
9 39,1 -31.8 Bl,I 3,6 30.1 _ol 61,/ -53.Z 5,1 19,3
10 85,1 55,8 142,1 -35,5 80,1 -52.1 90,1 13,0 16,1 -11.7
11 65,1 -3.6 11,1 47,0 15,1 -44,2 35,1 -12.7 12,1 69,2
12 27.1 86,0 11,1 -80.2 13,1 27.7 1./ -70,3 6.1 -43,7
PEAK-TO-PEAK 12859. 3926, 1073, 5241. 713.
BEAM .174 BEAM ,350 BEAM .449 BEAM ,bOb BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -1626. -128, -222° -537, -635,
HARMONIC-1 578./ -18.9 393.1 -59,0 420,/ -63.1 421ol -Bg.Z 256.1 86.1
Z 264,1 -44,7 212.1 -67.0 240,1 -65.0 227ol -66,4 97.1 -78,8
3 113,1 .9 67,1 9.8 57.1 43.L 66,1 79.3 80,1 85.3
4 374,1 60.9 IZ3,1 45.2 62.1 52,1 BB,I 52.7 161,I 42,6
5 162.1 -8,9 29.1 -27.9 26,1 72.8 37,1 -ll,O 56,1 -74,5
6 82.1 -31.4 14,1 86.4 15.1 72.6 IO,I -74,3 42,1 -64,3
7 62.1 60,4 21,1 64,9 39.1 85.0 9,1 -49,4 58,1 -64,7
8 16,1 -I0,I 3,/ -24,1 5,1 89.3 IO,I -52.4 19,1 -45,8
9 27.1 -76.4 23.1 -44.7 9.1 80.8 26.1 -33.6 26,1 -23.0
10 44./ 13,7 21.1 23,4 9./ 18,4 28.1 26.5 24,1 22,7
11 9.1 -22,9 5,1 -85,6 1,1 22,1 b.I -59,7 9,/ -34,5
12 26,1 -25,2 6.1 126,8 12.1 -39,2 8,1 -,7 3.1 54.4
PEAKITQ-PEAK 2444, 1242, 1237. 1260. 984,
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TABLEI.- BASICAIRCRAFTCHARACTERISTICS
Empty weight, N (lb.) .................. 28,160 (6330)
Fuel capacity,N (lb.).................. 7,250 (1630)
Powerplant..................... LycomingT53-L-13B
Nominaltransmissionlimit at 100% rpm, kw (hp) ...... 820 (1100)
Wing:
Airfoi1
Root .......................... NACA 0030
Tip ......... m i i i ] i ......... 1.09 (3.56)Semi-span(panelonly_, ft)........... NACA 0024Area (panelsonly),m_ (ft) ............... 1.63 (17.6)
Chord:
Root, m (ft)...................... 0.88 (2.89)
Tip, m (ft) ...................... 0.62 (2.04)




Airfoil ....................... invertedClark Y
Semi-span (panel only_, m _ft) .............. 0.78 (2.54)
Area (panels only), m_ (ft _) 0.95 (10.2)
Chord:
Root, m (ft) ..................... 0.75 (2.45)





Root ..................... cambered,14% thick
Tip ................. cambered,15% thick
Span (above _ail boom), m (ft) .............. 1.64 (5.38)
Area, mL (ftZ) ..................... 1 73 (18.6)
Chord:
......... 1.42 (4.67)Root, m (ft) ...........
Tip, m (ft) ....................... 69 (2.25)50.0




Number of blades ........................ 2
Airfoil ........................... I0-64C
Radius (R), m (ft) ................. 6.706 (22.0)
Chord, m (ft) ..................... 0.686 (2.25)
Taper ............................ I:I
Solidity .......................... 0.0651
Twist, deg ......................... -IO/R
Flapwise inertia, kg-m2 (slug-ft 2) .......... 2120 (1560)
Lock number ......................... 5.05
Nominal tip speed, m/sec (ft/sec) ......... 227.5 (746.6)
Hub precone angle, deg .................... 2.75
Pitch-flap coupling, deg ................... 0.0
Blade pitch range at 0.75 R, deg ............ 11.9, +39.2
Trim tab -
Width, m (ft) ................... 0.191 (0.75)
Overhang length, m (ft) .............. 0.042 (0.138)
In-board edge ..................... 0.761R
Blade weight, kN (Ib)* ........ 1.267 (284.9), 1.263 (284.0)
Blade static center of gravity
Chordwise, c ..................... 246, .245
Spanwise, R .................... 5409, .5333
Blade measured torsional natural frequency, Hz* 16.7, 17.0
Tail rotor:
Number of blades ........................ 2
Airfoil
0.25 tail-rotor radius ................ NACA0018
Tip ..................... cambered, 8% thick
Radius ........................ 1.295 (4.25)
Chord, m (ft) ..................... 0.292 (0.96)
Taper ............................ I:I
Solidity .......................... 0.144
Twist, deg .......................... 0.0
Equivalent root cut-out .................... 35
Nominal tip speed, m/sec (ft/sec) .......... 227.5 (746.4)
Blade pitch range, deg3 .............. -14.7, +15.3
Hub precone angle, deg .................... I °
Pitch-flap coupling, deg ................. 30o
*Characteristics given for instrumented and uninstrumented blade,
respectively
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TABLEII. - COORDINATESOF 10-64CAIRFOIL
x/c Yu/C x/c Yl/C
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
.00631 .01182 .00613 -.00908
.01228 .01659 .01295 -.01344
,01981 .02070 .01997 -.01640
.02913 .02441 .02883 -.01897
.04072 .02819 .04054 -.02170
.05471 .03202 .05575 -.02450
.09059 .03943 .09220 -.02884
.14814 .04765 .15286 -.03323
.20098 .05278 .20283 -,03561
.25089 .05615 .25015 -.03732
.30780 .05859 .30429 -.03877
.35507 .05960 .34940 -.03959
.40614 .05970 .41539 -.04014
.46074 .05873 .46898 -.03995
.51845 .05654 .52565 -.03908
.57867 .05307 .58482 -.03738
.64055 .04837 .64568 -.03473
,70302 .04253 .70715 -.03110
.76468 .03574 .76787 -.02658
.82383 .02829 .82615 -.02139
.87842 .02063 .87998 -.01586
.92603 .01335 .92696 -.01045
,96382 .00719 .96433 -.00579
.98896 .00293 .98909 -.00251




Parameter System (a) Channel Filter (b)
Accuracy Precision Frequency
Aerodynamic Flight State:
dynamic pressure - regular 70 Pa 14 Pa I Hz
- sensitive 14 Pa 3 Pa
static pressure - regular 500 Pa 200 Pa
- sensitive 70 Pa 40 Pa
angle of attack .I o .18o I0 Hz
angle of sideslip .I o .18o I0 Hz
total temperature .06°C .1°C
Inertial Flight State:
roll attitude .5o .36 o
pitch attitude .5o .18 o
heading 3.0 o .72 o
angular rates .01 rad/sec .044 rad/sec i0 Hz
longitudinal acceleration .001 g .004 g 10 Hz
lateral acceleration .001 g .003 g I0 Hz
normal acceleration .005 g .009 g 10 Hz
Control Positions:
lateral servo .I o .04o I0 Hz
longitudinal servo .I ° .07o I0 Hz
collective servo .1° .05° 10 Hz
horizontal fin .1o .02o I0 Hz
pedal position .16o .07o I0 Hz
tail-rotor collective .I ° .07o I0 Hz
Rotor/Engine Parameters:
main-rotor speed - regular .5% .23%
sensltive .1% .05%
main-rotor azimuth 1° 22.5o
engine torque pressure 3 kPa 1.3 kPa
fuel quantity 60 40
Notes: (a) accuracy of analog signal before digitization
(b) frequency at 3 db roll-off for constant delay, 4 pole Bessel Filters
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TABLE IV.- CHARACTERISTICSOF ROTOR-DATASENSORSANDCHANNELS
(a) Data reduction paramaters (b)
Maximum
Parameter Analog system Digital channel final-data mI Am2xl05 AVo APo
accuracy precision error (I/mV) mV/count-C) (mV/C) (N-m/C)
Bs -1° .110 .30 .1020 13.4 -.009
0s .10 .250 .80 .450 14.0 -.006
__ 1.410 .3 °
Fdb 70 N 546. N 1.4 kN -5430.0 N 9.2 -.016
Fpl 36 N 123.4 N .31 kN 1244, N-m 7.8 -,009
Mbl7 __ 24.6 N-m .06 kN-m 353. N-m 9.5 -.011 -11,6
Mb35 _ 26.7 N-m .07 kN-m 351. N-m 12.6 -.009 -13.4
Mb45 -- 26.7 N-m .07 kN-m 215. N-m 10.3 -.012 -9.2
Mb61 __ 20.3 N-m .05 kN-m 203. N-m 7.1 -.008 -7.1
Mb80 _ 18.3 N-m .05 kN-m 117. N-m 12.0 -.018 -23.6
Mc45 __ 134.2 N-m .34 kN-m 1790. N-m 6.0 -.005 1.8
Mc80 __ 40.7 N-m .10 kN-m 1250. N-m 2.7 -.003 87.3
Mt45 __ 15.2 N-m .04 kN-m 303. N-m 3.9 -.004 0.4
Q 112 N-m 124. N-m .32 kN-m 620. N-m 16.9 -.024
Tb m .4°C l,O°C m _ _
Tce _ .4oc 1.0oc __
Notes: (a) conservative accuracy bound for absolute value of single digital-data value
(b) constants used in the data-reduction equations of reference 7
Af = (mI (Am2 6 + AVo)) ATce + APoATb
TABLEV.- TESTPOINT/TESTCONDITIONCATALOG
Flight condition Test Point _ V CL'(Flight no.-run no.) (knots)
Hover 77-2 0 0 0.0042
78-2 0 0 0.0044
79-41 0 0 0.0037
80-2 0 0 0.0042
82-35* 0 0 0,0037
Level flight 75-3 0,150 67 0.0044
-4 .170 76 0.0045
-6 .211 93 0.0045
-8 .253 112 0.0044
-I0 .294 130 0.0044
-12 .339 150 0.0043
-13 .363 161 0.0044
78-6 .208 92 0.0043
-10 .291 128 0.0043
-12 .332 148 0.0041
-13 .359 159 0.0042
-24 .246 109 0.0044
79-8 .239 106 0.0040
80-33 .243 108 0.0044
81-3 .147 65 0.0050
-4 .166 74 0.0050
-5 .184 82 0.0051
-6 .209 92 0.0050
-7 .227 101 0.0051
-8* .246 109 0.0051
-9 .268 119 0.0052
-I0 .296 131 0.0051
-II .314 140 0.0050
-12 .343 152 0.0051
-13" .371 162 0.0054
Climb 83-22 .244 107 0.0045
-24 .240 107 0.0045
-26 .244 108 0.0046
Descent 83-17 .242 109 0.0044
-23 .243 108 0.0045 _
-25 .236 108 0.0044
Right turn 78-27 .239 107 0.0062
-30 .240 ii0 0.0078
80-21 .241 107 0.0048




Flight condition Test Point _ V CL'
(Flight no.-run no.) (knots)
Left turn 78-37 .246 Ii0 0.0051
-39 .239 107 0.0057
80-27 .242 106 0.0052
-28 .244 108 0.0059
-29 .241 108 0.0071
-31 .245 iii 0.0078
84-24 .245 II0 0,0064
Pull-up 78-8 .248 109 0.0043
-20 .244 111 0.0086
79-34 .241 108 0.0056
80-19 .246 112 0.0078
-38 .234 105 0.0072
84-8 .239 107 0.0051
-I0 .244 110 0.0064
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\Figure I. - Aircraft schematic and conventions used to define
senses of axes, angles and accelerations.
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Figure 2. - Three-view scale drawing of aircraft. All dimensions are given in meters.
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Figure 5.- Power (torque) coefficient as a function of tip-speed ratio for a series of test conditions.
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(a) Vehicleload and mast torque coefficients.
Figure 6. - Flightdata for three level-flightspeed sweeps.
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(b) Aircraft attitude.
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(c) Aircraft control positions.
Figure 6. - Continued.
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(d) Rotor-blade pitch and teeter angles.
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(f) Chordwise peak-to-peak rotor loads.
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(a) Beamwise loads
Figure 7.- Rotor-load histories for typical level-flight condition
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Figure I0. - Effect of rate of climb on rotor angles, loads
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Figure 11. - Rotor-load histories for typical descending left turn
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Figure 14. - Effect of vehicle load coefficient on primary harmonic-loads
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Figure 15. - Rotor-load histories for typical symmetrical pull-up
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Figure 17. - Effect of vehicle load coefficient on primary
harmonic-loads components for symmetrical pull-ups.
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Figure 18. - Effect of vehicle load coefficient on peak-to-peak
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Figure 18. - Concluded.
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teetering-rotor, AH-1G helicopter flown with a main rotor that had the NLR-]T
airfoil as the blade-section contour. The test envelope included hover,
forward-flight speeds from 34 to 83 m/sec (65 to 162 knots), and collective-
fixed maneuvers at about 0.25 tip-speed ratio. The data set for each test
point describes vehicle flight state, control positions, rotor loads, power
requirements, and blade motions.
Rotor loads are reviewed primarily in terms of peak-to-peak and harmonic content.
Lower frequency components predominated for most loads and generally increased
with increased airspeed, but not necessarily with increased maneuver load factor.
This report covers detailed data for an advanced airfoil on an AH-IG and is
applicable for evaluating performance and airfoil analyses.
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